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i FINAL REPORT:
USE OF COLLATERAL INFORMATION
TO DVF,( E IANDSAT CLASSIFICA2ION ACCURACIES
Ir
By
	
11;	 Alan H. Strahler
This final technical report briefly sumnarizes the results obtained from
a research grant entitled, "Use of Collateral Information to Improve Landsat
Classification Accuracies," NASA Grant NSG-2377. The research supported dealt
	
;n	 with three major issues: (1) the use of prior probabilities in maximum
likelihood classification as a methodology to integrate discrete collateral
data with continuously measured image density variables; (2) the use of the
logit classifier as an alternative to multivariate normal classification that
permits mixing both continuous and categorical variables in a single model and
fits empirical distributions of observations more closely than the
multivariate normal density function; and (3) the use of collateral data in a
geographic information system as exercised to model a desired outpit
information laver as a function of input layers of raster-format collateral
and image database layers.
A number of existing statistical techniques can be used to merge spectral
image data with collateral information, including regression, ANOVA, WOVA,
ANCOVA, nkNCMA, discriminant analysis, contingency table analysis,
multivariate normal classification with or without prior probabilities, and
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logit modeling. The choice of an appropriate technique depends upon the
nature of the input and output variables — continuous, discrete, or
categorical — and the appropriate model. The first five of these techniques
assume a linear model with a fixed covariance structure for all observations.
These restrictions are usually too narrow for remotely sensed data.
Accordingly, we focused our attention on the two least restrictive techniques
that allow the merging of a)ntinuous and categorical data: multivariate
normal classification with prior probabilities and logistic classification.
In the first technique, prior information concerning the expected
distribution of classes in a final classification map is incorporated into the
classification through the use of prior probabilities — that is,
probabilities of occurrence for classes that are based on separate,
independent knowledge concerning the area to be classified. The use of prior
probabilities in a classification system is sufficiently versatile to allow
(1) prior weighting of output classes based on their anticipated sizes; (2)
the merging of continuously varying measurements (e.g., multispectral
signatures) with discrete collateral data sets (e.g., rock type, soil type);
and (3) the construction of time-sequential classification systems in which an
earlier classification modificG the outcome of a later one. The prior
probabilities are incorporated by modifying the d?cision rule employed in a
Bayesian-type classifier to calculate a posteriori probabilities of class
membership that are based not only on the resemblance of a pixel to the class
signature, but also on the weight of the class that is estimated for the final
output classification. In the merging of discrete collateral information with
continuous spectral values into a single classification, a set of prior
probabilities (weights) is estimated for each value that the discrete
collateral variable may assume (e.g., each rock type or soil type). When
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multivariate normal classifications are performed, the prior probabilities
1;
	
appropriate to the particular pixel are used in classification. This reserach
is sLumarized in the attached reprint, "The Use of Prior Probabilities in
Maximum Likelihood Classification of Remotely Sensed Data," which appeared in
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Remote Sensing of Environment. This article is attached as Appendix A.
Logit modeling is a versatile technique that is well adapted to the
classification of remotely sensed data. In this technique, which is sometimes
referred to as logistic regression, a linear canpound of a vector of
independent variables is used to predict a logit -- the natural logarithm of
ratio of the probability that a pixel belongs to a particular class to the
probability that it does not. By simultaneously estimating logits for all
classes for each pixel, the values of the logits can be manipulated to yield
probabilities of membership for the pixel in each of the classes. These
probabilities may be retained in their own right, used to select the most
likely class for a pixel, or used in a system to estimate proportions.
The logit model has two distinct advantages over conventional Gaussian
classification. The first of these is that the logistic model tends to fit
asymmetrical probability distributions better than does the multivariate
normal approximation. Second, the logit classifier allows the modeling of a
probability density as a function of an y type of variable in a linear or
curvilinear model. Thus, it is considerably less restrictive than
multivariate normal classification. The logit modeling work is presented in
three papers forming Appendices B, C and D to this report. These are,
"Incorporating Collateral Data in Iandsa`_ Classification and Modeling
Procedures" (from the Proceedings of the Fourteenth International Symposium on
Remote Sensing of Environment), "A Logit Classifier for Multi-Image Data"
(from the Proceedings of the IEEE Workshop on Picture Data Description and
9 
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Management), and "The Logit Classifier -- A General Maximum Likelihood
Discriminant for Remote Sensing Applications" (from the Fifteenth
International Symposium on Remote Sensing of Environment).
To implement the logit classifier, two VICAR programs were coded. The
'N	 .I
first of these, LOGPR2, accepts training sets from an input image and prints
maximum likelihood values of the calibrating parameters for the training data.
These parameters are then input to a second program, PRCLSQ, which calculates
the probability of class membership for each pixel in an input image and
produces a classification map as an output Lrage. These programs, coded in
FOR'T'RAN IV, appear in Appendices E and F.
The last primary task supported by this grant was the development of a
geographic information system using both collateral and image data in a
nontrivial application in order to explore the operational difficulties of
merging image and collateral data and using both to produce information as a
C.
desired output. This task is described in the M.A. thesis of M.A. Spanner,
entitled "Soil Loss Prediction in a Geographic Information System Format,"
which is attached as Appendix G. In this work, soil loss due to erosion from
rainfall was successfully predicted for the. Santa Paula 7.5 minute quadrangle,
Ventura County, California, utilizing the VICAR/IBIS image processing and
geographic information system to simulate the Universal Soil Loss Equation
(USLE) .
The USLE requires as input rainfall, soil erodability, length of slope,
slope gradient, and crop management and soil loss tolerance coefficients in
order to predict annual soil loss in tons per acre per year. To provide these
data, digital Landsat MSS data, USGS Digital Elevation Model topographic data,
a digitized NOAA isopluvial map and digitized USDA Soil Conservation Service
soil maps were used. Estimates of accuracy for the intermediate data planes
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representing rainfall, soil erodabaility, length of slope, slope gradient,
crop management and soil loss tolerance ranged from 81 to 100 percent.
Incorporating slope and elevation information in the land use/land cover
classification that was used to identify crops and thus crop management
coefficients was noted to improve classification accuracies considerably.
Watershed characteristics including slope and length of slope were effectively
depicted using the DEM topographic data. Digitized soil maps were a powerful
information source, allowing soil erodability and soil loss tolerance to be
represented in an image format.
An accuracy analysis revealed a correlation coefficient of 0.91 between
soil loss values obtained from the developed geobased model and a sample of
manually derived soil loss values. In addition, the system accurately
targeted soil loss problem areas for subsequent analysis by Soil Conservation
f:	 Service personnel. Useful statistics from the soil maps, topographic data and
land cover were also obtained. In su=ary, the maps and statistics produced
in this application of geograhic information systems technology have a high
potential to provide useful information to resource managers dealing with the i
1
problem of soil loss in agricultural areas. 	 j
In addition to the articles and theses identified in the foregoing
%	 narrative, NASA Grant NSG-2377 supported small portions of other theses and
publications. The list of publications below includes these materials as
well.
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The Use of Prior Probabilities in
Maximum Likelihood Classification of Remotely Sensed Data
C.
ALAN H. 9MAHLER
Unwernty of Cahfomia, Santa Barbara, Califomia
C, T%e expected distribution of classes in a final classification map can be used to improve classification accuracies. Prior
information is incorporated through the use of prior probabilities- that u, probabilities of occurrence of classes which
are based on separate, independent knowledge concerning the area to be classified. The use of prior probabilities in a
classification system is sufficiently versatile to allow (1) prior weighting of output classes based on their anticipated
sizes: (2) the merging of continuously varying measurements (multispectral signatures) with discrete collateral
information datasets (e.g., rock type, soil type); and (3) the construction of time-sequential classificarion systems in
which an earlier classification modifies the outcome of a later one. The prior probabilities are incorporated by
r modifying the maximum likelihood decision rule employed in a Bayesian-type classifier to calculate a porteriori
probabilities of class membership which are based not only on the resemblance of a pixel to the class signature, but
also on the weight of the class which is estimated for the final output classification. In the merging of discrete
collateral infonmation with continuous spectral values into a single classification, a set of prior probabilities (weights)
is estimated for each value which the discrete collateral variable may assume (e.g., each rock type or soil type). When
maximum likelihood culc,dations are performed, the prior probabilities appropriate to the particular pixel are used in
classification. For time-sequential classification, the prior classification of a pixel indexes a set of appropriate
conditional probabilities reflecting either the confidence of the investigator in the pno• classification or the extent tor	
which the prior class identified is likely to change during the time period of interest.
C.
Introduction
In the past ten years, maximum, likeli-
hood classification has found w4 ,le appli-
cation in the field of rerrrrte sensing.
Based on multivariate normal distribu-
tion theory, the maximum likelihood clas-
sification algorithm has been in use for
applications in the social sciences since
the late 1940s. Providing a probabilistic
method for recognizing similarities be-
tween individual measurements and pre-
defined standards, the algorithm found
increasing use in the field of pattern
recognition in the following decades
(Chow, 1957; Sebestyen, 1962; Nilsson,
1965). In remote sensing, the develop-
ment of multispectral scanning technol-
ogy to produce lavered multispectral dig-
ital images of land areas from aircraft or
spacecraft provided the opportunity to
use the maximum likelihood criterion in
producing thematic classification maps of
large areas for such purposes as land-
use/land-cover determination and natu-
ral cultivated land inventory (Schell,
1972; Reeves et al., 1975).
In the last decade, research on the
general use of classification algorithms in
remote sensing has centered in two areas:
(1) computational improvements in
evaluating maxuiiunl likelihood and dis-
criminant function decision rules; and (2)
the use of various unsupervised clustering
algorithms to extract repeated or com-
monly occurring measurement vectors
which are characteristic of a particular
multispectral scene. Computational im-
provements have included such develop-
ments as look-up table schemes (Schlien
003"257/80/080135 + 291100.00
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and Smith, 1975) to reduce repeated
calculation, and hybrid classifiers (Ad-
dington, 1975) which use parallelepiped
algorithms (Goodenough and Schlien,
1974) first, then turn to maximum likeli-
hood computation to resolve ambiguities.
Although important for small image
processing systems, further computa-
tional improvements will become less and
less cos' effective as real-time computa-
tional costs continue to fall due to the
development of fourth- and fifth-
generation computer hardware systems.
Unsupervised methods rely on cluster-
ing measurement vectors according to
some set of distance, similarity, or disper-
sion criteria. Many clustering heuristics
have been devised and applied in image
processing. Dubes and Jain (1976) pro-
vide a review and comparative analysis of
a number of techniques which are com-
monly applied in pattern recognition.
However, as Kendall i1972,  p. 291) points
out, clustering is a subjective matter to
which little probabilistic theory is appli-
cable. No clustering algorithms have as
vet come to the fore which can incorpo-
rate prior knowledge in a formal fashion
(except for the use of a priori starting
vectors in interactive clustering) with an
expected increment in class identification
accuracy produced by the use of this
additional infonnation. However, recent
developments involving guided clustering
and automated labeling of unsupervised
clusters blur the distinction between su-
pervised and unsupervised techniques.
Future work may well produce a con-
tinuum of intergrading methods from
which a user can select a mix apps —riate
to the spatial, spectral. and temporal res-
olution of the data in hand and infonna-
tion output desired.
The purpose of this paper is to show
how the use of prior information about
the expected distribution of classes in a
final classification map can be used in
several different models to improve clas-
sification accuracies. Prior information is
incorporated through the use of prior
probabilities— that is, probabilities of oc-
currence of classes which are based on
separate, independent knowledge con-
cerning the area to be classified. Used in
their simplest form, the probabilities
weight the classes according to their ex-
pected distribution in the output dataset
by shifting decision space boundaries to
produce larger volumes in measurement
space for classes that are expected to be
large and smaller volumes for classes ex-
pected to be small.
The incorporation of prior probabili-
ties into the maximum likelihood decisioi,
rule can also provide a mechanism for
merging continuousl y measured observa-
tions (multispectral signatures) with dis-
cretely measured collateral variables such
as rock type or soil type. As an example,
consider an area of natural vegetation
underlain by two distinctive rock types,
each of which exhibits a unique mix of
vegetation classes. Two sets of prior
probabilities can be devised, one for each
rock type, and the classifier can be mod-
ified to use the appropriate set of prior
probabilities contingent on the underly-
ing rock type. In this way , the classifica-
tion process can incorporate discrete col-
lateral information into the decision rule
through a model contingent on an ex-
ternal conditioning variable. The method
can also be extended to include two or
more such discrete collateral datasets; the
number is limited onl y by the abilit y to
estimate the required sets of prior proba-
R
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bihties. Thus, prior probabilities provide
a powerful mechanism for merging col-
lateral datasets with multispectral images
for classification purposes.
Another application of prior probabili-
ties contingent upon a collateral dataset
allows temporal weighting in a time-
sequential classification system. As an ex-
ample, consider distinguishing between
two crop types which, through differing
phenologies, can be easily separated early
in the season but are confused later on in
the growing period. Through the use of
prior probabilities, a midsummer classifi-
cation can "look backward" to a spring
classification to resolve an ►biguity. Thus,
winter wheat could be separated from
spring wheat at midseason by its distinc-
tive early spring signature. This use of
temporal information provides an alter-
native to the calculation of transformed
vegetation indexes (TVIs) and compara-
ble procedures (Richardson and Wiegand,
1977) in the identification of crops with
multitemporal images (Rouse et al., 1973).
Such a time-sequential classification sys-
tem could also be used to monitor land
use change. In this case, a :Ivlarkov-type
predictive model is used directly to set
prior probabilities based on patterns of
change shown in an area.
Review of Maximum
Likelihood Classification
To understand the application of prior
probabilities :o a classification problem,
we must first briefl y review the mathe-
matics of the maximum likelihood deci-
sion rule. For the multivariate case, we
assume each observation X (pixel) con-
sists of a set of measurements on p vari-
ables (channels). Through some external
procedure, we identify a set of observa-
tions which correspond to a class—that
is, a set of similar objects characterized
by a vector of means on measurement
variables and a variance-covariance ma-
trix describing the interrelationships
among the measurement variables which
are characteristic of the class. Although
the parametric mean vector and disper-
sion matrix for the class remain un-
known, they are estimated by the sample
means and dispersion matrix associated
with the object sample.
Multivariate normal statistical theory
describes the probability that an observa-
tion X will occur, given that it belongs to
a class k, as the following function:
(b k(X .) - (2- ) - 112P 1 1 k I -1 /2
XC- 1/2(X- pj)'_A `lX -Ni) . (1)
(Table 1 presents an explanation of the
symbols used in this and other expres-
sions.) The quadratic pr)duct
X 2— ( X -µ.!k ► (X- µ k) 	 (2)
can be thought of as a squared distance
function which measures the distance be-
tween the observation and the class mean
as scaled and corrected for variance and
covariance of the class. It can be shown
that this expression is a X 2 variate with p
degrees of freedom (Tatsuoka, 1971).
As applied in a maximum likelihood
decision rule, expression (1) allows the
calculation of the probabilit y that an ob-
servation is a member of each of k classes.
The individual is then assigned to the
class for which the probabilit y value is
greatest. In an operational context, we
substitute observed means, variances, and
Taw Dznmmon
P Number of measurement variables used to characterize each
object or observation.
X A p-dimensional random vector.
X, Vector of measwements on p varubles associated with the i th
object x observation : i — 1, 2,..., N.
P(X,) Probability that a pdimensionul random vector X will take on
observed values X,.
W k Member of the i: th set of classes W; k-1,2,..., K.
r^ Member of the ith set of states for a conditioning variable P;
I-1,2... . . 1.
P(W k ) Probability that an observation will be a member of class Wk;
prior probability for class Wk.
P(rt ) Probability that &a observation will be associated with state i of
conditioning variable ri ; prior probabWty for state Pt.
P(W k lx,) Probability that an observation is a member of class w k given
that measurement vector X, is observed.
m k (X,) Probability density value associated with observation vector X, as
evaluated for class k.
µk Parametric mean vector associated with the kth class.
Mk Man vector associated with a sample of observations belonging
to the kth class; taken as an estimator of µk.
^k Parametric p by p dispersion (vanance-covaria-ice) matrix
associated with the kth class.
Dk p by p dispersion nnatns associated with a sample of observations
belonging to the kth class; taken as an estimator of Fk.
W
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TABLE 1 Notation
covariances and use the log form of ex-
pression (1)
ln[(bk(X,)] _ — zpin(2 r)— 21nl::kI
--'z(X,—rnk)'Dk'(X,—mk)
(3)
Since the log of the probabilit y is a
monotonic increasing function of the
probability, the decision can be mad! by
companng values for each class as calcu-
lated from the right hand side of this
equation. This is the decision nde that is
used in the currently distributed versions
of LARSYS and VICAR, two image
pr(wessing program systems authored re-
spectively by the Laboratory for Applica-
tions of Remote Sensing at Purdue Uni-
versity and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
of California Institute of Technology at
Pasadena. A simpler decision rule, R,,
can be derived from expression (3) by
eliminating the constants (Tatsuoka,
1911):
R,: Choose k which minimizes
Ft. k(X , )
1nJD1J+(Xi—mk) 'Dk'(X,—mk),
(4)
The Use of P.-;or Probabilities
in the Decisio: R u.c
The ma-rimmn likelihood decision rule
can be modified easil y to take into
account prior probabilities which de-
scribe how likely a class is to occur in the
:i
1
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population of observations as a whole.
The prior probabilit y itself is simply an
estimate of the proportion of the objects
which will fall into a particular class.
These prior probabilities are sometimes
termed "weights," since the modified
classification rule will tend to weigh more
heavily those classes with higher prior
probabilities.
Prior probabilities are incorporated
into the classification through manipula-
tion of the Law of Conditional Probabil-
ity. To begin, we define two probabili-
ties: P(w k ), the probability that an
observation will be drawn from class wk;
and P(X,), the probability of occurrence
of the measurement vector X,. The Law
of Conditional Probability states that
P(w k lx i ) — P Wk, },} '	 ( 5)
The probability on the left-hand side of
this expression will form the basis of a
modified decision rule, since we wish to
assign the i th observation to that class wk
which has the highest probabilit y of oc-
currence given the p-dimensional vector
X, which has been observed.
Again using the Law of Conditional
Probabilit y , we find that
P(X.1wk) _ P(wk,X,) .
	 (6)
P(Wk)
In this expression, the left-hand term
describes the probability that the mea-
surement vector will take on the values
X, given that the object measured is a
member of class w k . This probability
could be determined by san.pling a popu-
lation of measurement vectors for
observations known to be from class wk;
however, the distribution of such vectors
1.39
is usually assumed to be Gaussian. Note
that in some cases this assumption may
not hold; as an example, Brooner et al.
(1971) showed significantly higher classi-
fication accuracies for crops using simu-
lated multispectral imagery with direct
estimates of these conditional probabili-
ties than with probabilities calculated
according to Gaussian assumptions. Howe
ever, the use of the multivariate normal
approximation is widely accepted, and, in
any case, it is only under rare circum-
stances that sufficient data are obtained
to estimate the conditional probabilities
directly.
Thus, we can assume that P(XJw k ) is
acceptably estimated by (D k (X i ) and re-
write expression (6) as
Ok(X,)— 
P(wk,X,)	
(7)P(wk)
Rearranging, we have
P(w k , X, ) 
= '0k(X dP ( w k) s (Dk (Xi)-
(8)
Thus, we see that the numerator of
expression (5) can be evaluated as the
product of the multivariate densit y hinc-
tion I) k (X,) and the prior probability 01
occurrence of class wk.
To evaluate the denominator of
expression (5), we note that for all k
classes the conditional probabilities must
sum t:, 1:
K
I P (wk lX, } = 1
k_1
K
(9)
f
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Therefore,
K
P(X,) —
 X (bk(X,)P(wk)•	 (10)
k-1
Substituting F.qs. (8) and (10) into (5),
X P
P(wklXi)= K
k( ,) w k
10k(XJ(wk)
k-1
	
Ok*A.)	 (11)
= K	 .
Ok(Xi)
k^l
The last expression, then, provides the
basis for the decision rule which includes
prior probabilities. Since the denomina-
tor remains constant for all classes, the
observation is simply assigned to the class
for which (Dk (X, ), the product of (D k (X, )
and P(w k ), is a maximum. In its simplest
fonn, this decision rule can be stated as:
11 1 : Choose k which minimizes
Fz. k(X ,) =1njDk 1
+(X,—mk)'Dk'(Xi
—Mk)
	—2lnP(w k ).	 (12)
(Tatsuoka and Tiedeman, 1950.
It is important to understand how this
decision rile behaves with different prior
probabilities. If the prior probability
P(w k ) is verf small, then its natural loga-
rithm will be a large negative number;
when multiplied by — 2, it will become a
large positive number and thus F2 k for
such a class will ne. ,er be minimal.
Therefore, setting a very small prior
probability will effectively remove a clas
From the output classification. Note that
this effect will occur even if the observa-
ALAN H. STRAHLER
tion vector X, is coincident with class
mean vector m k . In such a case, the
quadratic product distance function (X,
—mk)'Dk'(X;—mk) goes to zero, but the
prior probability term — 21n P(w j,) can
still be large. Thus, it is entirely possible
that the observation will be classified into
a different class, one for which the dis-
tance function is quite large.
As the prior probability P(w k ) be-
comes large and approaches 1, its loga-
rithm will go to zero and F2, k will ap-
proach F l, k for that class. Since this
probability and all others must sum to
one, however, the prior probabilities of
the remaining classes will be small num-
bers and their values of F2 k will be
greatly augmented. The effect will be to
force classification into the class with
high probability. Therefore, the more ex-
treme are the values of the prior proba-
bilities, the less important are the actual
observation values X,. This point is dis-
cussed in more detail in a following sec-
tion.
Numerical example
A simple numerical example may
clarify this modification of the maximum
likelihood decision rule. For this exam-
ple, we assume two classes w , and w.; in a
two-dimensional measurement space.
Their means al,d dispersion matrices are
shown below.
m i = [ 4 21, 	 m2=[3 31,
D '
= 1 3 6J	 (13)
Dz = (4 .5
The determinants and inverses of these
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in class w2 , and it would be appropriate
to classify the measurement into w 1.
This same decision can be made by
using the somewhat simpler decision rule
(14) R 1 [expression (4)]:
F1.1(X)=1nJD, J +(X—m 1 )'D1 1 (X—ml),
(20)
=ln(2)+ s =2 .193;	 (21)
For this example, we wish to decide to F 1 2(X) =1nJD2 1 + (X — m 2 )'D2 1
 (X — M2),
which class the measurement vector (4,3)
belongs.	 (22)
To evaluate the probability associated	
= ln(3) + •2 = 3.098.	 (23)
with w 1 , we firs' evaluate the quadratic
product	 Here again the decision is made to clas-
X 2 = (X — m 1 )'D; 1 (X — m 1)	 (15) sify the observation X into w 1The foregoing calculations assume
 3	 2	 0 — s
	
equal probability of membership in w1
X 11 =  [ 0 1 1 X _ 2	 J X 1 — 2 • and w.2 . Removing this restriction, we2	
take prior probabilities into account. As-
(16) sume that the following prior probabili-
ties are observed:
G	 The probability density value is then
P(w1)=3, P(w" )=3.	 (24)
01(X)= 2zr X 1 Xe-1"1=0.0532. Recalling the notation from expression
(17) (11) that (D (X ; ) denotes the probabilitv
Similarly, for the second class,
	
	
density function adjusted for the prior
probability,
	
z	 s
X2 l` — 1 O J x	 ' 
	 ^k(Xt) =^k(Xt)P{tJk},	 (25)
	
— S	 4	
0
we calculate for the two classes
_2	 (18)
^i(X)=01(X)P(w1)—(0.0532)X s(D2(X)= 1 X 1 Xe - ix2= 0.0338
V3	 (19)	 =0.0177,	 (26)
D2 (X) ='02(X)P(w2) — (0.0338) X
Thus, the measurement vector (4,3) has a 	 = 0.0225.
	 (27)
higher probability associated with mem-
bership in class w 1
 than with membership The actual conditional probabilities (ex-
f
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matrices are
	
I D11- 2 ,	 ID21=3
D- 1, f 3 —2 1,
- 2	 2
— T — S
3	 3
S	 4
	
L	 3	 s
4
loom	 .
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pression (11)] then become
P(w
' 
I X =(4,2) )= 	 0.01770.0177 +0.0225
	
= 0.440,	 (28)
P w2 IX,_ (4.2	 0.0225
= 0.0177+0.0225
	
-0.560.
	 (29)
Thus, class w2 is favored for the observa-
tion (4,3) over class wi.
In terms of the decision rule R 2 , we
calculate
F2.1(X) =1n I D 1 I
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area. In such a case, a single suite of
crops will characterize the entire area,
but the expected distribution of crops
from one soil type to the next could be
expected to vary considerably. Under
the--, circumstances, it would be possible
to collect a stratified random sample of
the area to be classified, in order to
quantify two sets of prior probabilities:
one for the crops on the first soil type,
the other for crops on the second.
Thus, we introduce a third variable vi,
which indicates the state of the external
conditioning variable (e.g., soil type) as-
sociated with the observation. We wish,
then, to find an expression describing
+(X-m l )'D, `(X-ml)
-21nP(w,),	 (30)
-F1.1 (X)-2lnP(w l ),	 (31)
= •2.193-21n(s)=4.390. (32)
For the second class, the outcome is
F2.,(X)=3.0%-21n(3)=3.908. (33)
Since the observation is classified into the
class which minimizes the value of R2
once again the second class is chosen.
Prior Probabilities Contingent on a
Single External Conditioning Variable
Having shown how to modify the deci-
sion rule to take into account a set of
prior probabilities, it is only a small step
to consider several sets of probabilities,
in which an external information source
identifies which set is to be used in the
decision rile. As an example, consider
the effect of soil type on the distribution
of crops that are likely to be grown in an
P(wklX„ vi ),	 (34)
the probability that an observation will
be a member of the class w., given its
vector of observed measurements and the
fact that it belongs to class vi of the
external conditioning variable.
In deriving an expression to find this
probability , we can make the assumption
that the mean vector and dispersion ma-
trix of the class will be the same regard-
less of the state of the external condition-
ing variable. This assumption is discussed
more fully in a later section. The awsump-
tion implies that
P(X,I w k ) =P(X,I w k , pi ).	 (35)
Expanding both sides of this relationship
using the Law of Conditional Probability,
P(X,, w k )	 P(X,, w k , v,)
P ( Wk)	 P(wk. vi }	 . (36)
Solving for the three-way joint probabil-
^ -.1
14.1
n
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itv,
P(X,, wk, r1) 
= P(X,, W k )P{ w k , r,}
P (Wk)
(37)
Substituting expression (8) into the left-
hand tenn of the right denominator,
(40), we have
ll	 4'k(X.)P ( W k • "d
P ( WkIX ' • 1-II = A
k-1
A	 '
k-1
a2
This result is analogous to expression (11);
^k(X,)P{Wk}P{0.k, v^}	
note that the denominator remains con-
P(wk)
	
	 start for all k, and need not actually be
(.38) calculated to select the class W k for .Which
1>k'(X,) is a maximum.
) P { W k•'', }
	
	
'The application of this expression in
(39) classification requires that the joint prob-
_	 abilities P(W k , ►',) be known. However. a
— 
^k (X ' )'	 simpler form using conditional probabili-
ties directlh • obtained from a stratifir-i
Expanding expression (34) according to random sample can he obtained through
the Lass of Conditional Probability'
	
	 the application of the Law of Conditional
Probabilitv:
P { w kI X , , r,) = P Wk,	 Il . (40)	 P{Wk, r,} =P (wkIr,) P (r,).	 (44)(
	 ,)
Since P t,  c',) cancels from the numerator
Noting that since all classes are included, and denominator after substitution, we
expression (40). when summed over all have
classes, must equal 1,	 ^klX,)P {Wk^r,}
A
P(Wk^X,,r,)=I= k-1
(41) Thus, either the joint or conditional
Probabilities may be used in the decision
mle:
R 3 : Choose k which minimizes
k-1
(45)
Rearranging,
K
P{X,, r,} _	 P(wk,X,, r,). (42)
k-1
Substituting expressions (39) and (42) into
FI.k(X,)-lnjDki
+(X,—mk)'Dk'(X,—mk)
- 2lnP(w k , r,)	 (46)
L
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R^: Choose k which minimizes	 Adding Additional Conditioning
Variables
F^ . k (X,) — lnIDk
I
n
0
0
+ (X, — m k )'Dk ► (X,— mk)
—2lnP(w k I p1 ).	 (47)
Numerical example
To illustrate this use of prior probabili-
ties contingent on an external condition-
ing variable, let use return to the two-
class example discussed earlier. This time,
however, let us assume that a stratified
random sample of the area to be classi-
fied produces the estimates of probabili-
ties shown in Table 2. The conditioning
variable P, has two states: v I and P_
Under the conditions of p l , both classes
have equal prior probabilities; under p2,
the second class is more likel y to appear,
with the probabilit y of 0.7 for w 2 and 0.3
for w 1 . Table 3 presents the calculatiuns
for this example. For p ,, w, would be the
most likely choice. In the case of p2 , w2 is
more probable.
TABLE 4 Simple Prior Probabilities
for Numencal Example
CONDMONING VARIABLE
PvtoaABtuTY	 r,	 rs
P(W,)	 0.5	 03
P(WS )	 0.5	 0.7
Logic analogous to that of the preced-
ing section shows that classification deci-
sions may be made contingent on any
number of external multistate condition-
ing variables. However, a separate set of
prior probabilities must be estimated for
all possible states of conditioning varia-
bles. For example, consider classifying
natural vegetation in an area containing
four distinctive rock types, six different
soil types, and four unique topographic
habitats. Ninety-six sets of prior probabil-
ities will then be required. Estimating
these probabilities by separate samples
would be prohibitive for such a large
number of combinations.
To alleviate this problem, it is possible
to model these probabilities from a much
smaller set under the assumption of no
high-level interaction. This procedure
amounts to the calculation of expected
values for a multidimensional con-
tingency table when only certain margi-
nal totals are known. Techniques for such
modeling have been described in the re-
cent statistical literature, and are sum-
marized in two current books by Bishop
et al., (1975) and by Upton (1976). [Other
treatments appear in Cox (1970) and
Fienburg;19 4 r . ] The discussion below is
based partly on the treatment presented
TABLE 3 Caktllation of Mawnum Ukelilood Postenor Ptobebdtties
r 
	 rs
W 1	 W2
	
W1
	 IJ!
0'A ' ) 0.0532	 0.0338 0.0532	 0.03.'38
P(W R Ird 0.0266	 0.0199 0.0190	 0.0237
^R(xi)P( W ► Ire} 0.0269	 0.0169 0.0169	 0.0237
1
v mRlxl)P(WRlrll 0 .0435 0.0397
k-1
P(W R IX. rd 0.611	 0.399 0.403	 0.587
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in pp. 57-101 of Bishop et al., and the
reader is referred to these works for cases
involving modeling beyond the tr -,,ariate
case presented here.
As a simple example, consider the
three-way case in which a measurement
is a member of class w k and is also associ-
ated with two conditioning variables v1
and o 1 . Then the Law of Conditional
Probability states
145
Resealing then proceeds for another set
of two-way conditionals,
P2 (w k , P1 , 0 1 ) ' P 1 ( w k , v1 , 01)
P1 {w k , P10 01}
X 
^ I
P{ w k . 01}
(50)
and finally for the last set,
.P 11
ry
P{wk1vl,o1}= P{w k , v1 , 0 1 )	 , (48)
I P{ w k , v1 , 01}
k-1
since
K
P{v1 , 0 1 } = E P{w k , P1 , 01}.
k-1
There are K X JX L probabilities of the
form P { w k , v1 , o 1 }, and we wish to esti-
mate these with maximum likelihood
without sampling the full set. Such an
estimate is possible, assuming no three-
wav interaction between w. v, and o, if
probabilities of the forms P (wk, 
"d,
P ( w k , o 1 ), and P(v1 , n 1 } are known.
The method, first described by Dem-
ing and Stephan (1940), requires iterative
fitting of three-way probabilities
P(w k , v1 , o 1 ) to conform with observed
two-way probabilities P( w k , v 1 ), P(w k , 01)
and P ( v1 , o 1 ). Beginning with an initial
starting probability Po(wk, v1 , 0 1 }, the
individual three-way probabilities are first
resealed to conform with one set of two-
way probabilities,
P,{ w k , V 1 , 01} = PI { w k , v1 , 01}
K
I P„( w k , P 1 , 01}
X k-1
P{ v1 , 01}
N w k , P1 , 0 1 } = P2 {w k , V► , 01}
L
PZ {wk, v ► , 01}
X t	 1
P{w k , v1}
(51)
As the procedure is repeated, conver-
gence occurs rapidly, and values stabilize
within a s111ah number of iterations (De-
ming and Stephan. 1940). The method
always converges toward the unique set
of maximum likelihood estimates and can
be used with any set of starting values;
further, estimates may be determined to
any preset level of accuracy (Bishop et
al., 1975, p. 83).
In a typical remote sensing applica-
tion, a stratified random sample is col-
lected which estimates the two condi-
tional probability sets P (w k j v j ) and
P(w k
 1 0 1 ). In addition, probabilities of the
form P(wk, 0 1 ) are obtained by process-
ing registered digital images of maps
showing the spatial distributions of v and
o. By noting that
L
P{v1 }=	 P{ Pi, 0 1 )	 (52)
1-1
(49) and using the Law of Conditional
rORI(a1NAL NAGS !^
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TABLE 4	 Conditional Probabilities for Nwnencal Example
P(W k , r,) P(uk, o,)
W	 r,	 r3	 r3 01	 Of	 03
W,	 0.6	 03
	
02 0.5
	 0.8	 0.2
Wy	 0.3	 02	 0.4 0.4	 0.1	 0.3
'J3	 0.1	 0.3	 0.4 0.1	 0.1	 0.5
Probability, tion, these values would normally be ob-
tained by prior random stratified Sam-
P ( w k , vi ) - P (w k Pj ) P ( P1 ) ,	 (53) pling. Also required are the joint proba-
bilities P(P,, o l ) (Table 5). Tables 6 and 7
the	 joint	 probabilities	 P(w k , P,)	 and show	 how	 values	 for	 P(w k , i ,,)	 and
P(w k , o l ) can easily be calculated from P(w k , o l ) are calculated according to ex-
the	 sets	 of	 conditional	 probabilities pressions (52) and (53).
P(w k I P,) and P(w k I o l ). Table 8 presents the results of the first
two iterations in fitting the no two-way
Numerical example interaction models to these data. Using
A simple numerical example will iJ- the criterion of no further rhangein any
lustrate the iterative method. Table 4 P(w k , v^, o l ) of greater than10 -e , con-
presents a set of one-way conditional vergence is reached at iteration 23. Al-
probabilities	 for	 an	 example	 of	 three though these probabilities can be used
classes w k ,	 k=1,2,3	 with	 two	 condi- directly in decision rule R 3 , it may be
tioning variables Pl , j= 1, 2, 3, and o l , 1= easier to examine the values as condi-
1,2,3. Although simple decimal values tional probabilities as used in R:,. These
are assumed here for ease of computa- values are shown in the last column of
the table.
TABLE 5	 Joint Probabilities for Numerical Example
Time-Sequential Classification P(P,	 01)
P	 0,	 o,	 03	 P(r,) If a classification carried out at a earlier
V,	 0.06	 0.12	 0.14	 0.34 time
	
is viewed	 as	 an	 external	 condi-Pz	 0.o"	 0.09
	
0 .12	 0 qq
P3 	0.16
	
0.10	 0.12	 0.38 tioning variable, then the mechanism of
P(o,)	 0.31	 0 .31	 038 prior probabilities can be used to make
TABLE 6	 Calculation of Joint Two Way Probabilities for Numerical Example
Wk	 P ( W ► I r l)	 P(ri)	 P(Wk•ri)	 P ( WSI Ps) P(rs)	 P(Wk•r!)	 P (W k l r3)	 P(r3)	 P(Wk•r3)
W,	 0.6
	
x	 0.34	 -	 0.204	 0.5
	
x 028	 -	 0.140
	 0.2	 x	 038	 -	 0.076
at	 0.3	 x	 0.34	 -	 0.102	 0.2	 x 0.28	 -	 0.056	 0.4	 x	 0.38	 -	 0.152
W3 	0.1
	
x	 0.34	 -	 0.034	 0.3	 x 028	 -	 0.084	 0.4	 x	 0.38	 -	 0.152
TABLE 7	 Calculation of Joint Two-Way Probabilities for lumencal Example
W k 	 P ( Wkl o l)	 P(ol)	 P(Wk•o,)	 P ( W kl os) P(04)	 P(Wk,02)
	 P( W kl o3)	 P(03)	 P(Wk•03)
W ,	 0.5	 x	 0.31	 -	 0.155
	 0.8	 x 0.31	 -	 0.248
	 0.2	 x	 0.38	 -	 0.076
W3	 0.4	 x	 0.31	 -	 0.124	 0.1	 x 0.31	 -	 0.031	 0.3	 x	 0.38	 -	 0.114
W3	 0.1	 x	 0.31	 -	 0.031	 0.1	 x 0.31	 -	 0.031	 0.5	 x	 0.38	 -	 0.190
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the outcome of a classification contingent
on the earlier classification. This applica-
tion is best clarified by an example. Con-
sider an agricultural classification with
four field types: rice, cotton, orchard,
and fallow. An early spring classification
reveals the presence of young rice with
high accuracy, but at that time cotton
cannot be distinguished from fallow
fields. Orchards are easily distinguished
from field crops at any time of year. By
early summer, many fields which classi-
fied as fallow are likely to be in cotton;
however, fields classified as rice are still
likely to be rice. Orchards will remain
unchanged in areal extent.
Data from prior years are collected to
quantify these expected changes, and a
transition probability matrix is devised
which describes the changes in classifica-
tion expected during the early spring-
early summer period (Table 9). In this
example, spring classification shows 3006
of the ohservations to be rice; by summer,
90676 of these observations are expected
to continue as -ice, with 10°yo returning to
fallow because of crop failure of lack of
irrigation. Twent y percent of the snnng
observations are orcharc?s, and all of these
are expected to remain in orchard
through early s=imer. Fallow fields,
constituting 50% obsfrvations, are most
likely to become cotton (probability=
0.71), with a few becoming rice, orchard,
ALAN H. SrRAHL R
or remaining fallow (probabilities —0.1).
Since no observations are classified as
cotton in spring, no transition probabili-
ties are needed for that class. This use of
transition probabilities was suggested as
early as 1967 by Simonett et al.
The transition probability matrix can
also be recogized as a matrix of condi-
tional probabilities P ( wk v,) which de-
scribe the probability that an observation
will fall into summer class w4 given that
the observation falls into spring class r,.
Thus, the early summer classification can
be made contingent on the early spring
classification through the prior probabil-
ity mechanisms discussed earlier, and anv
po-gible confusion between cotton and
rice in summer will be resolved by the
spring classification. It is also interesting
to note that the transition probability
matrix is actuall y a square stochastic ma-
trix, and therefore the situation is equiva-
lent to a simple one-step `larkov process.
Under these conditions, the expected
posterior probabilities P(w k ) are
P(w k ) _	 P(wk1P^)P(r,).	 (54)
r-1
In a recent paper, Swain (1978) has
-arried this approach a step further, in-
corporating in the decision rule both
:r
X
i
TABLE; 9 Agricultural Tune -Sequential Classification Example
P(W41ri)
srPtINC P(.1) W1 W2 403 W4CLASS
Rica CortnN ORCHAAD FAL. ow
.^	 Rice 0.3 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.1
rs	 Cotton 01 — — — —
r3	 Orchard 0.2 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0
0'4	 Fallow 0.5 0.1 0.7 0.2 0.1
P(Ws) 0.32 0M 0M 0.08
a
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measurement vectors X, , , and X, ,2 taken
from times tl and t2 at point i in space.
In contrast, the approach described above
uses X, I to predict Pi at time t l and then
uses Y, ,2 and P+ to make the classification
decision at time t2 . Swain 's decision rule,
in the notation of this paper, becomes
Rs: Choose k to maximize
Fs.k(Xi,1,X1.2)=
1
S P{X ;.IIPi,P(X;.2 Iwk) F(wkIPi)P(Pi).
i-I
(55)
Swain has termed this rule the "cascade
classifier."
Swain's approach has the advantage of
using full information about the distances
of the measurement vectors X,. I and X; 2
from class means; however, as Swain
notes, there is no way to make the first
observation set dominate the second.
When the transition probability matrix
goes to an identity matrix, the classifica-
tion rule becomes:
FS, k(X i.I ,X i,2 =
P{X,, I IPi)P{X1.2'(jk)P{Pi},
(56)
and the two observations becomes equally
weighted. Decision rule R ,3 does allow
the first observation to dominate; here,
an identity transition probability matrix
will preserve the first classification com-
pletely. On the other hand, R ., assumes
that the prior classification is perfectly
correct, and anv errors in the prior clas-
sification will also be preserved to an
extent controlled by the transition proba-
bilities. Thus, both approaches are rele-
149
vant, depending on the classification task
at hand.
Remote Sensing Example
The preceding numerical examples
have demonstrated the application of
prior probabilities in maximum likelihood
classification in a computational context;
a real example drawn from remote sens-
ing should serve to further enhance un-
derstanding in an operational context.
'This example (Strahler et al., 1978) is
drawn from a problem involving classifi-
cation of natural vegetation in a heavily
forested area of northern California. In
the classification, spectral data are used
to define species-specific timber types,
and elevation and slope aspect are used
as collateral data channels to improve
classification accuracv.
The area selected for application of
the classification techniques described
above is referred to as the Doggett Creek
study area, comprising about 220 km 2 of
private and publicly-owned forest land in
northern California near the town of
Klamath River. Located within the
Siskiyou Mountains, elevations in the area
range from 500 m at the Klamath River,
which crosses the southern portion, to
2065 m near Dry Lake Lookout on an
unnamed summit. A well developed net-
work of logging roads and trails is pre-
sent, providing relatively easy access to
nearly
 all of the area by road or foot.
A wide variety of distinctive vegeta-
tion types is present in the area. Life-fornl
classes include alpine meadow, fir park,
pasture, cropland, and burned reforested
areas. Forest vegetation includes, from
high elevation to low elevation, such
types as red fir, white fir, douglas fir-
ponderosa pine-incense cedar, pine-oak,
G
t1
G
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and oak - chapparal. Thus, the topo-
graphic and vegetational characteristics
of the area are well differentiated.
After a review of available Landsat
frames which included the Doggett Creek
area, two were selected for analysis: 4
July 1973, and 15 October 1974. The two
frames were obtained as computer com-
patible tapes from the EROS Data
Center, Sioux Falls, SD and then refor-
mattcd and precision rectified to
sinusoidal projections. Pixel size was con-
verted to 80x80 m in the rectification
process to facilitate film-writer playback.
Using the July image as a base, the Oc-
tober frame was registered to within a
half-pixel error using seven control points.
In this process, the October image was
resampled to conform with the July image
using a cubic spline convolution algo-
rithm. Figure 1 presents an image of the
study area using Landsat band 5 (0.6-0.7
µm) from the July frame.
Also registered to the July image was a
terrain image derived from the U.S. Geo-
logical Survey 1:250,000 digital terrain
tape for the Weed, CA, quadrangle. In
the registration process, the image was
converted to 80 x 80 m pixel size, and
stretched to yield a full range of gray-tone
values. Slope and aspect images were
generated directly from the registered
elevation data using a least-squares algo-
rithm which fits a plane to each pixel and
its four nearest neighbors.
The slope aspect image consisted ini-
tially of gray-tone densities between 0
(black) and 2.55 (white) which indicated
the azimuth of slope orientation, ranging
clockwise from 0° to 359°. These values
were then transformed by a cosine func-
tion proposed by Hartung and Lloyd
(1969). Since northeast slopes present the
most favorable growing envirorunent, and
ALAN H. SrRAHLER
southwest slopes the least favorable, with
northwest and southeast slopes of neutral
character, the density tones of azimuths
were resealed with 3 representing due
southwest and 255 representing due
northeast. (Values of 0, 1, and 2 were
reserved for special codings.) Neutral
slopes, oriented northwest or southeast,
thus received density tones near 127. The
function also corrected automatically for
the 12° skew of the Landsat image. For
processing as collateral data channels,
both elevation and transformed aspect
were converted to three-state variables:
elevation to low, middle, and high; and
aspect to southwest, neutral (southeast or
northwest) and northeast. Figure 2 shows
elevation and aspect images as well as
their three-state versions.
Following an initial reconnaissance of
the area, thirteen species-specific forest
cover classes were selected as represent-
ing the range of cover t ypes within the
study area. These classes were defined by
a set of 93 training sites ranging in size
from approximately twenty to one
hundred pixels. Further processing re-
vealed the presence of several subtypes
within most of the forest cover classes.
For example, open-canopy douglas fir
training sites were divided into two sub-
types. Such subtypes were also defined
for hardwood, white fir, douglas fir,
sparce, and grass and shrub cover classes.
Throughout the classification procedure,
these subtypes were kept separate, join-
ing together onl y in the final classifica-
tion map.
In order to obtain estimates of prior
probabilities for the forest cover class
types, one hundred points were randomiy
selected from a grid covering the Dog-
gett Creek study area b y drawing coordi-
nates from a random number table. At
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FIGURE 1. LAndsat hand 5 unage of Doggett Creek study area. Klamath Nabonal Forest. CA
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FIGURE 2 Registered continuous and trdevel eievatkm (a. b) and aspect (c. d) 
UnaKeSof Doggett Creek studv area.
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each of these points, the forest cover
class was determined either by interpre-
tation of 1: 15,840 color aerial photogra-
phy, or by actual field visit. Of the 100
points, 15 were discarded because they
fell (1) in locations which were inaccessa-
ble in the time available; or (Z) outside
the area covered by 1:15,840 air photos
(and therefore could not be accurately
located on either the Landsat frame or
on the ground). At each point, the eleva-
tion and aspect class was also recorded,
thus allowing type counts to be cross
tabulated according to elevation and
aspect.
From this sample of 85 points, three
sets of probabilities were prepared. The
first of these recorded the unconditional
prior probabilities of the forest cover
types—that is, their proportional repre-
sentation within the entire stud y area.
The second and third sets of probabilities
aggregated the points according to eleva-
tion and aspect classes, and were used to
estimate three sets of probabilities for
each topographic parameter (low, mid-
dle, and high for elevation, and north-
east, neutral and southwest for aspect).
Table 10 shows how the classes were
defined, and describes the number of
points falling into each.
These estimates of probabilities lack
precision because the number of sample
ALAN H. STR.1tn-FR
points is small; with 85 samples distrib-
uted across 13 cover types, the calculated
probabilities are more likely to indicate
adequately the rank order of the magni-
tudes rather than the :rue values of the
magnitudes themselves. However, under
constraints of field time and expense, it
,was not possible to prepare a larger
dataset for this particular trial. Consider-
ing the sensitivit y of the classification to
extreme probability values, future work
should estimate these probability sets to
a higher degree of accuracy.
This dataset was also used to estimate
classification accuracies. By recording the
pixel location of each of the sample
points, the cover type as determined on
the ground could be compared with the
cover type as classified on the Landsat
image. Because of uncertainties in locat-
ing each pixel on the 1: 15,840 air pho-
tos, it was necessary to specify alternate
acceptable classifications for each point.
For example, a pixel falling into a stand
identified on the ground as douglas fir•
open canopy, might fall almost entirely
on a clearing, and thus be classified as
grass/shrub, or sparse if containing a
few canopy trees. In such a case, the clas-
sification was termed correct. On the
other hand, classifications such as
hardwood, alpine meadow, or red fir
forest would be an obvious error in a
TABLE 10 Elevation and Aspect Ciass Defirutions
Couc	 13m Vrno!v	 POINT COUNT
Elevation
1,0W < 1087 m 45
Middle 1088-1524 m 28
1116 > 1525 m 14
kspect
Northeast 317.6'- 112.5' 28
Neutral 122.8°-15..5°.292.8°-.177.5° 25
Southwest 1578°- 292.5° 14
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douglas fir stand. litre again, estimated
accuracies are influenced b y the hnuted
size of the sample.
Note that the field data are used to
prcxluce a classification which is their
asses."i for accurac y by
 reference to the
s.une data. Separate samples wouiei
clearl y be more desirable. The d--ision
to Ilse the assume set of sauLiples - -
ternune accurac y that wxs used to esti-
mate tile• probabilit y
 sets seas, again, in-
fluenced by available field time and travel
funds. however, the accuracies are
greatl y dependent (,it
	 spatial location
of the data lxoints; only ill aggrvgate
does each data point influence the classi-
fication. 11mis, we would expect the ac-
curacies to reflect oni v a slight positive
bias pm-minced by
 this cost - reducing
strttc•Lrv.
:Although several different classifica-
tions were carried out, onl three are of
nmlwrtance here. The first used spectral
data onl, and assumed etlual prior
probabilities; this classification yielded an
accurac y of 58% (Fig. 3). Ill st•cond,
three sets of prior probabilities for tilt-
forest types were used, each contingent
oil of the three elevation states J&
ble 10. Fig. -1). The clarification software
was mtxlified to use a table 64 -111) of
prior prokibilities with elevation class as
one index Into tilt- prior probability table.
This technique increased clasAficatlon
accuracy front 58 to , P'o.
The third classification used two sets
of pnor probabilities continvent oil
hull and aspect. analogous to P{ w 4 rt }
and P(w 4 jo t ; :. It
	 preceding section.
Softxvare then syctematicall' sampled tilt-
registered elevation class and terrain class
images to Meld the point probabilities of
elevation and aspt •et classes, analogous to
P{rt , o t ). 11it• iterative ali;onthm de-
scribed earlier was then applied to esti-
mate the set of conditional probabilities
for forest cover classes contingent oil
combinations of elevation and aspect
Classes. Classification using these esti-
mated probabilities contingent oil
elevation and aspect yielded an accuracy
of 77'if), all 	 over that ob-
served for elevation alone tFig. 5). Tluts.
this example demonstrates how prior
probabilities can 1w used to merge c•nn-
tinuous variables of multispectral bright-
ness with discrete variables of elevation
and aspect class to improve classification
accuracies.
Discussion
As noted earlier, extra•nae vallies of
prior probabilities can force a chv sifica-
tion to 1w made cssentiull y without in-
formation concerning the observation it-
self. Wien priors are equal, however.
the  have no effect. The classifier, Own,
continuousl• trades off the role of the
nmtltivariate information for tilt , role of
prior information, depending on both the
ntagnitmde of the distance of the multi-
variate observation vector from the class
mean vector and the ratios of tilt- particu-
lar Imor probabilities involved in the de-
cision. When the experimental desigm al
loses the priors to 1w determineel by ex-
ternal conditioning variables. the rffec•t is
to classify based oil
	 intonna-
tion Mhen the possible classes are not
partictilarIv influenced by the condition
ing variable and to ehssifv based on prior
inforniation when multivariate data are
etluivex• al or some c • laaes art- much more
or less likel•
 than others. Titus, it, tilt•
forest classification example. terrain in-
forniation servc-d to differentiate Npecies-
specific cover types (e.g., reel fir. Mitty
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FIGURE 0. Classification map based on spectral data orilv; accuracv, 58%.
fir), whereas spectral information differ-
entiated life form (-la_sses ie.g., grass-
shrub, hardwood).
:Another important point concerns the
dependence of the prior probabilities on
the scene itself; the relative areas of the
classes in the output scene must be accu-
rately estimated. If the output scene shifts
in area, then the priors must be changed.
The classification cannot be extended to
a new area without reestimating the prior
probabilities. Tlmts, it would be ap-
propriate to use county crop acreage val-
ues to set prior probabilities onl y when
the enti: a area of the count y, no more,
no less, is to be classified. In the case of
one or two external conditioning varia-
bles detennininl; the appropriate set of
priors, both 'he joint probabilities
P{v,, o l } and the conditional probabilities
P`w k lv l } and P(w k jo j ) nwst truly repre-
sent the area to be classified, for, taken
together, thev deternine the prior proba-
bility values actually
 used in computa-
ORIGil'i=L i?irk I3
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FIGURE 4. Classification map based on spectral data, witli elevation included by varying prior probabilities.
Key to map symbols is included in Fig. 3. Accuracy is 71%.
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FIGURE 3, Classification map using spectral, elevation, and aspect data. Key to map symbols is included in
Fig. 3. Accuracy is 7796.
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:ion. In some applications, it may be
possible to extend the conditionals to a
new scene in which only the joint proba-
bilities of the variables change—for ex-
ample, a forest cover classification with
elevation and aspect as conditioning vari-
ables which is extended from one uni-
form area to another. The new area will
have different joint probabilities P(vi , 01)
(and derived priors P(vi ) and P (o l )), but
it might be reasonable to assume that the
conditional probabilities are ecologically
based and remain consistent from one
area to the next.
It should be noted that collateral infor-
mation cannot be incorporated through
the prior probability mechanism without
the collection of data to estimate the
priors and/or conditionals. If the col-
lateral data are likely to be unrelated to
the multivariate data and are expected to
influence strongly the prior probabilities
of the classes, then such estimating costs
will be justified, for significant improve-
ments in accurac y should result. Ulti-
mately, it is up to the user to balance the
costs of acquiring such information with
the value of the expected payoffs in ac-
curacy which are anticipated.
The logic which culminates in decision.
rules R 2 and R 3 assumes that the mean
vector and dispersion matrix for a class
are not affected by the external condi-
tioning variable [see expression (35)1-in
the remote sensing case, this means that
the signatures are invariant. In some ap-
plications, this assumption may not be
warranted. An example would be an
agricultural crop classification with soil
type as a collateral variable. Here the
signature of the soil itself, at least in the
,earlier states of crop development, will
influence the crop signature. In this
situation, there is no recourse but to
161
spectrally characterize each combination
of crop and soil type so that probabilities
of the form P( w k JX„ vj ) can be calcu-
lated. Following the logic of expressions
(5) through (11), it is possible to show
that
K
= 
P(X,IWk, 1'i)P ( wklVi)
P{wklX,, 
Z P {X;Iwk,vi}
k-1
(57)
which could be made the basis of a deci-
sion rule related to R2.
A final point worthy of discussion con-
cerns modeling of joint probabilities, sug-
gested in an earlier section to reduce the
need for more extensive ground san ► -
pling. The model presented is but one
example of a large variety of techniques
by which collateral data can be used to
predict the spatial distribution of classes
in an output image. Discrete and con-
tinuous collateral variables can be merged
either using empirical techniques in-
cluding multiple regression, logit analysis,
discriminant analysis, analvsis of covari-
ance, and contingency table analysis, or
by constructing more functional models
which model the spatial processes actu-
ally occurring in a deterministic way.
When such models are constructed and
interfaced with remotely sensed data, the
result may be extremely powerful, both
for the ability to accuratel y predict a
spatial pattern and for the understanding
of the complex system which produces it.
Conclusions
The use of prior probabilities in maxi-
mum likelihood classification allows:
(1). the incorporation into the classifica-
tion of prior knowledge concerning
163
the frequencies of output classes
which are expected in the area to
be classified;
(2). the merging of one or more discrete
collateral datasets into the classifi-
cation process through the use of
multiple prior probabilit y sets de-
scribing the expected class distribu-
tion for each combination of dis-
crete collateral variables; and
(3). the use of time-sequential informa-
'ion in malting the outcome of a
later classification contingent on an
earlier classification.
Thus, prior probabilities can be a
powerful and effective aid to improving
classification accurac y and modeling_ the
behavior of spatial systems.
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ported in part by A'AS.A grunt `'SC.-23;
.VASA contract NAS-9-15509, and the
California Institute ofTechnologys Presi-
dent's Fund (arcard PF-1_fi3), under NASA
contract NAS -100. I am Arr y
indebted to D. S. Sinumett, P. H. Swain,
R. M. Haralic •k, and W. Wigton for criti-
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INCORMRATIW, ODU ATERAL DATA IN IANDSAT
CLASSIFICATION AND ADDELING PROCEDURES
A.H. Strahler, J.E. °.stes, P.F. Maynard,
F.C. Mertz, D.A. Stc-a
Department of Geopyaphy
University of California
Santa Barbara, CA, 93106, U.S.A.
A number of existing statistical techniques can be used to merge spec-
tral image data with collateral information, including repression, ANUVA,
,V,I UVA, ANCOVA, MANWVA, discriminant analysis, maxitmumm likelihood classi-
fication with or without prior probabilities, contingency table analysts,
and logit modeling. The choice of an appropriate technique depends upon
the nature of input and output variables -- continuous, discrete, or cate-
r'orical -- and the appropriate mxiel -- parametric or nonparametric.
Lopit modeling is a very versatile technique which is well adapted to
remote sensing. application. The logit, which is the natural loparithn of
an odds ratio for two states of an output categorical variable, is predicted
by a linear or curvilinear function of continuous or categorical input vari-
ables. Since the lopit models probabilities or proportions, it can be used
directl y as a classifier or indirectly as an estimator of prior probabili-
ties for conventional maximum likelihood classification with prior prc>Z,abil-
ities. T?e logit m,Jel is nonparanetric, a fear—e which makes it highly
desirable when used to trerge disparate types of collateral data. The dis-
advantages of the logit model are that more calibration (training) data are
required to fit the model, and that fitting, requires an iterative nonlinear
optituization procedure. A logit t,nciel was devised amvd fitted to forest
species ccgx)sitional data for northern California, predicting the propor-
tion of timber volume in each of five species at each pixel based on regis-
tered terrain data quantifying elevation arxi slope aspect.
Another versatile tool is maximm likelihood classification with prior
probabilities. Nv making prior prob:! ilities conditional on a collateral
data charnel, the information contained within the channel can be conveved
to the naximan likelihood algoritlmm. An example is in land use, in which
a previous classification and an externally devised transition probability
matrix are used togetherwith new image data to produce an updated classi-
fication consistent with the observed pattern of chanir. This technique
has relevance for monitoring urban expansion and the impact of forest
clearing in developing. nations.
.1. iNmi erIUN
Viewed in a broad context, the problem of cotmt+ir.ing image data and spatial collateral data
into a predicted output map or image is •mctually a problem of comfiining, continuous and cateppri-
cal variables in a modeling framework capable of proriucing continu.us or categorical outputs.
At the University of California, Santa Barbara, NASA-scmpported research (plant NSG-2377) is cur-
rently underway to identify existing, m dell and procechzes for spatial mxlelinp and to apply
then to selected datasets to demonstrate their applicabilit y in a remote sensing, situation.
Collateral data, here defined as preexisting, spatial information in the form of a map, pro-
1009
Reprinted from: Proceedings of the Fourteenth International Symposium on
Remote Sensing of Environment, April 23-30, 1980, San Jose, Costa
Ri:a.	 Environmental Research Institute of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI,
pp. 1009-1026.
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cessed image, or set of observations at Arid coordinate locations, can he combined with Landsat
or other remotely sensed digital imagery to enhance classification accuracy or to construct
models which predict spatial patterns of ground phenomena. Collateral information can be either
continuous or categorical in nature. Examples are elevation, slope, or aspect channels obtained
fran a digital terrain model (continuous); and rock type, soil ty pe, crop type, or land use
(categorical). Imapp data, with which collateral information are to be combined, are typically
	 0
continuous in nature, although values may be quantized into discrete gray tore levels for data
processing applications. Desired outputs may also be either categorical or continuous. Any type
of classification cm-;titutes a discrete or _ategorical output, whereas such outputs as percent
bare ground, timi,er volume, soil loss, or forage cover are continuous in character.
FiF,ure1 presents appropriate techniques for the merging, of continuous, categorical and
mixed (both continuous and categorical) datasets to produce either continuous or categorical out-
puts. Continuous a_mtput models, including regression, andiysis of variance, and analysis of co-	 C
variance, are all mathematically related and based on least squares algebra. Categorical output
models are more d:-,vrse and include variance maximizing techniques such as discriminant analysis
as well as the nonparametric methods of contingency table analysis and logit modeling,. Maximum
likelihood classification may be viewed as a special case of logit nrdeling, in which the input
variables are assumed to be normally distributed. Nomparametric and maximum likelihood techni-
ques, because they produce probabilities of classification as an output, also have the advantage
that they can be adjusted for prior probabilities. Because many present remote sensing applica-
tions call for categorical classification, these latter methoxis are probably n-xst useful in coon-
	 Co
biasing continuous image data with categorical and continuous types of collateral data.
Demmun strations of a selected set of these techniques are planned and under current develop-
ment; their current status is discussed in following sections. Several of these examples have
important implications for remote sensing in developing nations. In ome application, logit
modeling is used to fit a model which describes the probability of occurrence of various forest
species given elevation and slope aspect values obtained from a registered digital terrain model.
Once obtained, these probabilities canbe used as prior probabilities in a maximun likelihood
	 11
classification of a Landsat image with registered terrain data for natural vegetatio+ units.
This technique could facilitate the accurate identification of forest types in complex tropical
upland environments.
In another example, land use classification for change detection monitoring is improved by
a contingencv table-analytic technique which quantifies the pmhabilities of change for each
land use type during, the fixed titre interval. This technique has important implications for m>anv
developing nations, especially in Central America, where urban expansion is inpacting, agricul-
tural land, and forest clearing for agriculture is inpactinp.)arge natural envirorvents. Addi-
tiom-rl exarples are being developed, focused on Landsat and _ollateral datasets obtained for an
area of Ventura C xm ty, California.
SPATISPICAL TECHNIWES
Figure 1 identifies a set of statistical techniques which are relevant for combining colla-
	 Q
teral data in the context of Landsat modeling and classification. The techniges can he seen as
a double level hierarch y , ranging from continu-+usl y measured independent variables in the first
column to categorically measured independent variables in the last column. In the first row,
the dependent variables are are continuous in nature, and in the second row the dependent variables
are categorical. Continuous variables are measured on interval or ratio scales, whereas categori-
cal variables are measured at nominal or ordinal scales. Categorical variables can be of three
typP3
(a) dichotorrxv (e g., presence or absc-nce, yes or no)
(b) unordered polvchotoix _­ (e.y., land uses; agriculture, urban, forest, etc.)
(c) ordered polvehotcmnLS (e.g.. Im runof f, medium, and high rud)f f)
The statistical techniques in the first row have been thoroughly documented and are camttanl y used
in social science (Blalock, 1972, Cravbill, 1061; 'brrism , 1967; Winer. 1971)
	 However.
there had lit-en relatively little work in the area of applvin^ these approaches- to reml)ur scaisinp.
The second row of the figure describer; techniques which are generally less well kav was, but also
1
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inc?urie maximm likelihood caissification as ccmmnl y carried chit in retmte sensing,. The remin-
ing portions of this section discuss the theory and remote sensing, application of the techniques
identified in Figure 1,
2.1 COTII UMUS RFSPONIZ VARIABLE	 1
The statistical techniques of the first row of Figure 1 share one thing in cotmrt -- they
are all different forns of the basic linear regression mdel. Urwequently, the theor y and
application of the different types of regression in row one will he very Fimilar. Cell (a) will
be examined in detail, and except where explicitly specified, the analysis can be extended to
cells (b) and (c).
2.1.1 CELL (a) -- CONTIlgMS EXPLANATORY VARIABLES. The m ust ccxtmxil y used method in this cell
is regression, which predicts a cmtimxusly treasured response variable from continuously mwas-
ured explmator
.
v variables. The mxiel (in vector notation) can be written:
Y- PX+r
where Y is the vector of observed dependent variables. S is the vector of unknwn parameters, .T
is the vector of observed independent variables, and , is the vector of errors. (Table I des-
cribes the synbols used in this paper.) Tvpicall y , the vector is unlaxywn, and must be esti-
tmted from a dataset fer which both response and explanatory variables are observed. This esti-
mation is done by the process of ordinary least squares regression (M S). nL 	 findsti regression 
the slope and the intercept of b line running through the data which minimi7.es the variance of
..(},-)	 or the sum of the squired differences between the observed )' and the predicted Y. Tux-
vector of predicted '• valor is calculated h••
The reFjessim is accceplished by defining the quantity 4 equal to I (t' - 0 taking the first
partial derivatives of with respect to the values in the vector r and setting t ► tese partials
equal to zen). Rv dcfinitim of a parital derivative, a minis m has been found.
The best statistic fc.r tmasuring the strength of the regression is R". There are several
ways of calculating ­ , but the following is conceptuall y the simplest. The residual sum of
squares ('+'::) or the total arrant of variance in the tvxiel not explained b y the regressim is
calculated by:
n
K" - I (Yi
The Rn-, when divided by the total corrected sum of squares in (written "`':'1, gives the p"or-
tion of tmxplainc-d variance to total variance. .	 or the propx,rtion of explained t:ariance, is
obtained by subtracting this ratio from me-
One example of low regressim could be used within die context of nwTg,ing Latxisat and col-
lateral data is biomass maieling	 t.* regression m-mple used for cell (a) is restricted to
continuarsl y tttasured inok"-rxient variables For simplicit y , only one spectral cha nnel ami me
collateral data smxce are usttd Adding. other channels and other collateral data sources is a
strai),ttforward procedure. A basic linear mxlel could be
0 Bo + Pt (iy,^.$) + , . ("?in.)i
where Y. is the predicted biomass for pixel ?, 	 is observed nultispectral sc:umcr data (as
sby-le hand, or mrltihmd ratio or transf(irm) for pixel 	 - . is observed rainfall ( in pixel
and the vector of betas (rn ... v . ) are the estimated regression parameters.
Reps'ession m-dels are aprlied as a two stapp process. First, the tmdel turret he calibrated
(ert imtate the vector cif ° 's) by regressing tlu observed indepmc4•nt variables on the observed
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dependent variable. In this example, biootttss data are required from a sufficient number of
pixels to give a representative %attple of the llndsat innge to be m-.:deled. 'I1ne locations of
data points are then "tul)ber-stueted" to a getmetrically corrected nndsat image, atxl the linked
bitmass and MSS data is directly accessed by a statistical software package, such as the Statis-
tical Analysis Svstetn (SAS), to calculate the betas and H . Secondly, if H-' is statistically
Siglnificant (i.e., the calculated betas explain a sigrniticant portion ut the total variance in
0, the model is extended as a predictor to other pixels where the dependent variable has not
been abserveu. 'I1)is, in effect , constitutes a model of bitimss predicted by surface reflectance
and measured raantiall.
2.1.2 CE1.1., (b) -- .MIXED LU 7IJ %'R)KY VAKIA13l.F_S. 'Ibis cell includes ctmrentionnal regression
models which are similar to those of cell (a) but also include a mixture of continuous and cate-
gorical explanatory variables. Such .:ndels are ccmmin in social science research, the categori-
cal explanatory variables often being termed "dumtty' variables. It can he shown that the more
familiar statistical test Atu)ivsis of Covariance (AMKX)VA) is a straightforward extension of OLS
regression with dmmmv variables (variables the-'t assume values of I or 0 depending on the presence
or absence of the qualitative variable berg measured).
As an example, the model used in cell (a) will be extended to cell (b). Inn finis cell we
are able to include data measured categorically -- for example, soil type which can be observed
in two states, referred to as class 1 mitt class 2. 'Ihe model now bectims-
Hi	 Co + 01l'.'.','.) + d:(rtiatrt i ) + B.n /) tt + 0111r i2 	 0
where the biomass for pixel i is predicted by the variables used in cell (a) in ccmbinatio n with
tlx, tlunnn• variable term r,,r. and ,c.,: ; „ If the observed soil type for pixel i is class 1,
then, the categorical beta Chao will be' ized is ,<,, %, ereas if the soil type is class 2, that B,,
will to used. 111is is acct>rrplished b y defining :'a t equal to 1 if the soil type ini  pixel i is
class 1 and 0 otherwise and by &finirq,	 • equal to 1 if the soil type is class 2 and 0 otherwise.
It is a relatively Sittple task to exixind this model to include several (polychottmxis) soil types
or to include other categorical data. 	 Q
M)vn there is more than one interval scale ci<I,cnde •nt variable, the model is called MARINA,
or Ahtltivariate An alvsis of Covari:in e. In this nkxlcl, all of the independent variables core
rel •ressed apiinst each of the dependent variables, with separate l, *'s in,d ^' ratios calculated for
each dependent variable. An example of this is:
`;	 ton + tGytt i ) + R;(triini) + Boni t + B^1'i; 0
whete !+ is predicte1 bittrtitss for pixel	 is predicted soil loss for pixel i, and the other
variables rrmtin as in t1Y- preceding example. rl(VAI VA can bx^ stun acs a device to test more than
one ARX)VA model in the sate statistical analvsis.
2.1.1 CEIJ. (c) -- CATI•li)KICA1. IM'I,%YIt)KY VARIAN FS. 11te extended regression ntxk l exranirned in
cell (b) is also applicable here. 1,4ni the expl;ntttory variables are all n visured tin the ordinal
or txmintl scales, the nl'thl is usuall y called Aralvsis of Variaax •e WAVA). All that is nLc •es-
sary to ewe from Cell (b) to (c) is to exclude from tlw anntivsis all explanatory var iables that
	 0
are teasurcd on tht • interval or ratio level. As aa) e:ximple of AN)VA, tlx^ hicmnss mxk l wtxtld be
written:
ri	 !ln + 	 + r.:'	 + A,ni.j +
Ik rc, N m and N refer to two different soi 1 tapes and 1 ,; , 'and t ,, refer to rainfall that has been
categori:xxd into two levvIs (high, and low). It would be possible to categctri •re• KSS titta for use
in such a mxk 1, but there is consitkl r.tble infonntt icon loss. Corsevptent ly, the ANOVA or ")VA
(?Ault ivariate Antivsts of Variance) model is not l ike ly to be acs usc, ful as the• AMI)VA or MW WA
took 1.
2.2 (i1TF URICA1. 1iFSli1(VSI: VAIUABIE
'llie first three cells have dealt with L•uxisat MS thtta and contitnttxas ckjxvdvnt collateral
variables as predictors in various start ist teal ntxlels of physical phe"W"la. 'Ron last three
f
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cells,	 in which the tiepinxient variiible L4 catei;orical, otivn tqo new vxiv% of kit ili::itl}; co llateral
data within the I"u1sat stnict,tre.	 With categorical data mid with the appropriate statistical
tecniques (see Figure 1) it is Ilossible to:
1)	 mxiel Illtysical anxt social ;olientiviul t1>lt are list represen ted in discrete steps -- 	 low,
nedim, high (soil enll:i(it, fire liarnrd, bitmtss, txxrsinp quality, mtnieiixil services,
C, etc.);
2)	 t.:.asaify file detx-txh-ni variahle	 into mallin:il pnxiTph4.s (Imid use• vegetation cocmnity
M
type, etc.);
1 3)	 create predicted prk"ki l it ies ttult 	 t he dellndtnt variable wi 11 as<tealr Ivirt icular cate-
gories aml use tlxwe pnlloahilit it's to claNsifv :ln invige direct Iv or use thtm in etxl ► ttnc-
titil with otlx • r thin (usutlly tttiS)	 in a 8aysei:ul mntinun likelilxxxi classifier.
lhlike the first raw of Fiptre 1, the second roa incltries five different statistical tecluli-
+l% ques.	 For purposes of mxirling with laitisat tultivi- the ttltvmraints of tilt • SeLtInl raw, tllXintrl
Likelilxxxi Cliissificat itn 0111:) with Prior It-oliahilities	 is the most	 in>Exn •tmit	 nuthtxi.	 'Mtxi-
mm Iikelitltxxi" is a statistical prt!lerty of ;ul estimnor, :old, itsed in its pr+lvr wav,	 injolies
that mi estimitor has fix • highest	 pro4Ldoilit y of pnxhlring the tlta which wVI-C li:SVd for calihra-
t ion.	 I1oAnrvr,	 its use in rmtte sensing injil it's a tvirt icular tk•c isiol rule 0411 IxtssessirW,
this proprty, which is disctnseti liel(w. 	 Chu- research h.•rs shush tint	 the itlrlusitn of collateral
tL•Ita as briar pn4vlbilities to Fhd' offers a single :alto effective wav of c.nitini»g, collateral and
nmitely setlsed tllta.{j
'11v kev to the use of prior proliabilit ic.: is tlx 	 logit	 regression miltiel, widoli takes col-
lateral tlita (continuous or cateppricall ;old i;etxlr;ltes predicted pn4vlbilitivs.	 'lllese predicted
probabilities Can Ix• used as a direct	 cl:>,ssifier	 (i.e.,	 flit- piu•l	 is classified into the cate-
gory dolt	 tuts (lit , hit;hest	 pMiAiilitv), but the mist 	 likel y tlsage of these . predicted pri-babili-
t ies is ms	 injit it	 to flit` fill' thrisiol I,1110,	 in which thew %ervv as weights.	 Since the loI• it 	 re-
irk-ssitil mxIv1	 is prt AWlb l y tilt, ltvist	 fanittiar of	 fh(` statist ical	 techtntit ivs to remote sensitly.
I-se:lmh, ;uxi since it is applicable in ewry cell in the botttxn row,	 it will tv explored with
^l tine	 tills(	 t►•tail.
Iliscrinlin:nt Analvsis is sfllilar in its usal;e to mlximtn Iike1f icod with prior prolvibiIit it's
but tx`catise of it s ctltililut at itivit ctnplexit y it Ili1F 110t Ixrn used Often ill t 11e 1'e411 1t a KellFilli; Col-
text . Gnsegttmt Iv, it will he onl y briefly discussed. (lli-Sthuire Anal ysis, which is the tta-
dit ioull ;tutivsis iv;ed tin colt inl;etky tA,Ies (Al variables are cateporic.11l is by definition
not coil ;chill , with intervnl or ratio scale r(mitel y stnstxf tbta. it is similar to AIA)VA.
C	 except Out tilt , tiltput i s CaWpi rival
2.7.1 C.M. (d) -- (I1M'llAMS F:Xi9MLYITKY VARIAbi.F.S. In the exist ten veiirs, mlxirxnt I iiu • l iNiotl
Classification luls fund wide :application in the field of remote sensing. Riseti of nxiltivariate
llornnl distribut itn theor y , the M' algoritlin Ins ileum in use for :goplicat isms in the social
SCit`nCCS SillCC tilt' Lite Iw,(1's. Providing a pn4 ,A)ili::tic nx • tbtxl for rtx• o171t: •,u@; similarities
1$• twa-n irxlivithutl nr:tstuvitrnts :uKl predefined st.ul&l yds, the Ai}Oritlllll folnd inVreasitW use in
the field of tvlttenl It •t•til7lititn in tilt' loll,wil.^, dttades ((hex.• , 1 057; Selx •stvm, 1 46:; Nilss^ln.
Q	 1465).	 In rtmite scriving. flit , tk• veltgittnt of tat tisliectral scarnlin l', tet•hlt,lo
ly to prothit•t•
Livered milt isilectral digital inwes of Enid arras fivoi :lirCraft or Sp;u• tti• raft provitkvl tilt'
tgotx+rt tali ty to tie the ntiximrl likelilltxtd c la::::ifier in pr,xilx'IIII; the-11111t iC Classificatioll 111i1K
of larl,v :bens for Stich Ixlrposes as Lund use/land covk . l . tk • letnlinu ion .old nattiral Cult ivated
Laid invt •ntory (1,choll, l4/7; PAv% l •s et al , 1915)
Before pnwtilI inl; a prat'( ic:ll t'x.11141it', it will be ht-lp I'll l to briefl y rvvity tiit , mlthunit ics
of tilt • mixival Iikelihotxi ticisitn nlIe. In the miltivariate rerun , stnsinr; application, it is
V	
asslm`d t1ult v.lch ohsvrvlt itil X (pixel) consists of a set of nl"Isilrellrtlt8 tnl - vari:litles (clum-
liv Is' . '11u-opJl :unt • extenurl pnx •t •t1u-e it set of oliser •atitms which torreslxmd io a Class is
ithilt if it'd -- dolt is, a set of .9inli1,11- objt-ctS Ch.11 •:rcteri.xtl by a hector of nr,uu: tilt
 v;lri.lhlvs :uxi n varimice-cov:Iri;ult •t' moth ix tloscribinl, tilt' intt-rrt-l.lt iottships ,nunl^, the
nrasurl•mnt valri.lbles wilich ;Ire civir.lcterist it of flit- class. Althoty;h the 1m .uu • tric ur.0 vvc-
tor :uxi distlersitn nYltrix tot - flit , class rtniviin uli.ntital, they are test inived by the saiijilt- nv.liv
;uxl dispersion "litrix asstriatt'd with tilt- t4liect sm1pIc
i^	 thlltivariate do nrll statistical thoor y tiescrihes flit , prohihilit y th.it ml observatitm X will
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occur, given that it belongs to a class k, as the following function:
tk 0X) = (2 n )
-'^ I ^ I -^e (X - w k ) ' ^-' (X - Pk)
As applied in a maximum likelihood decision rule, the previous expression allows the calculation
	
l7of the probability that an observation is a member of each of k classes. 'Ihe observation (pixel)
is then assigned to the class for which the probability density value is greatest. Since the
log of the probability is a nunotonic increasing function of the probability, the decision can
be made by comparing values for each class as calculated from the right hand side of equation.
A simplified remote sensing, classification rule using maximum likelihood (Tatsuoka, 1971;
Strahler, 1930) with possible categorical classes and ; channels of MSS input datasets is to
choose the (class) which minimizes
l'
F^..(X) = lnIDA I + (X; - m.)'D., : (X - m..).
This expression is derived from the preceding one by taking the natural logarithm and deleting
terms which are constant for all classes.
Interval or ratio level collateral data can be incorporated as extra "logical" channels
within this model. One successful forestry application was achieved by the creation of a te y.-
ture channel which was synthesized frar.Landsat F,an6-5 by taking the standard deviation of den- 	 11
sity values witidn a 3 by 3 moving window, scaling this value, associating it with the center
pixel of the 3 by 3 window, and returning it in image format (as a fifth channel). Values in
the texture channel describe the variation in image tone within the immediate area of each pixel.
High values are characteristic of edges and boundaries, whereas lower values describe more uni-
form areas. This technique was shown to significantly increase classification accuracies for a
number of species-specific forest cover types in northern California (Strahler, 1978, 1979).
Strahler (1973) demonstrated how to input collateral information in the form of elevation data
and slope aspect (in combination with a texture charnel) as separate "logical" channels, increas-
	 Q
ing the classification accuracy by 27 percent.
2.2.1.1	 it Re ession. In extending the conventional regression 	 els adopted in cells
(a), (b), and c to the pro	
nnd
ems of cell (d), two difficulties are encountered. (For details
see Wrigley, 1976, p. 3-9; 1977b; n. 12-13). First, a conventional regression model with a
categorical response variable will violate the constant error variance or homoscedasticity
assumption. While this problem does not result in biased or inconsistent parameter estimates,
it does result in a loss of efficiency and gives rise to serious problems if conventional infer- 	 D
ential tests arc used. Secondly, a conventional regression model with a categorical response
variable may generate predictions which are seriously deficient. It can be shown that the pre-
dicted values of the response variable in such a model are best interpreted as predicted proba-
bilities. The problem is that although probabilities are constrained to lie within the range
of 0 to 1, the predictions generated from such a model are unbounded and may take values from
minus infinity to plus infinity. Thus, the predictions may lie outside the meaningful range of
probability and may be inconsistent with the probability interpretation that was just presented.
The simplest ;net most statistically sound solution to the probability problem (within a regres-
sion frmwjork) is the logit transformation, in which the probability i is modeled as
BX
Ft = —
1+s-'
and the probability of "not Ft " is:
F
.= - 1 &T
1+_
where '' is the vector product of betas multiplied by row vector of '''s (observed explanatory
variables). Althouph these two equations are nonlinear models, it is a simple matter to rewrite
them as
I%M.
C) y
1 -
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P=	
ix
1 - T
The logit transforrtwtion is achieved by taking the natural logarithm of the preceding fGnmAa.
which yield.,
F.
In
1_r	 •-
i
'Ibis transformation has the property of increasing from minus infinity to plus irfinity as .'.
increases from 0 to 1. Once efficient estimators are calculated for the betas, simple algebrc
will extract the value of r.. 11e method can be generalized to.'k classes, in which there ,x.!
k - 1 logits of the form
In(P)), ln( i),	 .Ln( )
Each logit tnL,t be modeled separately, producing - 1 sets of betas. As in he .nary case
described above, algebra will extract the values of the probabilities from tlr.	 i log:its pre-
dicted for an ohsen atim along with the constraint that all probabilities mist sun .n one.
Unlike the conventional regression mdels of the previou., cells, all ci which can be effi-
ciently estinvated by the ordinar y least squares (01,5) method, the log o -tic and linear logit re-
gmssim mdels appropriate for the pr&1vm,% of cell (d) require either a weighted least squares
(W(_4) estimation procedure or a maximm likelihood procedure. The choice between the two methods
depends upon whether the calibration data include repeated observation-: for each combination of
values of the explanatory variables (in the case of WL.S) or not (in the case of maximm likeli-
hxwd). Since such replications are unlikel y in calibration of the logit n del for remotely
sensed daata, ntaxitmm likelihxxd estimatim is preferred. (Note that here the term 'Snaximm
likelihur.d" refers to a parvnter estimation nimhool different from multivariate normal H4.(:.)
'tie ntuimm likelihood solution to the calibration of the logit mdel has man y attractive features.
It can be sluwn that provided the sanple oiata are not nulticollinear, a unique nexii-n likelihxd
estinator can he obtained even in relatively small smp les. Also, tho nrathetwitical properties
of the likelihood fmctim allow for efficient computer program: to produce the parameter esti-
mates, and these estimates are consistent and are the hest possihl^ estimates in %*er y large sam-
ples. The disaohantages of the procedure are that it involves num erical opt imizatiom and there-
fore tare costly co,putat ion, and that it is a less familiar  statistical technique. For a de-
scription of the procedure used to calculate such maxinm likelihood estimates, see Cox (1970,
p. 87), 1,1antel and h;roWn (1973, p. 654-5), Wriglev (1975, p. 191-3), 0omencich and McFadden (1975,
p. 110-12) and Sclvnidt aml Strauss (1975a, p. 434-5).
'llere are two wavy tar logit mxlel c.tn be used within the context of matte seining. 'Ihe
first is to act directl y as a nomparanetric classifier (i.e., to classify a pixel into the class
}Laving the highest predicted probabilit y). The second is to use collateral data in a logit ttndel
to predict prior probabilities aril inpntt rheum to a rtf. decision ntle which accepts prior pmha-
biliti-s. Phis approach effectivel y covtbines a minparanetric logit model for collateral data
with a param e trictU. mdel; it will le disovssed in a fol ltx ing section. The following; exanpic
of the logit model involves the direct classification of land use by 1,1.13S and terrain data. 11e
mmueI is
Frt
In	 6p + l lUmnd5j) + Ah (elopty )
udrre P: t is the probabilit y that pixel : is class 1 and the following terms indicate linear com-
bination of spectral and collateral data. If desired, the mxk• l can easily be e.xp+nded to all
four band:,; and all the continuoius collateral vat iables relevant to the class ificaticon.
2.2.1.2 Discriminant Analysis Discriminant anal ysis is a nultivariate technique used to
produce sets of uncorre atec tunct ions which selxarate observations most efficientl y into predesig-
rated gromtpls	 A discriminant mxhl. or classification criteron, is develo ped, the values of
I ^^
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which define groups for the observations. The individual observation is classified into one of
the previously defined groups by a measure of generalized squared distance.
This technique requires some difficult computation. Deriving the classification criteria
requires extracting eigenvectors from the nonsymmetric W 'B matrix, where B and W are respec-
tively, the between and within groups scans of squares and crossproducts matrices. The mathe-
matics of this process are beyond the scope of the paper (please refer to Tatsuoka, 1971; Cooley
and Lohnes, 1971). The technique is helpful in the social sciences for identifying variables
which do the best job of separating classes, but is not usuall y used to process new data for
classification. Further, the technique assumes that all classes possess an identical dispersion
matrix, an assumption unlikely to characterize remotely sensed data.
2.2.2 Chi., (e) -- MDCED FYPL \NATDRY VARIABLES. Conceptually no new problems are encountered in
moving from cell (d) to cell (e); categorical explanator y variables are included through dumpy
variables. The logit mrdel has high potential for application in remote sensing. Since it is 	 (-^
capable of incorporating, both bontinuous and discrete input data and generating probabilities
either directly for classification or as input as a collateral data set of probabilities to tU
(Strahler, 1979). In other words, interval level measured data such as rainfall, elevation,
slope, etc. (no matter what its variance-covariance) can be combined with discrete data such as
soil type, previously classified land use, census tracts, etc., in a nxmparametric, logit frame-
work and the result will be a discrete output such as a land use map, a soil erodibility map
(divided into discrete levels) or other special use maps.
The logit model, as in the previous cell, can be easily extended to cell (e). Again, land
use could be predicted by
ri1
In	 do + tim(l.urm,t5,) + 8 ? (elorr:) + A 3P: 1
 + d4pf^1 - T : m
where :'rm is the probability of land use '1' for pixel ' over the probability of all the land 	 `)
uses that are not '1', hands.- is the KISS value for pixel . olojv, is slope of the pixel, and
is a durry variable with ' a value of 0 if the previous land use on pixel ' was class 1 and 0
otherwise and	 has the value l if the land use on pixel .' was class 2 and 0 otherwise.
Preceeding paragraphs have referred to the use of prior probabilities in modif y ing the out-
come of a MU. Since the prior probabilities can be mod 	 ueled to reflect both continuous and cate-
gorical input data, and the input of NZ Lc a categorical ^alssification, this tehcnique is ap-
propriate to discussion of cell (e). Prior probabilities are incorporated into the classifiea- 	 U
tion through the nunipulation of the Law of Conditional Probability. The acutal derivation of
the prior probability is beyond the scope of this paper (see Strahler, 19130). The modified
decision rule is to choose k which minimizes
F , ;. (X •) = InID;.I + (X, - - m..)'D ,^ I (X, ' - m;.) - 2lnP(k)•,)
where the only difference between this formula and the one presented in cell (d) is the probabil-
ity term, -2lnP(,,,.). This form of the decision rile is usually attributed to Tatsuoi:a and
Tiedeman (1954; Tatsuoka, 1971).
It is important to understand how this decision rule behaves with different prior probabil-
ities. If the prior probability P(u.) is very call, then its natural logarithm will be a large
negative mcber; wtien multiplied by -2, it will become a large positive nnber an± thus F.,,. for
such a class will never be minimal. Therefore, setting a very small prior probabilit y will
effectively remove a class from the output classification. Note that this effect will occur even
if the observation vector Xr is coincident with class mean vector m;. In such a case, the quad-
ratic product distance function (X; - m;)'D,.'(X- - m;.) goes to zero, but the prior probability
term -21nP(q) can still be large.' 'Itmus it is entirel y possible that the observation will be
clsssified into a different class, one for which the distance function is quite large.
As dx prior probability P(,- {.) bec mes large arxd approaches 1, its logarithm will go to
zero :and F . ,:. will approach F i ,,. for that class. Since this probability and all others must sum
to car, however, the prior probabilities of the remaining classes will be small numbers and their
10ln
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values of F;., will be greatly augnwrited. '11x effect will be to force classification into tilt
class with high prob;nbility. 'Rrtrfore, tine nure extrErt are the values of tilt' prior pnibAlili-
ties, the less Uiportzant are the actual observations values X;.
For it mnterical example of how prior probabilities can affect the decision of tilt- n-mimm
likeliluxah classifier, please refer to Strahler, 1980. '[lire are so minv potential applicatit.ns
of prior probabilities and the mixini m likelihood decision rule that it would be ctxntet-prtxhuc-
tive to list thorn all. In gemral, .i: tkita that is relevant to a classification mxiel can now
he incorporated anti this prtx •ess has been shtwn to significantly increase classification accura-
cies (Strahler, 1978; Strahler, 1980).
'11ne versant i Iity of the prior pn-babi 1 it  techniques codes alxxlt wlien the priors are aIItvAxi
to vary tin a pixel-by-pixel basis. 11ne priors for a pixel my be dietermined by a logit or other
uxlel, or by using a set of class-condit ioull prior prul)abilities estinxnted by sattplinng. lWausr
the priors are emputed separately, it is possible to ntix env sort of tnrk• l estimtttng, prier pro-
Imbilities with a molt ivariate norneil PU. algorithm which is known to be well suited to must
spectral data. 'llnts, the technique allows easy, flexible merging of collateral data, tised to
predict the priors, with continumis inx4,e daata. 1lnese points are discussed in nure length in
Strabler (1978).
2,2.3 CELL (f) -- CA'17: URICAL EXPU 1A1i1RY VARIAHII.S. pitta tivit falls into tilts level has been
traditionally analvmd by contingmey table atnaalvsis with Chi-Square nethtxts. Knit statistically
speaking, it is a simple matter to extend the logit nnttel of cell (e) to cell (f) throtigh the
use of dtnniv variables. For data that onl y ctmr in nominal or ordtn:tl levels, the logit mtlel
offers new and important insights into the data (Wrigley, 197 9 ; 111vil, 1970;
	
Starner
and ht)eh, 1 Qt)Q ; F.x-h et al., 1971, 1972, 141t'.un, 1 977; lAndis :Ind Koch, 1977; Inman and Koch.
1974a, 147410. As in earlier discussion, the hyit mxlel can sere, directly as a nxanlvircmetric
classifier, using. onl y categorical variables input as dirt variables. In this form. the logit
nn.xk• 1 is equivalent to a Iog linear mLxiel of a contingenc y table; such mxlels are discussed fully
it) such texts as Bishop et al. (1975) .
'lie categorical logic nxxiel is formulated in the ex.mple below-
1; 1:
In	 ., + 6 1 ^ 1 ; + t0i.
where there are two oitptit categories -- 1 and not 1 -- which are mxleled b y categories of soil
tvlx• as tlescribe•d in cell (e). llnc classifier sinlply assigns tilt , outptit pixel to the class with
the higher prohalility.
3. AIIIACA'1' ONS
'Rai statistical midtling techniques, logit mxieling and miximtn likelihood class ificatton
with prior prtibahilitit,s, were selected for further invest i t,,it ion in tit, ermtext of a real olipli-
cation. A linear logit mxiel was tievised ;und fitted to forest slx •cies coilpositional Lima for
northern Cnlifomia, predict IN, the proportitat of tinfier voliviv for mch of five coniferous spe-
cies it each pixel basest on rvgister ti teri-An data gtxunt ifvitng elevat ion :nth slope aspect.
Kximm 1 MCI ilxxrl classification with prior proha8tiIII ies was tested in Vent tira (:Awnt y , Cnli-
fornia in it lanld use application. A ptrvimt; Lull-sat Classification and an externally ilevised
transition prole:ileilit y mitrix wk• re 1k;Cd togetlt •r with trw l:axis t intnge dicta to proxfiice an tip-
tlated c1aSStf teat iln ceKnsi.vrellt with the ol)svrvt• l lvtt tern of clu"T.
'11nnR4;hoiat this research we lunvv utilized the Vitk •o lnx4te C.mminicatton and Retrieval
(VICAR) systcri annd the Image Rased Infotrxat ithn System (IMS) resitlent at ( I SK. VI(AR/TBIS, tie -
velolmd at tilt.- ,let Prolitilsitn latiorator y (.111.) at lasatknt, California. LISA, is a ioli cotltrol
lan4nk1ge wdnich ]units the sequential linking anti esecutIon of a vast arrav of Fortran and
Asseilbler Ilxit incs in a hitch envirtimrtnt . In atkiit ion to extensive tusage of exist itW, VICAR/ IBIS
rinrtinvs, new Vi(A' and noit-VI('Vt software were dvvelolied .and/or mxiii ied aS required for tit•
pullx'ses of tills research.
{.1 U1CIT %1)1*11Nt: OF SPITUF:ti M01 1 WHONS
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Logit modeling of species proportions used data derived from the Klamath National Forest,
located in northern California, USA, (figure 2). Ranginp, in relief from 500 to 8,000 feet, the
Forest includes 2,600 square miles of rugged terrain in the Sisldyou, Scott Bar, a , d Salmon
Mountains. Little of the area is developed beyond management for timber yield, livestock produc-
tion, and recreation. A wide variety of distincti'3e vegetative types is present in the area.
Forest vegetation includes such coniferous species as noble, red, white, and douglas firs, pon-
derosa pine, and incense cedar, as well as several oaks, and typical species of chaparral. Thus,
the topographic and vegetational characteristics of the area are well differentiated. Within the
Klamath National Forest, a study area including most of the Goosenest Range was selected for
logit modeling of species composition from terrain features. This area was chosen because cali-
bration data and Landsat images were readily available for it.
The logit model devised for this forestry application requires preparation of digital ter-
rain data. These data, obtained from the National Cartographic Information Center, in Reston,
Virginia, USA, are derived from processing of 1:250,000 contour maps, and include elevations at
every point on a grid of approximately 65 m spacing. Although the data are ecmmparable in scale
to a Landsat image, the elevation values are quite generalized because they are produced from
small scale contour maps by interpolation (Figure 4).
Slope angle and slope aspect channels can be produced using the elevation data of the regis-
tered terrain image. Although a number of slope and aspectgenerating algorithms are known,
the simplest is the fitting of a least squares plane through each pixel and its four nearest
neighbors and the calculation of the downslope angle and direction of the plane. Slope angle is
obtained relative to the numeric range of the elevation channel and image grid spacing, and azi-
muth is deteimuned with respect to the rectangular image grid. These channels are best generated
directly during the preprocessing, of the original terrain data. At that time, slope angles and
aspects can be calculated from nalf-word absolute elevations arrayed in a north-south east-west
grid.
The slope aspect image (Figure 5) consisted init-'all y of gray tone densities between 0
(black) and 255 (white) which indicated the azimuth of slope orientation, ranging clockwise from
0 to 359 . These values were then transformed according to the function below:
..	 = 3.0 + 126.0'^(1.0 + cos(.024933275*(.'31en - 26.1)))
where 011 1I1("m symbolizes the old (azimuth-keyed) gray tone pixel density value, z, ­.,,`1­ -. symbolizes
its transformed value, and the argument of the cosine function is expressed in radians. This
function transforms density values according to an orientation proposed by Hartung and Lloyd
(1969). Since northeast slopes present the most favorable growing environment, and southwest
slopes the least favorable, with northwest and southeast slopes of neutral character, the den-
sity tone azinuths were resealed by
 a cosine function with 3 representing due northeast and 255
representing due southwest. Neutral slopes, oriented northwest or southwest, thus received den-
sity tones near 128. Flat pixels were coded with zeroes. The function also corrects automati-
cally for the 12' skew of the Landsat image.
The logit model fitted is shown below:
PkIn (-. 	 81,;. + P.,kF + 8a ,k'1 + 04 , kS, k = 1.5: _k
wht, re :;. is the probability that the board-foot of tinber volcume will be drawn from one of five
species	 is the probability that the board-foot will not be drawn from species 	 ... is ele-
vation (compressed to 0-255 range),	 is aspect transformed as described above •
	is slope angle,
and t+m, j
 ..... d4_* are the estimated repXession constants. Dote that five equations, one for each
species, actually comprise the model. The model was calibrated using 73 measurements of timber
volume prepared by the U. S. Forest Service and located within two subregions of the Goosenest
range. These smiles are probably not representative of the entire area modeled, but serve for
the demoristration purposes of this research. Each sample was located on 1 . 15,840 scale color
air photos and tranferred to Band 5 of the Landsat images to obtain the line and sample coordi-
nates of the sample point. The coordinates were then used to extract elevation and aspect values
for the sample from the registered elevation and aspect images. The coefficients for the model
were fitted by a nonlinear optimization algorithm employing the Newton-Raphson method to select
r
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coefficients with maximum likelihood.
Given the constants produced by the procedure discussed above, the probability images were
created using the new VICAR program "PROSMAPS." PROBl1APS, written specifically for this appli-
cation, calculates the probability of species k for each pixel using the following expression:
Pk - 1-1
	
where Qk
 = exp 01.k + 6 2, kF.' + 63,0 + 64,kS)
5
J110J
FRD34APS then scales each probability so that the range 0-255 represents 0. to 1. PROBMAPS out-
put images for this example are shown in Figures 6-10. Brightness values in Figures 6-9 repre-
sent probabilities of occurrence for douglas fir, ponderosa pine, white fir, and red fir, re-
spectively, with probabilities scaled to range from black (0.) to white (1.0). Figure 10, incense
cedar, has been contrast stretched for display purposes, and presents a probability range of 0.
to .3 from black to white. The probability images represent maximsn likelihood estimates of
species proportions; they appear reasonable in light of the known ecological preferences of the
species, but their accuracies remain to be determined.
The probability images produced by PROBMAPS can be thought of as predictions of the propor-
rl	 tion of the timber volume expected for each species at each pixel. This view implies a continu-
ous mixture of species, constatly varying in response to elevation and slope aspect. An alter-
native view is that forest stands are mnnospecific, and that each pixel is dominated by a parti-
cular species or forest cover type. In such a case, the modeled values are probabilities that
the pixel will be dominated by a particular species or stand type, and it is therefore appropri-
ate to produce a single output image indicating the type with highest probability for each pixel.
In this way, the logit model can serve as a nonparametric classifier. The probabilities can also
be viewed as prior probabilities, and input to MLC of an immerge using spectral data. This pro-
(^l	 cedure amounts to mixing a nonparametric model for collateral data (terrain channels) with a
parametric model for spectral data (Landsat channels).
3.2 LAND USE CLASSIFICATION USING TRANSITION PROBABILITIES
An additional objective of our research was to apply the method of maximum likelihood classi-
fication with prior probabilities to a land use/land cover classification (see sections 2.2.1 and
2.2.2). In this example, land use/land cover maps for two 7 1,-minute quadrangles in Ventura
County, California, U.S.A., were obtained from photointerpretation of high-level U-2 aircraft
imagery for the years 1973 and 1976. These maps, with inherent accuracies considerably higher
than those of Landsat classifications, were used as "ground truth" to construct a matrix of tran-
sition probabilities, showing the probability of change of classification for each land use/land
cover type to each other type in the three year interval. With a 1976 Landsat image as input data,
we planned to carry out DM of each pixel using the 1973 U-2 derived cover class as a collateral
data channel indexing the transition probabilities appropriate to the 1973 cover class. The
resulting classification was to be compared with the 1976 U-2 derived map to evaluate the accuracyCo
	
of the technique. At present, we have used image overlay techniques to create the transition
probability matrix, but the classifications wing the transition probability matrix have not been
carried out.
3.2.1 PROCEDURE. Using the Jet Propulsion lab's (JPL) Tmage Based Information S ystem (IBIS) and
a coordinate digitizer, it is possible to merge image data in digital form with other types of
geographic data. The IBIS is essentiall y a fine-mesh grid information system which is compatible
with the handling and storing of digital image data. By allowing a user to overlay thematic map
and digital Landsat data (or pertinent Landsat-derived data) with IBIS, it is possible to derive
the values that comprise the transition probability matrix, as well as determine the accuracy of
the thematic Landsat classification data.
Prior to IBIS processing, the two "ground truth" land use/land cover maps for the tw p
-quadrangle study area were prepared through photointerpretation of NASA high-altitude color infra-
red imagery with additional ground chocks. A coordinate digitizer board was used to convert the
0
maps to a series of digital coordinates. Polygons of thematic land cover categories were captured
by digitizing overlapping line segments that comprise such polygons. Polygon centroids were also
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digitized and assigned an appropriate land use/land cover label for later use in converting the
polygonal data to raster (image base) form.
The digitized line segment data were processed using IBIS as follows. A modified version
of the IBIS program POLYGEN converted the coordinate digitizer segment data into polygons in
the form of an IBIS graphics file. Following this reformatting, the program POLYREG rigidly
	 (^
rotated the polygons to conform with the Landsat data for the test site. POLYSCRB was used to
convert the polygon data into raster form (fine-mesh grid). The result was an image of ras-
terized polygon borders representing the edges to thematic land cover units.
The next phase in the IBIS processing involved the assignment of labels to the rasterized
volygon areas. An intermediate categorized image was automatically produced by the program
PAINT, which assigns an arbitrary but unique brightness member to all the pixels within each
rasterized polygon. This output image was combined with the polypon centroids that had also
been converted to an IBIS graphics file format (with V2P0LY) and rigidly transformed to over-
lay with the polygon borders (MMEG). The program (-M t1TCH was used to establish the corre-
spondence between centroid labels and polygon brightness numbers, and the program STRETCH was
used to reassigp identical brightness values to polygons with sirdlar labels, yielding a raster
format image corresponding directly with the original land use/land cover map.
With both land use/land cover images in digital image format, the next step is to overlay
them using POLYOVLY to analyze the change occurring between the two dates in order to estimate
the transition probability naorix. The output of POLYOVLY is a table counting the number of
pixels in each combination of classes across tLa two images. If S! • denotes the count of pixels
in class of the first image, and class .' of the second, then the transition probability T,
for class ' to 7 is	 S{ 	^ The digitized map of 1976 land use/land cover was also`
T^^=
'= t
used to assess the accuracy of MLC of Landsar data, again using, the POI.YOVLY nrogram. Accuracies
discussed below were obtained 'n this fashion.
Ilith a digitized 1973 land use/land cover classification rup produced from air photo inter-
pretation now in hand as collateral data channel registered to the 1977 Landsat image, and with
a transition probability matrix to provide sets of prior probabilities contingent as a col-
lateral data channel, it should be possible to carry out maximum likelihood classification using
the tr nsition probabilities as prior probabilities indexed b y the 1973 classification. Future
work includes per forming, the classification, and overlaying, it on the 1976 digitized map for
accuracy analysis. Initial indications are that accuracies will increase with the use of the
1973 digitized map data, demonstrating the successful use of Landsat to update existinp manually
produced land use/land cover maps.
4. CONCLUSION
Of the large member of statistical techniques which can be used to develop models combining
remotely sensed images with collateral data in a comm predictive framework, two techniaues
are of special interest for remote sensing: logit modeling and maximum likelihood classification
with prior probabilities. These methods allow the construction of nonparametric classification
models utilizing both image and collateral data channels as well as the mixing of parametric and
nonparartetric classification models for image and collateral data respectively. Both techniques
have been successfully demonstrated in applications using Landsat imagery; each has the potential
to greatly increase classification accuracy through the use of collateral data, and each should
find wide application in future research and development in remote sensing.
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Table I. Notation
TERM	 DEFINITION
Vector of estimated dependent variables; where - signifies a vector
and signifies an estimator.
Regression notation; vector of estimated betas and vector of observed
error terms.
Number of masuretrnt variables used to characterize each object or
observation.
X	 A ,-dimensional random vector.
X.	 Vector of measurements on • variables associated with the 'th object
or observation:	 1,2......N.
Member of the th set of classes
P( . •)	 Probability that an observation will be a nember of class 	 prior	 1
probability for class
:.(X.)	 Probability density value associated with observation vector X as
evaluated for class
ParTmtric mean vector associated with the % , th class.
M .	 Mean vector associated with a sample of observat ions belonging to
the I th class; taken as mi estimator of
:y	Parametric by - dispersion (variance-covariance) matrix associa-
ted with the th class.
: by dispersion matrix associated with a sample of observations
belonging to the th class, taken as an estimator of
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INPUT CHANNELS [Independent ILriable(s)]
r)UTPUT CHANNEL
[:ependent Variable]
Continuous	 Mixed	 Categorical
F,earession Models
	
Analysis of Covariance 	 Analysis of Variance
Continuour	 - linear	 Multivariate Analysis 	 Multivariate Analysis
- curvilinekr	 of Covariance	 of Varlanre
"aximum Likelihood
	
Malmum Likelihood
	
Contingency Table
'lassifi-ation	 Classification with
	
Analysis
Categorical
	
	
Prior Probabilities
L ait Modeling
:,ur It Modeling.	 Logit Modeling.
Aiverirr,inant Analysis
Figure 1 Techniques for Combining Contimxius and Categorical Data
(modified from Wrigley, 1979).
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A LOGIT CLASSIFIER FOR MULTI-IMAGE DATA.
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nonartment of reonranhv
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A new classifier for multi-ima ne databases
uses maximum likelihood estimation of narameters
fittin g
 a logit model to trainin g data. A logit
is the natura l loqarithm of a orobabilit y ratio:
e. g .. In (P L/P l ). As an example, a linear logit
classification model for a sim p le two-class case
based on four Landsat channels is:
P.
ln(P
 ) = 8n+ i(LS4)+B;(LS5)+P.,(LS6)+84(LS7)
whe •e P 7 and P, are p robabilities that the nixel
belong; to class , and 	 res pectively, :^,,, 84
are calibration constants, and LS4...LS7 and
the four Landsat channels for bands 4 throu g h 7.
Compared with usual Ra yesian maximum like-
lihood classification, the loait classifier has
certain distinct advantaoes. 	 It is nonnarame-
tric, in that multivariate normalitv is not as-
sumed. The model ma y be s p ecified in linear or
curvilinear forms as aonronria r e. Further, the
model :an incornorate cate gorical inforr,atinn in
the form of dummy variables, and can therefore
be used to merge continuousl y measured imane
data with categorical collaterial data in a
sin g le classi fication step.
Introduction
The Raves maximum likelihood classifier (`11.0
is the most commonl y used decision rule for dis-
crete classification :with Landsat drrived data.
Such a classifier uses the Raves decision rule to
assinn p ixels to the class with highest orobability,
riven the observed vector of snertral measurements
and the p rior distribution of classes. To find
this orobability, the Baves MLC renuires an esti-
mate of the conditional orobabilit y o f occurrence
of the observed vector of MSS data niven that it is
associated with a s pecified class. This estimate
has traditionall y been obtained b y assuminn that
the observed measurement vectors were Gaussian, or
normal. there fore, the best estimate is a measure
of the p robability density value of the multivari-
ate normal distribution for the class evaluated at
the observation.
14ith four channels o f Landsat snectral data,
the Eaves maximum likelihood classi f ier has achieved
qood classification accuracies `.n man y cases.
Classification accuracies have been further boosted
b y the inclusion of collateral data as additional
log ical channels or as indexes to sets o f prior
orobabilities in the case of catenorical collateral
C111530-5/80/0000-0018500.75 (^) 1980 IEEE
variables.' Further increases in classification
accurac y will undoubtedl y result from more optimal
s pectral channels and imp roved techniques of in-
corooratinq collateral data.
However, it is very likel y that the snectral
reflectances from some classes in man y aorlications
are not normall y distributed.	 In this situation,
even with the ideal snectral "windows" and orecise
and relevant collateral data, the Raves MLC will
reach an as ymp totic accuracy limit that will be
less than op timal.	 In fact, for classes that de-
viate from normalit y , classification accuracies
could be significantl y less than optimal.
Furthermore, each of the two previousl y men-
tioned techni q ues of increasing accuracv by innut
of collateral data to the Raves classifier has
critical limitations. The Baves MLC can only
accept measurement variables which are continuously
distributed, and this renuires continuous measure-
ment (or at least discrete measurement with a
large number of discrete steos). Consequently,
the collateral channel in the direct innut anoroach
can utilize onl y data which are measured on the
interval or ratio scale. This re q uirement elimi-
nates man y potentiall y useful databases, such as
soils ma p s, geolo g ic ma p s, political boundaries,
census tracts, etc. And when collateral informa-
tion is incor porated throu g h the mechanism of
nrior nrobahilities, the calculation of the orior
nrobahilities usually requires a sopnisticated
samDlina de,ion.
One solution to these orobl ems is to use a
statistical technioue that nredicts orobahilities
of categorical membershin with no distribution
assumotions. One such technique, called the logit
re g ression model, has been widel y used in the
social sciences for the last twent y years. The
lo g it regression model generates nredicted nrrba-
bilities that all sum to one for a s pecified suite
of classes, and the classification can be awarded
to the categor y with the hi g hest oredieted nroba-
bilit y . Further, nredictor variables may he con-
tinuous or catenorical; the model ma y be specified
in linear or curvilin ear forms; and the assumption
of multivariate normal i t y is no' required.
This paper has the following components:
1. a review of the mathematics of the Baves MLC;
2. an examination of the sources of classification
error due to non-normal distributions;
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3. an examination of the problems encountered with
utilizing collateral data;
4. development and exposition of the loqit regres-
sion model, with an em phasis on its ability to
act as a nonparametric classifier;
5. a description of planned research which will
compare the classification accuracies of the
logit regression model and the Bayes MLC for a
land use/land cover classification example; and
6. presentation of an example of the use of linear
logit model in a remote sensing application.
The Bayes Maximum Likelihood Classifier
Background
In the past ten years, maximum likelihood
classification has found wide application in the
field of remote sensing. Based on multivariate
normal distribution theory, the maximum likelihood
classification algorithm has been in use for appli-
cations in the social sciences since the late
1940's. Providing a probabilistic method for rec-
ognizing similarities between individual measure-
ments and predefined standards, the algorithm found
increasing use in the field of pattern recognition
in the following derades..'' '- In remote sensing
development of multi-spectral digital images of
land areas from aircraft or s pacecraft nrovided the
opportunity to use the maximum likelihood criterion
in producing thematic classification mans of large
areas for such purposes as land use/land cover de-
termination and natural cultivated land inventory.
Derivation of the Bayes MLC
In order to understand the difference between
a classification awarded on the basis of lo g it-gen-
erated predicted probabilities and posterior proba-
bilities derived from the Bayes MLC, it will be
hel p ful to briefl y review the mathematics of the
Bayes maximum likelihood decision rule.	 In the
multivariate remote sensing ap p lication, it is
assumed that each observation	 (pixel) consists of
a set of measurements on r variables (channels).
Through the selection of training sites, a set of
observations which corres pond to a class is identi-
fied -- that is, a set of similar objects charac-
terized by a vector of means on measurement vari-
ables and a variance-covariance matrix describing
the interrelationships among the measurement var i
-ables which are characteristic of the class. Al-
though the parametric mean vector and dispersion
matrix for the class remain unknown, they are esti-
mated by the sample means and dispersion matrix
associated with the object sample.
Multivariate normal statist i cal theor y de-
scribes the conditional probability that an obser-
vation	 will occur, given that it belon g s to a
class	 as the following function:
P(Xlwk } = ( 2*) rar° I Fk I-^i f-^i(ti'- u^)'`.-1(.Y-u;.) (1)
(Please refer to Table 1 for a descri ption of the
mathematical symbols). As ap p lied in a maximum
likelihood decision rule, ex pression (1) allows the
calculation of the conditional probability that an
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observation is a member of each of k classes. How-
ever, the actual probability desired is the poste-
rior probability P411);  it can be shown'' that:
P(w, IX) = W9-P(wk )	 (2)
-	 k
m (*P( 1
k. 1 k -	 "'k
This expression leads to the decision rule:
Choose k which minimizes
lnlDk l+(X -mk )'0 -1 (X-my)-2lnP(,,,k), (3
In usual practice the prior probabilities P(wk) are
assumed equal, or P(w ) =1/R where R is the number of
classes.	 In this zase, the last term in expression
(3) is constant over all R classes, and need not be
considered in the decision rule. This equa l priors
decision rule is used in the currently distributed
versions of LARSYS and VICAR, two image processing
systems authored respectively by the Laboratory for
Applications of Remote Sensing at Purdue University
and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory of California
Institute of Technology at Pasadena.
Classification Accuracy and the Assumption of Nor-
TL ty
In a typical supervised classification, train-
inq sites are selected by the analyst to typify
each class. Histograms of spectral values for
classes are inspected for multivariate normality,
and when a class actually consists of several dis-
tinctive si gnatures, training sites are reaggre-
gated into subclasses, each of which is a p oroxima-
tely multivariate normal.
	 In this wa y , a set of
multivariate normal disnersion patterns are defined
for the desired classes.
	 It is important to real-
ize that such dis persions, because the y are se-
lected to be as "pure" as possible, are probably
underdispersed with res pect to the true information
class. This effect produces a dif fi cult y in the
classification of mixed p ixels. Since the MLC
model does not provide for mixed p ixels, the imoli-
cit assum p tion is that mixed pixels are to be clas-
sified according to the most probable signature
match; the components of the signature which are
reflected from the less im portant classes contained
within the pixel are thus re garded as random noise.
The mixed pixel, then, is typicall y
 classified by
comparing probabilit y
 densities within the tails of
overlap p in g
 multivariate normal distributions. The
accurate classification of mixed p ixels under MLC
thus requires a good fit of the tails to multivari-
ate normality; however, it is obvious that the
selection of training sites for purity will of
necessity produce a poor fit in the tails. And,
mixed p ixels will constitute a lar ge portion of the
scene -- up to fort y percent in some agricultural
a pp lications (F, Nall, personal communications).
This reasonin g naturall y leads to the consi-
deration of nonparametric classifiers. Brooner et
al.' compared the Bayes MLC to a classifier which
used P!Y1 ". 1
 as directl y estimated by a sampling
procedure, and re ported a four percent increase in
classification accurac y
 over MLC. However, direct
estimates of PlX1,...'. reouire more data as well as
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dealing with :--dimensional table storage problem.
The logit model, discussed in the following pages,
provides an alternative which should require fewer
data to calibrate and Lan, b y virtue of its curvi-
linear modeling, approximate the real distribution
without assuming multivariate normality.
Problems with Incorporating Prior Probabilities
As shown earlier, the Bayes MLC can easily be
modified to take into account prior probabilities
which describe how likely a class is to occur in
the population of observations as a whole. The
prior p robability itself is simply an estimate of
the proportion of pixels which will fall into a
particular class. These prior probabilities are
sometimes termed wei ghts, since the modified clas-
sification rule will tend to weight more heavily
those classes with higher prior probabilities.
Strahler l showed via simplified numerical examples
how these different weights can affect the decision
of the Bayes MLC. As the Prior probability P{ W }
in expression (3) becomes large and approaches
its logarithm will go to zero and the classifica-
tion decision will effectively be made with ex-
pression (1).
However, since this possibility and all
others must sum to one, the prior Probabilities of
the remainina classes will be small numbers, thus
increasing the value of the expression. Since the
classifications is ararded to the class with the
smallest value, the effect will be tc force classi-
fication into the class with high probability.
Therefore, the more extreme are the values of the
prior probabilities, the less important are the
actual observation values y.
Strahler ,
 has demonstrated how prior proba-
bilities can be used as a mechanism to incorporate
collateral data in cate gorical from into the Bayes
MLC. His mechanism uses a set of prior probabili-
ties estimated for each collateral category by an
external sampling Procedure, with the classifica-
tion algorithm accessing the ap p ropriate set of
probabilities contingent upon the collateral cate-
gory of the Pixel.	 In this fashion, categorical
r ollateral information is merged with multivariate
normal information concerning the spectral si gna-
tures. Although this approach was proven effective
for a forestry application, l est i mations of the sets
of prior probabilities may require considerable
data coliecticm, depending on the number of classes
and collateral categories.	 In addition, mult i vari-
ate normality of signatures is assumed, and the
comments of preceding paragraphs a pply. In con-
trast, use of the log it classification model allows
categorical and continuous information to be mixed
freely through the mechanism of dumm y variables.
And, again, the model can be fitted in a linear or
curvilinear fashion as desired, avoiding the
assump tion of multivariate normality. Thus, 'he
logit model offers a more natural, straightforward
way of incorporatin g categorical variables into
the classification procedure.
The Logit Regression Model
Linear Modeling of Probabilities
The most commonly used predictive multivariate
statistical technique is probably ordinar y least
squares (OLS) regression. The Prediction, or esti-
mated value of the dependent variable, is a func-
tion of the vector of estimated betas (@) in combi-
nation with the vector of observed independent
variables (Y). The betas are estimated in such a
way that the variance about the least squares re-
gression line is minimized.
When used to model probabilities, OLS regres-
sion has one major drawback: although p robabili-
ties are constrained to lie within the range of 0
to 1, the predictions generated from such a model
are unbounded and may take values from minus infin-
ity to plus infinity. Thus, the predictions may
lie outside the meaningful range of probability.
Further, the probability of each class must be
modeled separately, and there is no constraint to
ensure that all probabilities must sum to one.
One solution to the boundinn Problem is to
s pecify that
0<P. <1
(where P. is the nrobability of observin g
 a speci-
fied class or category of the dependent variable).
In the case of ordinary least squares regression
model
AO + R I X-:I + A2Xz2-
The simplest wa y to satisf y this condition is to
impose the following arbitrary definition of P.:
1. P. is eq ual to 0 if Y. is less than n:
2. D. is equal to Y. if Y. is eq ual to or between
0 and 1.	 e.
3. P . is eq ual to I i f Y. is nreater than 1:
and use strai g htforward ordinar y least squares
estimation of the regression parameters. This
solution is often referred to as the linear proba-
bility model. Unfortunately, although it appears
to be a simple solution to the predicted orobabili-
ties problem, the model has a number of serious
limitations which are discussed by Domencich and
Mc Fadden. Again, the orobabilities are not con-
strained to sum to one.
The Logit Model
The simplest, yet most statistically sound,
solution to the probability problem (within a re-
aression framework) is the logit transformation.
in this transformation, the ratio between the Pro-
bability that an observation or pixel ' belongs to
a class P 1 and the probability that it does not
belong to P t
 is expressed as a logistic function:
	
P i, t	 R•X
	
1- p i , 1
	 (4)
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where ti is A vector of parameters and 1 is a vector
of observations on inde pendent v,n• iables.	 Takinq
the IlaturaI Iotlarithill of this evaessi oil ,
requires nlore calibration data than MLC becAusr of
the larger number of parameters which deed to he
estimated.
Lngit Example
(5)
PIn (T_^1	 ) .,311
The left-hand quantit y IS referred to as a logit.
Note that when t+T is zero, the ratio will he 1.
Indicating equal probability. As ^ varies posi-
tivel y or negativelt, the ratio will shift accord-
i114ly.
The followinn is ,ut v,%ample that uses contin-
uous and cate gorical explanatory var• iahles to esti-
nia t e
P.
In (	 •	 1 • tin Ct1: i+ott,	 (q)
i-P..1
► 	 `.1
0
the ratio, under the constraint that the numer
ator and dennIIIIIIALW must sum to one, determines
the two vrobahilltres uniquel y .	 Ixpr'ession t4)
c,ul he solved explicitly for P1:
	
ob1 1
	(6)P.^ 1	
I".00
And, if P. is defined as 1-P I , it is rasv to show
that
(7)
	
l+	 <11
Although expressions (4) and (5) show the
product r  as a linear function, the C vector 111,1v
contain powers and cross products in the ",Ise of a
curvilinear mrtaieI. An example is (elemental nota-
tion):
P.
lot	 '- ) - r	 it1Y1+t1..C,+h 1, 11'1. +: 	,;C. +0+1,:11!:
i-P :	 (R)
for the hivariate case.
Lip like the conventional re gression nxrde • ls, the
lotlisti, and linear logit r •etire• ssion models require
either i weighted icast sgwu es tW10 procedure or
a nrexrnuun l ikel ihood procedure to estinlate the
kAlibr,ltIt'll par,Uneters (betas). 	 The choice between
the two methods de pends upon whether or- not the
sample under investigation includes repented ob-
servations for each combination of values of the
explanalory variables. 	 If so, WI C is appropriate:
howe%vr. rerrlote sensinq app lic,► t'ons rarel y have
repeated observations. Conse q uentl y , the method
of maximum likelihood is the oreferred method.
1 number of authors present the details of this
method, which is discussed briefl y in a followinq
section."•1.10,11,1:
Maximum likelihood estimation of looit model
parameters has rnanv other attractive features.
Provided that the samp le data are not multicol -
linear • .r unique "ki0nunn likelihood est i mator can
he obtained even in relativel y small samples.
Also, the mathematical pro perties of the likelihood
function allow for efficient computer programs to
produce the IlArameter est mites. These est imates
are consistent and are the hest possible • estimates
in very large samples. The disAdvantatles of the
procedure are that it involves numerical optimi-
zation and therefore more computation, and that it
where P. 
1
/(1-P. 1 ) is the ratio o f the prohahiIity
that 1041 . is'Aot of class 1, r., refers to a ton-
tinuousl y measured variable on p iittll (MCC or con-
tinuous collateral data), and 01 is a dummv variable
that is equal to one if a cAtenoricAl variable is
true at p ixel	 and :ero if it is not.	 Given the
logit ratio, simple al gebra will extract the value
Of P.	 It is straightforward to add more con-
t inufKr^ and cate gorical ev r l.in.itor y variables.
[stlmatiny the Re g ression Parameters
In order to calculate th- lnait ratio in the
precedin g tormula, it is necessAr y to obtain esti-
nxrtes of the regression n,trameters. The first step
is to specif y the model ill 	 (if a likelihood
functital.	 i f the trainin g observations are thought
of as independent trials, then the likelihood of
the outcome of these trials (for the two-ilass case
described above) is:
L	 :n 1 P : 	 (l-P: 1 1	 (10)
••:1 +t
whert• observations : ^1 to Il l are those in which the
observed de pendent variable was a member of class I
and ' • n; + 1 to n are the observations in which the
dependent variable was not a member of class 1.
Substitutinq from the definitions of P, i and 1- P : 1
in expr•easions (6) and (7), the result ^c
.1	 1	 (111
.1
x.	
+11
+,tt 	
1+,
As snecified. the lik e lihood de pends upon A
set of unknown parameters, the betas. These oara-
nn• ters are estinilted b y choosing those values which
maximize the precedinq likelihood formula for the
given set of trainin g dAta. Rather than nmximi:e
the likelihood itself, it is com p utationall y sim-
pler to maximize the logarithm of the likelihood, or
in L
	 tic-	 In( 1+, K-
 1	 (1'1
i n I ^ , •1
To maximi:e this ex pression it is not possible to
set the partial derivatives of In (1) with respect
to the hetAS to :Pro. And solve simultAneousl y for
the hetAS in a direct fashion. Instead, the snlu-
tion must he obtained b y iterAtively recalculAtinn
in L for successive estimates of betas until the
partial derivatives converne upon zero.
1
Klamath National Forest Test Site Location
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There are several mathematica l techniques for
iteratively converging the first partial deriva-
tives to zero. One well-known technique is the
Newton-Raphson Method, which calculates deltas
(amount of change) for the betas by forming the
matrix of second partial derivatives, inverting it,
and postmultiplying it by the vector of the first
partial derivatives.
	 That is,
d - C'G,
where : is the vector of calculated deltas, 7_ 1 is
the inverted second partial derivative matrix, and
7 is the vector of first partial derivatives. The
deltas are subtracted from the betas, and the sec-
ond partial derivative matrix and first partial
derivatives are recalculated with the new betas.
The process continues until the vector of first
partial derivatives has conversed u pon zero, at
which point the most likely vector of betas has
been identified.
Given these maximum likelihood estimates of
the betas, the last step in a lonit model classifi-
cation seouence is to use exoressions (6) and (7)
to calculate the vector of probabilities for each
pixel and award the classification to the category
with the largest predicted probability.
Po1ychoc mous Lo it Re ression
The precedino exam p le, although conceotually
straightforward, is not a pp licable when there are
more than two cate gories to he predicted. The
dichotomous lonit can be easily extended to the
polychotomous lonit. Now, instead of two cate go-	 Figure 1. Index ma p showing location of area
ries of interest, there are 	 possible cate gories.	 modeled in Klamath National Forest.
The model now becomes:
P.^ = R' X	 (13)
e
where P,	 is the probability that pixel - belongs
to the rt!i category.
Because of the constraintthat the probabili-
ties must sum to one, only ?-1 sets of betas and
orobabilitv ratios need to be determined. 	 Intro-
ducin g this constraint on the i'th class, it is
easy to show al gebraically that
-t
P. ' _ = 1->r P.	
_ —	 l l d	 (14)1+
This constraint can also be introduced by takinq
= 0, which produces an identical ex pression from
substitution into ex pression (13).
For estimates of the betas, the maximum like-
lihood estimation p rocedure, described above for
the two-class case, is generalized to the -class
case in a strai ghtforward manner.
Proportion Estimation
Althoug h the discussion above has stressed the
use of the lonit model for classi f ication, it ma _v
also he used for proportion estimation. Nelepka
et aW and Woodcock et al. 
14 
have both discussed
this problem using underlvinn assump tions of multi-
variate normalit y . The looit model provides an
alternativ? which does not assume multivariate nor-
malit y and estimates oro portions directly. As in
classification, either linear or curvilinear models
ma y be selected, and caoeaorical variables may be
readilv utilized as well. The difference between
a pp lication of the lonit model as a classifier and
as a oronortion estimator lies in the nature of the
calibration data.
	 For the classifier, training
observations of r vectors (for pixel ') are each
individuall y labeled with a single class; in the
case of nr000rtion estimation, each observation
contains the observed nro portions of classes and
the associated measurement vectors. These or000r-
tions constitute wei g hts, and it is easv to show
that the likelihood function becomes (as in the two-
class ease):
	
n	 n
In (L) _ .i L' -^.	
=ty 	
+	 E 3z ,2 B ^ Yt ,2
	
7 = 1	 t=1
d Y. +B R.
ln(1 +	 i^:	 z ..21.
' =1
where,:,	 is the proportion for the 'th observa-
tion for'class ' and is the observation weiaht
(which, as a constant, is eliminated in dif feren-
tiation of tr.e fraction).
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Application Example
At the present time, the logit-based classi-
fier has not been tested, although a logit model
has been used in a forestry remote sensing problem
of proportion estimation. This use is summarized
in the paragraphs below. For this application, a
linear logit model was devised and fitted to forest
species compositional data for northern California,
predicting the proportion of timber volume for each
of five coniferous tree species at each pixel based
on registered terrain data quantifying elevation,
slope, and aspect. This research utilizes the
Video Image Communication and Retrieval (VICAR)
system and the Image Based Information System
(IBIS) resident at the University of California,
Santa Barbara. VICAR/IBIS, develo ped at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) at Pasadena, California,
is a job control language which permits the sequen-
tial linking and execution of a vast array of
Fortran and Assembler routines in a batch environ-
ment.	 In addition to extensive usaqe of existinq
VICAR/IBIS routines, new VICAR and non-VICAR soft-
ware were developed and/or modified as required for
this application.
Logit modeling of species pro portions used
data derived from the Klamath National Forest, lo-
cated in northern California (Figure 1). 	 Ranging
in relief from 500 to 8,000 feet, the Forest in-
cludes 2,600 square miles of rugged terrain in the
Siskiyou, Scott Bar, and Salmon Mountains. Little
of the area is developed beyond mana gement for
timber yield, livestock production, and recreation.
A wide variety of distinctive vegetative types is
present in the area. Forest vegetation includes
such coniferous species as noble, red, white, and
douglas firs, ponderosa pine, and incense cedar,
as well as several oaks, and typical species of
cha parral. Thus, the topographic and veqetational
characteristics of the area are well differentiated.
Within the Klamat^ National Forest, a stud  area
including most of the Goosenest Rance was selected
for logit modelin g of s pecies composition from
terrain features. This area was chosen because
calibration data and Landsat imaaes were readily
available for it.
Diaital Terrain Model
The logit model for this forestry application
requires preparation of digital terrain data.
These data, obtained from the National Cartogra-
phic Information Center, in Reston, Virainia, are
derived from Processing of 1:250,000 contour maps,
and include elevations at every point on a qrid of
a pproximately 65 m spacing. Althouah the data are
comparable in scale to a Landsat imaqe, the eleva-
tion values are quite generalized because they are
produced from small scale contour maps by interpo-
lation.
Slope an q le and slope aspect channels can be
produced using the elevation data of the re g is-
tered terrain imaqe. Although a number of Slone
and aspect generatinq al gorithms are known, the
simplest is the fittinq of a least squares plane
throuqh each pixel and its four nearest neighbors
and the calculation of the downslone anale and
direction of the plane. Slope aspect was trans-
formed from a coding of zero to 255 representing 0°
to 359°to a cosine function shifted by 45°. This
function, proposed by Hartung and Lloyd," contrasts
northeast-facing slopes, which present a favorable
cool, moist growing environment, with hot, dry
southwest-facing slopes. Although the function is
defined ecologically, it also simulates Lambertian
reflectance from a light source placed in the north-
east, and thus the aspect image shown in Figure 2
gives the strong visual impression of relief.
Logit Model
The logit model fitted is
P
In(— = Ai ,k + sz,kF + A 3 ,kA + e s + k = 1.5,
k
where P
z
 is the probabilit y that a board-foot of
timber volume will be drawn from one of five species
I.
 P	 is the probability that the board-foot will
not	 drawn from s pecies k, F is elevation (com-
pressed to 0-255 range), A is as pect transformed as
described above,is slo pe angle, and A^ y,...,94,k
are the estiiiated re gression constants. Dote that
five equations, one for each species, actually com-
prise the model. The model was calibrated usin q 73
measurements of timber volume prepared by the U. S.
Forest Service and located within two subre g ions of
the Goosenest range. These samples are probably not
representative of the entire area modeled, but serve
for the demonstration purposes or this research.
Each sample was located on 1:15,840 scale color air
Photos and transferred to Band 5 of a reaistered
Landsat ima ge to obtain the line and sample coordi-
nates of the sample point. The coordinates were
then used to extract elevation and as pect values for
the sample from the re q istered elevation and aspect
imaqes. The coefficients for the model were fitted
by a nonlinear o ptimization aloorithm emp loy ing_ the
Newton-Ra p hson method described above.
Given the constants p roduced b y this procedure,
the probability images were created usinq the new
VICAR pro gram "PROBMAPS." PROBMAPS, written s peci-
fically for this a pp lication, calculates the pro-
bability of species	 for each pixel , usinq the
followin q expression:
Bk%t
PROBMAPS then scales each p robabilit y so that the
ran qe 0= 255 rep resents 0 to 1. PROBMAPS output
i ma qes for this example are shown in Fi q ure 2.
Briahtness values re p resent that p robabilities occur-
rence for douqlas fir, ponderosa Dine, white fir,
and red fir, with probabilities scales to ranae
from black (0.) to white (1.0). The incense cedar
imaqe has been contrast stretched for dis p la y our-
poses, and p resents a p robabilit y ranae o f 0. to .3
from black. to white. The p robabilit y ima ges renre-
sent maximum likelihood estimates of s pecies oronor-
tions; they a ppear reasonable in liqht of the known
ecological p references o f the species, but their
accuracies remain to be determined.
1
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Fiqure 2. Clockwise from u pper left. cosine function o f clone aspect: p robability images o f coniferous
forest species red fir; white fir; incense cedar; ponderosa p ine; and douglas fir; for Goosenest test area
within Klamath National Forest. For probability ima ges, only area within Forest boundar y is shown.
I
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Future Work
Althouqh the loqit classifier appears to have
some unique advantages over conventional maximum
likelihood classification; further work will be
necessary to prove its value for remote sensing
applications. Topics to be investigated include:
1. Model Specification. For what shapes of non-
normal distribution are linear models appro-
priate? Under what conditions are curvilinear
models necessary? Could a stepwise procedure,
analogous to polynomial curve fitting, be
devised for model calibration? Since it is
possible to obtain assymptotic estimates of
the standard error of each beta, could the
stepwise procedure drop individual terms from
the model which are not significantly differ-
ent from zero?
2. Accuracy. Hew well are p robabilities pre-
dicted? Can a confidence limit be placed on
the predicted probability? Monte Carlo meth-
ods may be helpful here. How does accuracy
interact with distribution shape?
3. rurt ,	A l'^at;ons. The logit model needs
to a exercisedon a real classification pro-
blem and compared with conventional MLC.
Which is more accurate? Which consumes more
computational resources? Do categorical vari-
ables pr^Sent any special problems?
These questions and others will 	 be the subject
of future research in	 the application o f the	 logit
model	 to the remote sensin g problem.
Table
	 1. Notation
Term Definition
P Number of measurement variables used to
characterize each object or observation.
X A ;	 dimensional	 random vector.
X. Vector of measurements on n variables
associated with the :th object or obser-
vation;	 '=I	 2,...,n.
P{X.) Probability that a	 dimensional	 random
i vector will	 take on observed values Xi.
Wk Member of the -th set of classes W; 1-1,
2 ,	 ..	 ,	 K.
Pi Wk ) Probability that an observation will 	 be
a member of class .k ; prior probability
of class Wk.
P(Xlwk ) Probability density value associated
with an observation vector X as evalu-
ated for class Wk.
•k (X) Probability density value times prior
probability
	 for observation vector X
evaluated for cla%% uk.
Parametric mean vector associated withu k
the
	 'th	 class.
Lk Parametric r by r dispersion 	 (variance-
cova-iance)	 matrix associated with the
'-th	 class.
Term	 Definition
D 
	 r by r dispersion matrix associated -with
a sample of observations belon g ing to the
kth class; taken as an estimator of Lk.
n	 Summation sign, add together all occur-
rences of ' from 1 to n.
n	 Product sign, multiply together all occur-
rences of i from I to n.
@	 Estimated vector of regression parameters.
m  Mean vector associated with a sample of
observations belonginn to the z• th class;
taken as an estimator of max.
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AUTRACT
The logit al gssifiPr, a computationally effliient non-
parametric pattern classifier, give3 higher c1133ification
accuracies than the Bayes ^.la3slfler whin the d •tt •i are not
multivariate normal.	 Bayesian posterior probabilities are
algebraically obtainei from m • t±imum. 	 likelihooi parameters
fitted to a logarithmi, ratio of predicted probabilities.
	 A
simple two- g lass exalple is:
P
In Pi = 9 1 X
2
where P 1 /P2
 is the sbserve •1 odds ratio of class u y	over
class Iand the	 is the ve •-tor of ^.Vibration consttnt:3,
e3timat- • by iteratively m •iximizing the likelihood	 f,in^Lion
of the model given the obs-ar y -i data in the ve':ti- of ape^-
tra'.	 X.	 The eatimt'^l po3teri ,)r	 probabilitie3 of
•lass membershTp are algebr •ti, •tlly 1 •riv•^l as
t1 x
1 + 3g1,{
In • t Monte Carlo test on .31m , tlated nonnormal dat •t,	 the
t	 ifier wt3 iignifi°antly aup•rrior to Bay-^3, with
• t
 
-
 -ura-y in^reaa•A up to 144 in one teat.	 In • t teat
Lanls-tt M30 9itt, the logit classifier ig •tin qwi sig-
n:fi,ant increases in
	 :ura^y, some as high --is 39C.
i . ^.!iE BAYE7 'LA13IFIER
' •,e most Commonly used 113lri%inan t. fun:tlon in remote sensing applirttiona
- 9tye3 maximu-i likelihooi -lassifier .Bay•,.3 ML:' .	 It :a:,u:itr-) posterior
p robabilities of ^.lag s mamber:3h:v b •is-il u p on par •tmetrii eotim •ition -)f	 :,bibil-
it y ian$ity fun!tiorns far the iifferent !laa:3e:i •ini aw •irls thN ^lt.3aifi:t.' n to
th•^ -at • a:or y wi th t l i•, gr•, t .`' 3t or % -):3t "l ikf 'ly" prob •tb'.1 i ty.	 The Baye • 3	 ML'	 i.i
B •tyes optim tl, i..	 v,iven a	 loss fun-lion, tn •^ !33t.3 of m:.3^1•t3a:fl 
!a-tion are minimizes if the f3i low int! '-a3 !on i.tion3 -tr . - n .it;	 1	 t % ..	 probability
i^n3ity	 fan ti3n3	 ar	 mul*ivt ^:a • •r norms:, ani	 2	 t,.,
 rri)r pr)btb:1itie3 if
•• a -h	 :as3 • ir•• • ^rr^ •.ly 3p^ i°iii.
p r . ^• • n •• i t •	 ,;r•,,n•^,
	 n •., nt'.i,ntl 3 y mp3sitm an i•^mat y
 3ens:no, of
	 ^n-
v i ranm?n'.. Ann Arb,,r, '4:.
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PROB,,EM3 WITH BORDER PIXF;L3
In the triditionil supervised clissificztion ipproirh, trilning sItea are
3electei to be as pure is possible so is to minimize the presence of pixels from
extraneous !li33es. This reduces the intranla93 v •triince, ini beci1j:3e it pro-
motes tho formation of tightly defined point swirms in measurement space, it
reiuees clasa overlap and confusion. However, in the real world, cli9ses are
unlikely to be uniform. Even in lar ge igriculturil ir,:is, the same crop can
hive i lifferent ,ipertriI reflectance •iepen •iing upon the underlying soil '.ype or
plant moisture content, et-.
The use if pur e training sites ignores the ape^tril information in a signi-
fi^ant number of pixels thit r,in be termed border or mix-ii pixels which shoul.'t
be includei in the information Bliss. These pixels occur in the tails of the
iistributions, and be ^.fuse they ire not 3implei in the tr'iining sit-!a, the pat-
tern for the ^lass 19 unierliipersei with respect to the true information class.
This Affect produces i diffiiulty in the clinsification of mixed p ixels. Since
the Rayea MLC ioe9 not proviie for m'.xed pixels, the implicit •issimption is that
m :xet pixels are to be clisai fie •1 according to the most probable 3ignat ire
•p itch; th e components of the niv,niture which ir•> reflectel from the le gs impor-
tant ^li •li ei contiInei w 
I 
t h 
I 
n th e pix e l •ire thus treated is random noise.	 The
mixei pix ,rI is t ypir-i:i.y rlaaiifiAl by	 omp-tring	 probability	 ien:aitie:,	 within
the t •tils if ovorl •tpping m •iltiv •tri •ite normal distrihutiona.
The	 I-is3iifi 1'.ion probl•m in the 31mpl, two--1i3:3 iniv •ir:at e :W,iition	 13
iclv e i by !)mp •irino, the viIiie.3 if th e probabilit y ieniity fun! tIons.	 The !1a9-
.3: f i•tati on 13 •iwari •• 1 to the rl as v with tn , greateet vil ie	 or density) it	 e•ich
X.	 The 9imple two- l isi liniv •iri • it-! 1i3'riminition problem with equal prior pro-
bibilities ind equil v •tri •in^.ea is shown in Figure 1.	 The Biyes MLC 41,9 oriminint
funatI on	 fir univirl •tte iit •i iefine.9 the :ritica: ie.^.i9ion point is the inter-
se-lion point of the two *ur ,• .3. 	 1L itist i i 1n3 will re^.ognize the 'irei	 to	 the
left of the inter.3,^-tion point ini under the curve of -Ur
 
-is the •ire •i of Type li
clis9ifi "i'lon •>rr,r for th ,> •11:33 tiii on the left and i9	 t.".e	•irea of	 Type	 I
err)r fir '.he r1a.3:, .ur :)n th .^ right.
If thJ varian •> for	 li p ; 31„ is underoatim •itei int the trv•	 ten3ity fun,:-
tion 13 given by '.h•> ^ xp • tniei	 i v• :i{	 in Fiu• vr•t 2.tn-' ir•-l-i of inii^sl •I•i93if-
icition e rror i., th• • tiff^r ,)nv in ir ,,i ba;w •an the tri• > ini tn'	 utierii9per3• i
^irves.	 '.'h• '.ri•>	 r'.'.i-il ie':aion point i1 3h:ftei to the left; in thia ex •im-
n1- in ob.i• i • 1 Y. L> r • i • .	 • n'in 3 ) bit lei 3 • h in it thit wo ill hive been mis l c3-
.tifi e i Intl • 1L31 1 111 1 .3 no •r • )rr -'ly • Ii:i:31fiei into :1'iaa 1>r,.
1 . ? F:FFEC37 )F N IRMAL A p PR)X1MA' )N ON N )11 ) iv A7 DATA
A t. thi:3 p)[nt, it be • om- , - , ­Tacit to !oniiier the biaa that iv 	 introiu-->i
if th o nrobib`.li t:y i Nn3:'v f ,in • tlon !"K ui,I f)r • lini I Is not multivariate nor-
m - i:.	 :n t.h• > iniv-iriate •. i .i•>	 one ape-tri g 	 ...t ^.n • • l	 •i probability lens:' .v fun •-
t ion
	
th-i'	 i	 i4--we i •. ) '. n o r i ght w111 hive tw) e ff^^t:3 on . ', , i e it imitN l normal
i"'I	 •'I	 m i• • will a'lif •. to th •> right •inI the v •iriin ••' will in-r•>a.;,•.	 Vi9n-i:ly,	 wh i 	 d'ii	 a	 ik•'w I -ur-i> hi3 hP n	 nto 1 normal - ur j••, d. "n
the iri.lin-C	 irv• , o •itiei on the l a f • , ini iiminia'nei in the right.
a-it t • r ,i in • 1 •' 4'1:	 in 1:3 i •. M.'.' t-.It .i.	 i9 •13e l t- ;how t'l- ­ ff--ts of	 'i
n - rma:	 • 1 or, roxima . ) ,I )f • i .tk w i Ii:)trit i t.. -i.	 If tn^r •• ire t.	 H:3tribution3.
w: •h th ..	 it.,	 i.>	 r,	 i:r	 ximl'• i'^	 n '110.	 • in1	 t •ia	 one	 in	 th e	right
3.>),,	 :V	 e.; • .r • 1.	 . *ir • '	 •ti: ' -	 1••n.3 : •.y fun • ti')n •itimit.•
p'X u
	
3 i't)wr. i3 - ir y
	u	 F.' 4,17- 	 ire`i3	 of	 inIu^"I	 bi •is	 -ire
l , .i	 rn 1:	 1	 •.	 :ef•.	 .'i...3,	 •.ti,> right	 .'iila,	 ini	 the 'ire's
h •• w• >• n 'h • ' p i rim ',r i' me vi • inI t t-	 ; aria	 mo1e.	 4 pix-: who3e v •iltlo	 :3
b• > tw•>••n
	 ') in1	 '	 th • i •	3-).111 G -	 •;•i,t,f.•.I	 it . il	 i 3 •:+w m;:a • 1i.t:IifI't1 13 Ur-
OF POOR QUALITY
Bayes MLC is "robust" regarding minor infractions of normality cl9se to the
mean or mean vector if the Mahalanobis distance b is fairly large (6 - > 4; see
Zhezhel 1969.) However, as the class mean forw, moves closer to the class mean
of w , the probability of error exponentially increases and there are a greater
numbeF of potential errors because the lenses*_ parts of the distributions are
being overlapped.
The special case of Bayes MLC with equal prior probabilities and equal
covariance matrices, or Fisher's Linear Discriminant Function (LDF), has been
extensively investigated (see Gupta, 1973). Lachenbruch at al. (1973) and Zhe-
zhel (1959) have studied the performance of Fisher's LDF on nonnormal data.
Their results inlicated that Fisher's LDF was greatly affected by nonnorm31ity.
Zhezhel (1959) showed tgat the maximum error o rate is a decreasing function of
the Mahalanobis distance 6 - and tends to 3 as b" - > oo. Thus accuracy for nonnor-
mal classes whose b` value is small will be the most severely affected.
1.3 SUITA31LITY OF b.,YES MLC FOR REMOTELY SEISED DATA
Several authors (Fu at al., 1959; Brooner at al., 1971; Crane at al., 1912)
have noted that remotely sensed data were not strictly multivariate normal.
Most studies of the distributional nature of remotely sensed data have been with
agric .Itur3l data. Given that most large sample agricultural remotely sensed
data are nonnormal (the Crane et al. (19") stud y showed nonnormality for fields
averaging over 2,000 data points), it is safe to assume that smaller samples
would show even greater departures from normality through the inclusion of ran-
dom noise.	 The probability of error for Bayes MLC is hi;her in two separate
situations: incorrectly specified variance and nonnormal distributions. And
obviously, the combination of the above _4o situations will produce even worse
results. Since the need to establish pure training site statistics can lead to
problems of underestimation of the va r ian^.e, and in most renote sensing applica-
tions the assumption of strict multivariate normality is not v31id, Bayes MLC
with par3metri2 estimation of the probability density functions is not an
optimal classifier for many remote sensing applications.
2. T : :E LOGIT CLASSIFIER
Most well known predictive st3tisti231 techniques are derive] from least
squares regression. Unfortunately, the least sq , !ares technique assumes that the
iependent variable is continuously measured. This produces two problems with
data that are nominally classifies. It c:n be shown (Domencich and McFadden,
1975) that the predicted values of the response variable in such 3 model are
bast interpreted as prelicted probabi li ties. 9y definition, probabilities are
constrained to lie between zero and one. yowcver, the predictions of the least
squares motel are unboundei ani may range from minus infinity to plus infinity.
Consequently, the predictions may lie outside the meaningful range of probabil-
ity and may b p inconsistent with their probabilistic nature. The other problem
is relatei t3 heteroscelasticity and will be least with later.
Although there are several statisti^ally acceptable techniques for classi-
fying nominal data such as the probit, logit, and arctan, the logit model has
computational advantages since it is a closed (explicit) functional form with
convenient curvature properties for numeri^.al optimization.
?.1 THE L3GI3TIC TRANSFORMATI)N
The term "logit" was coinel by Berkson r ' .i1 on analogy of Bliss'	 use
(19341 of the terra probit, or proba:.,iity unit, and is 3 contraction of the
phras- "logistic unit." Basei on the logistic ^.urve (see Domencich and McF,dden,
1975) the iichotomous logistic response law can be definel (Bock, 1913) by
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Pi I	
e	 (1)
	
eE 1 X i 	 e9'Xi
where P. 1
 is the logistically derived posterior probability that pixel i belongs
to cla p $ LuI . These posterior probabilities are obtained by taking the logistic
trinsformat:on,
Pil	 PitIn 
P it = E
1 X i	 or	 In Pit
	
-E2Xi
-stimating the betas, and substituting these values back into Eq. (1). The
logistic transformation enables the value of the predictei dependent variable to
range from minis infinity to plus infinity while the values of th e
 predicted
probabilities range from zero to one.
It is relatively straightforward to show that in the mu..-nomi3l case,
i.e., more than two classes, the binomial logit generalizes to
0SkXi
	
P ik = —=-----
	
k=1,2,...,K
	 (2)
K expff"i
s=1
where P 	 is the posterior probability that pixel i belongs tj the kth c1353,
given tnit there are K classes.
The logit model is distribution indepen-ent. Proof of this property has
been given by Day ani Kerridge (1957); they show that the logit model includes
an unknown non-negative scalar function of the observed data. This unknown
function gives great robustness to the logit model. The only cost is a loss of
efficiency should the function be known to belong to a specific distribution,
e.g. multivariate normality. In such a case, 33yes MLC will give greater a--cu-
racy because it maximizes in unconstrained likelihood function, is compared to
the logit which is constrained such that the class probabilities sum to 1 and
the estimated class proportions equal the observed class proportions.
2.2 `1AXIMJM LIKELIN)OD ESTIMATION OF PARAMETERS
There are two commonly uses statistical techniques for estimating regres-
sion parameters: 3riin3ry least squares ()LS) and maximum likelihood. Least
squares is computationally simpler and the most frequently used. However, even
though taking the logistic tr3nsform3tion has solved the proble-a of interpretin;
the predicte! dependent variables as probabilities, there remain problems with
heteroscedasticity because the observed probabilities ire based uoon 3 nominiily
measured dependent variable. Thus, BLS estimated pirimetc-s are not BLUE (Best
Lineir Unbiised Esti- :ors).	 'onsequ^ntly, maximum likelihood estimation is the
preferred method.
The first ,tep is the :ormulation of .i likelihood function:
	
V	 n.!	 K	 r.itk
/^ = Q^ r -^	 - r QU P i ki=1 i1*­ iK'k=1
where 4 is the total number of observations or pixels, the P ik are definel	 in
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F,q. (. , the n. arP the total number of pixels per observation (always 1 in the
separate sample remote sensing -ontext t , and r 
i 
is equal to 1 if pixel i
belongs to class k; 0 otherwise. After droppinr, the constantterns and t•tkin,s
the n •itural logarithm, the log likelihood function is given by
N K
\^ = f 1 rikln Pik
i=1k=t
The second step is m •iximizina, the log likelihood function. Several ^ompu-
t •itional algorithms exist for su,,h a purp3se; the Newton-Raphson technique was
chos• •n for this study (see McFadden, 1975 1 . It iteratively converges the vector
of first p •irtial derivatives of the log likelihood function to 0, which by
definition is -I of the function. Deltas or change increments are calcu-
lates by inverting the matrix of second partial ierivative3 (the information
m •itrix) and postmultipl v ing this times the vector of first partials. The lelt•ts
are aiiei to the betas and the first p •irtials ani information matrix are re:- •tl-
-ulated.	 If th- lata -ire not multi-ollinear, 	 nnvergence of the first partial
i,rivativ,-s to 0 with 3 ]ecim •il places of ac^ur •t -!y occurs in less thin 10 iter • 1-
tions.
Maximum likelihood estimation of the oniition-il logit mole. can be shown
under very general eoniitions to provide istimatori th-it are asymptoti,.ally
efficient and normally iistributei. These results can be use] to constru-t
-if proximate large sample ^onfi.len,e bounds for the p-ir •tmeters. The large samplN
;asymptotic ) variances ani staniiri errors are obtainei from the diagonal terms
of the invertei matrix of seeoni partial •ierivatives.
5. MONTE CARLO TESTS ON SIMULATED DATA
The two models of coneern -re the B •iyes ALC ani the linear logit classif-
ier. The following Monte Carlo experimental design was selected. Three major
data groups or effects are generatel: (1` univariat- normal, (?) slightly skewei
univaci	 •ate,	 in]	 i^	 sev r •^Iy skewei univ • tri •ita.	 '-i•h group defines • t two-way
effect between the Mahalanobi3 H&tan(%.e between	 ategorias -ini the staniard
teviati3n within each 'i'.--gory. 	 For analytic- , l simpli • ity, arbitr •trily sele:!tel
Mahalanobis distances of 1, ) and 10 were • rossei with v•riances of .1, 9, and 16.
Three 5 x i univarii*.e data distributions ware requir-i. 	 A l l were iesirei
ba univari •ite normal initially, with kppropriato • tlgebr • ii^ manipulations
,ilei a posteriori to pro]u!e the lifferen ­es in the mean and standard ieviation
in .i tFie	 'Wt; 	 fects.	 S•^veral statisti,al software packages gen?rate ranlom
norms: ]eviatoo; the Ihtarn•itional 'iatiie%-Ati^.al and .itttistical
	
Library	 ,IV,L.
1179) was -hosen b—tuae of its easy is^.es3ibLlity •ini cle •ir iocumentation.
Given rintom uniform ieviates listributai with a zero me-in ani unit vari -
ance, it is easy to obtain -any iesirei n .)rmal distribution by multiplying by the
lesir p s staniarl deviati.)n ant ailing the lo.lirel m--in. 	 The sli.QhtIV	 lkewei
iistributions were proiu • , I by aliin.g th•, v •iliie of one :it inlarI leviat.ion ,T' t3
•ill th N observ-it1ins that. w-re	 than 1 .7 from th- m .-in.	 ^,h- Severely skewer
Iistri but iins were nro]u-1 in -I 	 fa hiin.	 If ' Iii vali- 3f K w •ts below
'wu) stanitrd i eviations from the •Wean, th•?n 5( was a iiei ti it; if the v • ilia was
h • 'ween minus on.^ to two st •iniari i-vfat,ons below the mein then 5l was a]iei to
t.	 aitet to it.
	
E •t-h m •iior effect ,normal, .ili^7htly skew-?i, and severely ak• w•ai) 	 was gen-
aritai by	 -rossinq the thre o	M•ihalanobis list •in ,!ea with the three
a•^l^ , t , i virian ­^a.	 Cons--quently, -1 • h mii?r • • ff--t w•ts -imp-i :aci of	 nin•	 iif-
ferent	 I;.at.ributi,ns	 cr	 • lav:, • ...	 :'h-	 :'•c• • w• i	 na,jor •-ffo^t y w•, re	 cast+] by
'ipplyinR
	
t he	 nr•^vi., i.:ly	 i s • rib• • i	 op -Vi	 ) ,in	 to	 only	 those	 •I ts.: r.t	 wi th
M;'ni'. tn)bia ,ii,' in • 1	 1.111	 t, n: n .. .	 '.'h: a	 I onl y t. 1 - thr . 	 . I t;s ., d 1
IN 	 )	 in 	 r	 -	 1, ).1 •	 ini	 l.,ft	 r .h1	 ,+• I	l•i:;.	 •i r•m•i1.
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The results of the test with Lgnd3at MSS data are shown in Tablas 4 and 5
(training and test sites are separated). Two facts are easily discerned. (1)
In -all cells except for Baye3' l-mon the classification accuracy is unusually
high. ;2) The accuracy of t:ie logit was always equal or superior to Bayes. The
first fact is explained by the accurate location and specification of the train-
ing sites.	 Many Lanisat classification efforts do not have access to accurate
"ground truth" maps, and this can introduce random error variance. Also, this
classification was based on four easily separable classes. The second fact is
explained by the shape of the training and test site h'_stograms ;please refer to
Figures 7 and 9). By comparison with the slightly nonnormal histograms of the
simulated data, many of these histogram3 are truly 3kewe9 and significantly nun-
normal. The two most skewed test g lasses, ura and lemon, -ire the classes in
whi::h Bayes MLC is sign:fi^_antiy inferior to the logit. The greatest increase
in classification aCCur giy or,^ urea in the lemon test sites, an increase of 394.
5, CONCLUSI3N
T?-.a logit classifier has been shown to be both theoretically and experimen-
tally su perior to the Bayer MLC with the simulatei data ani the Landsat MSS data
used in this shady. Ani, as theoretically prg4icted, the logit Classifier was
inferior to Bayes MLC with normal data when b was large.
In order to Confidently generalize the above cor.Clusions, further tests are
needed on simulated normal data with different tran3formations acd on Landsat
MSS data of greater ^_omplexity. :,iven the results produced by this preliminary
stuly, the logit classifier warrants further investigation as a nonparametric
alternative to the Bayes MLC.
Another coniition besides nonnormality can give .r ise to biased results for
both the logic and Byes 21133ifiers. This condition is known as a violation of
the Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives (IIA) axiom ;McFadden, 1975)-
Briefly, this axiom st•tte3:
the ratio of the probabilities of predicting one alternative over anoth-
er (where both alternatives have a non-zero probability of ocCurence ) is
unaffeitei by the presence or absence of any •a93itional alternatives in
the choice set ;aensher and Johnson, 1991).
,he existence of the I[A property introdu^.e3 the m q ,jor problem that failure to
-insure that all the alternatives are equally ai3tlnct may ia3d to biased preliz-
tions. Both the logit and Bayes classification mo"iels violate this assumption.
Rather than being equally iistinct, most Clas3es sought from remotely sensed
iata are hierarchi^illy "iistinct, as Swain and "auska '19 77 'i have observed. As
a result, these investigators have developed a Bayesian hierar^_hi^.al Classifier.
Likewise, similar work needs to be done with the logit Classifier.
Further work on the logit 7las3ifier ani its applications with remote sens-
ing shouli inCliie:
1) devel-)pinp a "nested" algorithm t-) handle violations of the IIA axiom;
ievelo p i"o the luaira`.iC logit;
developing capabilities for using prior probabilities;
Converting key portions of the !ode to Assembler language, ani testing,
,Dmpu`.ational costs of the logic and Baye3 clas3ifier3;
'sting the logit Classifier with •i wide range of applications.
5. RFFEREY_,'n3
­k3on, •I. '1134), "AppliCation of the logistic finition to bioassay", Journal
of the American Statistical Association 31, pp. 15'-565-
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The results of the test with Lan13%t MSS data are shown in Tables 4 and 5
(training And test sites are separated). Two facts are easily discerned. (1)
In •311 cells except for Bayes' l-mon the classification accuracy is unusually
high. '21 The accuracy of tae logit was 'Always equal or superior to Bayes. The
first fact is explained b;; the accurate location and specification of the train-
ing sites.	 Many Landsat classification efforts do not have access to accurate
"ground truth" maps, and this can introduce random error variance. Also, this
classification was based on four easily separable classes. The second fact is
explained by the shape of the training And test site h'_stogr-Ams 'please refer to
Figures 7 and 13	 By co •aparison with the slightly nonnormal histograms of the
simulated :ata, tiny of these histograms are truly skewed and significantly non-
normal. The two most skewed test ,lasses, urn and lemon, are the classea in
which Bayes MLC is significantly inferior to the logit. The greatest increase
:n classification accuracy o7_^.ured in the lemon test sites, an increase of 394.
5. CONCLUSION
e logit classifier has been shown to be both theoretically and experimen-
tally superior to the Bayes MLC with the simulated data and the Landsat M,33 data
used in this study. and, as theoretically prgli^_ted, the logit classifier was
inferior to Bayes MLC with normal data when b was large.
In orler to confidently generalize the above conclusions, further tests are
needed on simulated normal data with different tran3formations and on Lanisat
MSS dAtA of greater complexity. 3iven the results produced by this preliminary
study, the logit classifier warrants further investigation as a nonparametric
alternative to the Bayes MLC.
Another condition besides nonnormality can give rise to biases results for
both the logic and Byes classifiers. This condition is known as a violation of
the Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives (IIA) axiom ;McFadden, 1973).
Briefly, this axiom otate3:
the ratio of the probabilities of predicting one alternative over •anoth-
er (where both alternatives have a non-zero probability of occurence) is
un'Affected by the presence or absence of any aidftional alternatives in
the choice set :iensher and Johnson, 1991).
The existence of the I[A property in%roduces the major problem that failure to
ensure that all the alternatives Are equally listinct may lead to biased preiic-
tions. Both the logit and Hayes classification models violate this -assumption.
Rather than being equally di3*.in^.t, most ^lasses sought from remotely sensed
data are hierarchi^ally distinct, as Swain and 1auska '1T77 i have observed. As
a result, these investigators have developed a Bayesian hierarchical classifier.
Likewise, similar work needs to b-^ done with the logit classifier.
Further work on the logic :lassifier and its applications with remote sens-
ing should incl-ide:
'1)
	
	
a "nested" algorithm to handle violations of the :IA Axiom;
develo p ing the lualrati^ logic;
z^ developing capab'.lities for using prior probabilities;
1' converting key nortions of the code to Assembler language. and testing
••1e compu`.ational costs of the logit and Bayes classifiers;
testing the logit classifier w
i
th a wile range of applications.
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A P P E N D I X
VICAR PROG LOGPP2
ORIGINAL P,;.u;: R.+
//LOGS& JCD (1011,LI,1,?),ii,CLASS=U 	 OF POOR QUALITY
//FORTRAN PFOC
//•	 FORTRAN EXTENDED ENHANCED 	 TAS
//FORT	 FXEC PG4=IFEAAB,RE'GICN=600K,
PAE;M = 'OPTIMIZE (3) , NAME (MAINv4) '
//STFPLIB DD DSN= SYSLII. FOPTHQ. LOADLIB, DISP=SHR
//SYSPRINT CL` SYSUUT=A
//SYSPUNCH DD SYSUUT=P
//SYSTERM DD SYSOUT=A
//SYSUTI	 DD UNIT = SYSDA,SPACE = (TRK, (1U,10)) , DCII=BLKSIZE=3465
//SYSUT2
	
DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TEK,(10,1U)),DCB=BLKSIZE=5U48
//SYSLIN	 DD DSN=E6LOADSET,UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(MOD,PASS),
SPACE = (CYL, (2, 1)) ,DCB=BLKSIZE=3200
PFND
//ASSFMBIE PROC
//ASM	 FXF.0 PGM=A'JMGASM ,REGION=136K,PAQM='LOaD,NODECK'
//STEPLIB DD	 DISP=SHP,DSN=SYSLBI.ASMG.V2L7A.LOADLIB
//SYSLIB	 DC	 CISP=SHF,DSN=SYSI.MACLIB
CD	 DISP=SHE:,DSN=UCSB.MACLIB
//SYSUTI	 DC	 DSN=66SYSUTI,SPACE= (1700, (400,50)) ,
[1NIT = (SYSDA,SEP=SYSLIB)
//SYSUT2	 DD	 DSN=6BSYSUT2,SPACE=(1700,(400,5U)),UNIT=SYSDA
//SYSUT3
	 DD	 DSN=6ESYSIlT3,SPACE= (1700, (400,50)) ,
UNIT= (SYSDA,SEP=(SYSUTI,SYSLI9))
//SYSPRINT DD
	
SYSOi1T=A
//SYSPUNCH DD	 SYSCTT=R
//SYSGO
	 DD	 USN=66LOAUSET,DISP= (MOU,PASS) ,UNIT=SYSDA,
SPACE = (8U, (200,50) )
PEND
//LNKEDT PRCC PRFC=SINGLE
PLOTTING ADDED	 12-80	 TAB
//LKED EXEC PGM = IFML,PARM= (MAP,LET,LIST) ,COND= (12,LT) ,REGION=110K
//SYSLIB CD DISP=SHR,DSN=iYL.BYS927.STRAHLEF.IPLI.SDSLIB
CD DISP=SHR,DSN=SYSI.PLOTLOAD.CALCOMP
DD DISP=Siii,DSN=SYSI.PLOTLOAD.UCSB
DD DISP=SHR,DSN= SY3LPI.FOETHC•FORTLIB
DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SYSLBI.FOFTHEXT.E2L3.FORTLIB
DD DISP=SHR,DSN=UCSP.FOETLIB
DD DDNknE=EPPEC
//DOUBLE DD DISP=SHF,DSN=SYSLB1.IMSL.LOADLIE.DPH
//SINGLE DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SYSL131.IMSL.LOADLIB.SPB
//SYSLMOC DL DISP=SHP,DSN=WYL.BYS927.SIFAHLER.CL',SLIB
//SYSPRINT DD SYSUUT=A
//SYSUTI DD 1JNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,1))
//SYSLIN DD DSN=&&LOADSET,DISP=(OLD,DELETF)
DD DDNAME=SY-IN
PEND
//LOGSOR EXEC FORTRAN
C LOGIT, A VICAF PPOGFAM THAT USES AN ITEFATIVE MAX!M l 1:M LIKELIHOOD
C SOLUTICN TO FSTIMATE LOGIT REGRESSION PARAIETF.RS, Td AT CAN RE INPUT
C TO THE VICAF PROGRAM PFOBCLAS 10 CLASSIFY A DIGITIZED IMAGE.
C
C LOGIT, WBITTBN BY PA IIL MAYNARD, GRSU, IJCSB, SANTA BAi ljhhA, CA,
C	 CURRENT VFPSION:	 APRIL, 1981
C
C LOGIT CAN HANDLE UP TO 20 CLASSES, WITH A MAXIMUM OF 3U BETAS.
C THE SECOND JOB REQ 11IRFS 300K REGION.
COMMON /S1/ DATA (6UU,2U) ,TDATA (600,20) ,SDATA (60U,20)
COMMON /S21 VAR (20,5U) , XM (100) ,SUBT (40, 20) ,BETA (IUO)
COMMON /S3/ DELTA (10U) , FDER (10U) ,ICLASS (600)
INTEGER PNT,ES,EL,SL,SS,SSI,MDEQ
INTEGER*4 FARM (200) ,QPAR (24) ,NCLASS (20)
INTEGER*4 KWD(24) / IITFBI,'?CHOI,•APPR','CBANI,IDDANI,fNCLA',
S O TRAI • ,'EQUA','WEIG • , • PRIO', $ SQUD','CONV I ,12* 4	'/
INTEGER*4 CLASS/ICLAS'/,VFRT/•VERT'/
PEAL TOTAL(600),CONVRG(4)
REAL PRIOP (20) ,PPARM (200) ,TMPVCT (1UO)
LOGICAL BYTE
LOGICAL*1 IBUF(7200)
EQUIVALFNCE (IEYTE,BYTE) , (FARM (1) ,SPAFM (1) )
C "FAIN PFOG DIMENSIONING -- IF CHANGED, CHANGE THESE. NUMBERS
NPC=600
NCC=20
NRP=100
C
C G!T PAPAMETEFS, AND SET THE DEFAULTS
CALL PAPAM(IND,PAFM,200)
NRCWI = PARM (5)
NSAMP=PARM (6)
t PAF = PARM ( 10)
CALL KSCAN(PkRM,NP4R,KWD,QPAR,65000)
NTTEF=6
IF (QPAR(1).EQ.1) NITER=PARM(KWD(1)+2)
NCCL=O
IF (QPAR (4) .FQ. 1) N9AND=PARM (KWD (4) +2)
ND=O
IF (QPA` 15).EQ.1) ND	 =PAPM(KWD(5)+2)
NCCLD=NbhND+ND
NS=NSAMP/NCCLD
NCCL=NBAND+1
NCCLD=NCOLD+1
IONF=1
NC=NCOL
NCLS = PARM (KWD (6) +2)
NCIS1= NCLS-1
PNT=KWD(7) +2
IOFF=O
NRCW=O
DO 2 K=I,NCLS
2 PRIOF (K) =1.0
MDFQ = 1
IF (KWD(9) .NE.0) MDFQ=O
IF (KMD(10).P.Q.0) GO TO 6
DO 3 K=1,NCLS
3 PFIOR(K)=RPARM(KWD(10)+K+1)
6 COhTINUF
CCNVRG (1) =1.0
CON VE G (2) =0.90
CCNVRG (3)=1UU.
CONVPG (4) = 1.0
IF (KWD(12). EQ. 0) GO TO 9
NCCNV = CPAP (12)
DO 8 I=1,NCONV
8 CCNVRG (I) = FPAP,M (KWD (12) + 1+I)
9 CCNTINUE
C
C RFAD IN IMAGE, ONE LINE AT A TIME.
ORIGINAL P,„Gy F3
OF POOR QUALITY
IV-
' C SCAN THRCUGH ENTIRE. PARAMETEF FIELD, AND PLACE DN'S IN
C	 DATA IF THEY ARE A 'HIT'
CALL OPEN(NLBL,2,0,0,0,32768)
DO 50 IRON=I,NRONI
IPNT=PNT-1
IREC=IPOW+NLBL
CALL READ(IND,2,IREC,O,IOFF,NSAMP,IBUF,0)
CALL CHECK(IND,2)
IF (IND. EQ.4) GO TO 5010
14	 IPNT=IPNT+1	 ORIGINAL F
	
a
IF (IPNT.GE. NPAR) GO TO 50	 OF POOR QUALITY
IF (PARM (IPNT) .NE.CLASS) GO TO 15
IF (PARM (IPNT+2) . EQ. VERT) GO TO 40
IPNT=IPNT+3
ICLAS = PARM (IPNT-1)
15	 CONTINUE
SL=FARM(IPNT)
EL = FARM(IPNT+2) +SL-1
IF (IROW.GE. SL.OI'.If}OW. LE. ?L) GO TO 16
IPNT=IPNT+3
GO TO 14
16	 CONTINUE
DO 22 1=SL,EL
IF (IROW.NE.I) GO TO 22
SS=PARM(IPNT+1)
FS = PARM (IPNT+3) +SS-1
DC 21 J=SS,ES
NROW=NROW+1
ICLASS (NP.OW) =ICLAS
SS1=J-NS
DATA (NFOW, 1) =1.
DO 20 K=2,NCOLD
SS1=SSI+NS
BYTE = IBUF (SS1)
DATA (NFOW,K) =FLOAT (IBYTF.)
20	 CONTINUE
21	 CCNTINUE
22	 CCNTINUF
IPNT=IPNT+3
GC TO 14
40	 CONTINUE
50	 COrTINUF.
IAPPRX =O
IF (KWC(11) .EQ.0) GO TO 113
NADD= (NCOL* (NCOL-1)) /2
IF (((NCOLD+NADD) *NCLS) .LE.NFH.AND.KWU(3) .EQ.0) GO TO b3
WRITE (6,53)
53 FOPMA'I(/2%,'TOO LARGE DIMENSION F0E COMPLETE QUADFATIC MODEL,
1	 APPROXIMA.IE QUADRATIC MODEL IS USEC')
DO 55 I = 1, NCLS
CC 55 J='I,NADD
55 VAF (I,J) =U.
DO 59 I6=1,NFOW
IPNT=O
K=ICLASS(IF)
CC 59 I=2,NCOL
DO 59 J=I,NCCL
IPNT=IPNT+1
59 VAE(K,IPNT) = VAF(G,IPNT) +DATA(IP,I) *DATA(IP;J)
IAFFRX=1
NCCL=NCOL+1
NCCLD-NCOLD+1
IF (Ni.EQ.0) GO TO 113
DC 61 IPOW= I,NBOW
61 DATA (IPUW, NCOLD) = DATA (IPOW,NCOL)
GO ZO 113
63 NEWCOL=NCOL+NADD
	 ORIGINAL P: 'Z•.. I3
IF (ND.EQ.0) GC TO 67
	 OF POOR QUALITY
DG b4 IROW=I,NROW
DO 64 I=1,ND
IDUM=I+NCOL
NEWDUM=NEWCOL+I
64 DATA(IFOW,NEWDU,9)=DATA(IFOW,IDUM)
67 DO 103 IROW=I,NROW
NCOLI=NCOL
DO 1U3 I=2,NCOL
DO 103 J=I,NCOL
NCOLI=NCOL1+1
103 DATA (IFOW, NCOL1) = DATA (IROW,I) + DATA (IFOW,J)
NCCL=NEWCOL
NCOLD=NEWCOL+ND
113 NR=NROW
IF (NROW.GT.20) NP=2U
IF (ND.EQ.0) GC TO 625
C
C TFANSFORM DU4MY VARIABLES INTO 1'S AND 0'S
NCCL 1=NCOL+ 1
K2-0
DO 51U I = 1, N60W
DO 51U J=NCOLI,NRB
TDAIA(I,J) =U.
510 COWTINUF
DO 600 J=NCCLI,NCOLD
DO 520 I=I,NROW
520	 TOTAL (I) = UA'I A (1,J)
CALL MLXMIN(NPOW,TOTAL,XMIN,XMAX,FANGE)
NFANGF = IFIX (FAN(;F+. 1)
IF ((NPANGE+NCCI.).GT.NRB) GO TO 605
LAVAL = 4FA4GF.+ 1
DO 580 I=1,NRGW
W f1F.=IFIX (T0TA1. (I) )
IF (NJM.EQ.U) NUM=NVAL
IE ( N l IM. ?Q.NVAL) GO TO 580
GC TO (5.)1,532,533,534,535),NUM
531	 ITCOL=NCOL+1
TDATA (I,:TCOL) =1.
GO TO 58U
532
	
ITCOL=NCOL+2
TDATA (I, ITCOL; = 1.
GC TO 580
533	 ITCOL=NCOL+3
TDATA(I,ITCOL)=1.
GC TO 53U
534	 I7COL=NCCL+4
TZATA(I,ITCOL) =1.
GC TO 580
535	 ITCOL=NCOL+5
TEATA(I,ITCOL)=1
580	 CONTINUX!
NCOI = NCOL+NPAN„F-
{,	 .
.I
60U CONTINUF
GO TO (10
605 CONTINUE
IJ=J-1
WRITE(6,606) IJ
606 PORMAT('OINSUFFICIFNT BETA DIMENSIONING TO CONVERT ALL DUMMIES',/,
F.'	 ONLY FI°ST ',I2,' ADE USED')
M	 610 CONTINUE
DO 62U I=1,NROW
DO 620 J =NCOLI,NCOL
	 ORIGINAL
620 CONTINUE
DATA(I,J)=TDATA(I,J)	 OF POOR QUgLITY
625 CONTINUF
DO 819 K = 1, NCLS
819 NCLASS (K) =U
C CALCULATE TOTAL PIXEL NUMBERS IN EACH CLASS
DO 829 I=1,Na0W
K= ICLASS (I)
829 NCLASS (K) = NCLASS (K) +1
DO R39 K=1,NCLS
If (NCLASS(K).LE.0) WP.ITE (6,843) K
839 CONTINUE	 i
843 FOFMA7 (//'	 WAFNING: CLAS" ,I3,' HAS NO TRAINING PIXEL,'
	 1
S/ ' YOJ ARE GUING TU HAVE TROUBLE'//)
NB=NCCL*NCLS
IF (NB.LE. NRB) GO TO 890
CALL QPRIN7('0INSUFFICIFNT BETA DIMFNSIONING',31)
GC TO 6000
890 CONTINUE
DO 900 I=1,Nb
XM (I) =0.
900	 EFTA(I)=O.
NBI= NCOL+NCLS1
DO 903 I=1,NCLS
IPT= (I-1) +NCOL +1
9U3 XM(IPI)=1.
DO 906 IFJW=I,NFOW
IPT= (ICLASS (IFOW) - 1) •NCOL+1
M 906 I=2,NCOL
IFT=IPT+1
906 XM(IPT) = XM(I PT) +DATA(IPOW,I)
DO 913 I=1,NCLS
I PT= (I-1)•NCCL,1
DC 913 J= 2,NCOL
IPT-IPT +1
913 XM (IPT) =X ►! (IPT) /NCLASS (I)
IF	 "0 TO 947
DO 916 K=1,NCLS
KPT = (K-1) *NCOL+1
IVPT=U
L'0 916 J=1,N'.AND
JPT=KPT+J
DC 916 I=J,NDAND
IPT=KPT+I
IVPT=IVPT+1
916 V Ab (K, IVPT) =V AR (K, IVPT) /NCLASS (K) -X4 (IPi) • XM (JPT)
DO 921 K=1,NCLS
DO 917 I=1,NADD
917 TMFVCI(I)=VAR(K,I)
CkLL CCNVRT(TMPVCT,NAUD,NdAND,NCD)
I-L--
DO 918 I=1,NkDD
i	 918 VAF (K, I) =TMPVCT (I) /IOU. 	 ORiGMAL P ,, 6- : !'^921 CONTINUE
	 OF POOR QUALIVY
DO 929 K=1,NCLS
DO 923 I=1,NADD
923 VAR (K,I)=VA6(K,I)-VAF(NCLS,I)
929 CCNTINUE
DO 99930 K=1,NCLS
KFT=K*NCOL
99930 Xn (KPT) =0.
90 939 IR=I,NROW
DO 939 K=1,NCLS
SDATA (IR, K) =0.
IVPT=O
CO 931 J72,NC
DC 931 I=J,NC
IVPT=IVPT +1
931 SDATA(IR,K)=SDATA(IR,K) +DATA(IR,J) *DATA(IF,I) *VAR(K,IVPT)
IF (K. NE.ICLASS (IR)) GO TO 939
DAT! (I R, NCOL) = SDATA (IF,K)
KNCL=K*NCOL
XM (KNCL) =XM (KNCL) +SDATA (IR,K)
939 CONTINUE
DO 941 K=1,NCLS1
KNCL=K*NCOL
941 IM (9NCL) = XM (KNCL) /NCLASS (K)
C
C FCHO BACK INPUT DATA
947 NF 1=NF
IF (KWD (2) . NE.0) NRI=NFOW
IF (QPAF (2) .EQ. 1) NR1=PAFM (KWD (2) +2)
IF (ND.EQ.0) GC TO 750
WRITE (6, 700) NCOL
700 FORMkT('IINPUT DATA, WITH CONTINUOUS CHANNELS IN FIRST 1 ,I2,' --OLU
Lt1N GROUPS',/,'	 FOLLOWED BY TFANSFOFMED CATEGORICAL DATA')
DO 710 I=1,NR1
710	 WRITF (6, 715) ICLASS (I) , (DATA (I,J) ,J=1,NCOL)
715
	
FCRMAT(' CLAS5@,I3,1X,2Ufb.0)
GO TO 800
750 CGNTINUF
W F ITE (6, 770)
770	 FOFMAT (' IINPUT DATA')
DO 780 I=1,NF1
780
	
WRITE (5, 715) ICLA.^S (I) , (DATA (I,J) ,J= 1, NCOL)
IF (NF 1. EQ.. NR0Wl ';U 10 800
WRITE (6,13(-)1)
1361 FOFIf I (' THE LAST OUSEFVATION IS:')
WFITE(6,715) ICLASS(NROW),(DATA(NROW,J),J=1,tICUL)
BUG	 _CN'IINUE
WRITE (6,1362) NPOW
1362 FORMAT(' TOTAL NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS =1,I4)
C
C CALCULATE PROPORTION 101ALS
DO H10 K=1,NCLS1
CO to y J=1,NCnL
SUIT (J, K) =0.
DC bJ5 I=1,NRUW
TK=O.
IF (ICLASS (I) .FQ. K) IK=1.
SUET (J, K) =SUBT (J,K) +DATA (I,J) *TK
^V.
805
(	 809
810
C
CCNTINUE
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
C CALCULATE DEGREES OF FREEDOM AND NROWS OF OUTPUT PROPORTIONS
NDF=NROW*NCLS1-NCOL*NCLS1
C
C STAFT OF bAIN LOOP
' C
HISPRF=2*NROW	
ORIGINAL P'tE ISDO 1000 M=1 , N I T E F
WRITE (6, 950) M	 OF POOR QUALITY
950 FORMAT (' OITEP.ATION ' ,I2)
953 CALL LOGIT(NROW,NCOL,NCLS,MLSPRE,
ENPC,NCD,NRB,IFF,CONV,G,IAPPFX,NADD,MIS)
IF (IER. FQ. 129) GO TO 1060
IF (IER. NE . 34) GO TO 911
904 WRITE (6, 905)
9U5 FORMAT(' INVFRSF ACCURACY SUCCESSFULLY IMPROVED')
GO 10 10 15
i 911	 CONTINUE
C
C OUTPUT ITERATION VALUES
DO 98U K=1,NB1
BETA (K) = BETA (K) *DELTA (K)
IF (KWD (2) . N E. U) WFITF (6,975) BF.'IA (K) , FDEE (K) , DELTA (K)
975
	 FORMAT(' BETA ' , F10.4,'	 FDER ',F12.4,'	 DELTA 0,2F10.4)
980 CONTINUE
1JUU CONTINUE:
MISPRE=U
CALL LOGIT (NROly , NCOL, NCLS, MISPFE,
llNRC, NCD, NRB, I21.CONVPG, IAPPRX, NADD,MIS)
C
GO TO 1075
1060 WRITE(6,1061)
1061 FORMAT(' INFORMATION 1AIF.IX SINGULAR',/,' ITERATION HALTED')
MIS=100
100 5 q  DO 1058 I=1,NB1
x	 1058 BFTA (1) = BETA (I) -DELTA (I)
1075 CONTINUE
C
C WRITE CUT RESJLTS
WRITE (6,1100)
1100 1 014 1AT (' lFINAL ESTI"!4TI.ON OF PARAMETERS $ ,/,'	 THE FIRST SUBSCRIPT
&FOLLOWING THE B %-'TA RF.FEPS TO THE CLASS NUMBFR',/,' THE SECOND SUB
65CFIPT REFFTS 70 THE PALAMETFF NUMBER*)
KNT=U
DO 1200 K=1,1:CLS1
IF (PRIOR (NCLS) . EQ. 1.) i;0 TO 1 129
FFIOF (K) = PRIOF (K) /PRI(1R (NCLS)
1129	 ADJ=NCLASS (NCLS) *PPIOF (K) / NCLA.,-; (K)
i	 ACJ=MDEQ*ALOE (ADJ)
K2=0
DO 1200 J = 1, .JCOL
K2=K2+1
KNT=KNT+1
IF (IAPPRX.EQ.O.OR.J.NE.NCOL) GO TO 1133
DC 1131 I = 1, NADJ
VAP (K, I) = VAP (K,I) *BETA (KNT)
TEMP = VAR (K, i) *CFLTA (KNT)
1
rr.
JPI=J+I-1
1 131
	 WFITE (6,1150) K,JPI,VAR (K,I) ,TEMP, XM (KNT) , BETA (KNT)
GO TO 1200
1133	 IF (J. EQ. 1) BETA (KNT) = BETA (KNT) +ADJ
WFITE(6,1150) K, K2,BETA(K4T),DELTA(KNT),XM(KHT)
1150
	 FOFMAT(' BETA(l,I2,',l,I2,')=l,Fl2.6,
S	 '	 DELTA = ',F9.5, 4
	INPUT MEAN=',F10.3,F9.5)
1200 CCNTINUE
WFITE (L, , 1500) MIS
1500 FORMA?('OPFEDICTIED PROBABILITIES OF MISCLASS-PIXELS',IS)
IF (MIS. GE .80) NROW=80
DO 2000 I=1,NRCW
IF (TDATA (I, ICLASS (I)) .GT.O. 5) GO TO 2000
WRITE (6, 1600) I,TCLASS (I) , (TDATA (I,J2) ,J2= 1, NCLS)
1600
	 fCPMAT (2I4, 20F6.2)
2000 CONTINUF
92000 CONTINUE
CALL END
5000 CALL QPFINT('OPARAMETEF ERROP4,16)
GO TO 6000
	 ORIVNAL PAP
5010 CALL QPRINT (' UUNEXPECTED EOF' , 14) 	 OF POOR QUALITY,
6000 CALL QPRINT(' FXECUTION TEFMINATFD',21)
CALL ABEND
&ETUP.N
ENE
SUBFOUTINE CONVRT(X,M,N,NP)
REAL X(M),S(20,20),SINV(20,2U),WK(1000)
IDGT=1
MPT=U
DO 100 I =1,N
DC IUU J=I,N
MFT=MPT+1
S (I, J) = X (MPT)
100 S (J,I) = S (I,J)
CALL L:NV2F(S,N,N6,SINV,IDGT,WK,IEF)
"PT=O
DO 200 I=10
DO 20U J=I,N
!MPT=MPT+1
200 X (MFT) =SINV (I,J) * (2-I/J)
FETURN
END
SUEROUTINR LOGIT(NBOW,NCOL,NCLS,MISPFF,
!:NFE,NCD,NRB,IFR,CONVRG,IAPPEX,NADD,MIS)
COMMON /S11 DATA (600,20) ,TDATA (60U,2U) ,SDATA (600,20)
COMMON /S2/ VAR (20,50) , XM (10,)) ,SUBT (40, 20) , BETA (100)
COMMON /S3/ DELTA (100) , FDER ( 100) , ICLASS (600)
PEAL FDNFW (100) , DLTNEW (100) ,CONVRG (4)
C IF DIMENSIONING IS CHANGES IN M/PROD, CHAN( -.F THESE ALSO
PEAL TOUT(20),Q(40,2U),WT(2U,20),KRON(40,40)
RFAL SS (100,100) ,WKAREA (12000)
INTEGFF NPNT(100)
NCLSI= NCLS-1
NB 1 = NCOL*NCLS 1
NCKC=NCOL-IAPPRX
NB=NBI+NCOL
IONE=1
DO 5 I=1,NCOL
L'0 5 J=1 , NCLS
J
/A
5 Q(I,J)=0.
DO 25 J=1,NB
CO 25 J2=1,NB
SS (J,J2) =0.
C 25 CONTINUF
	 ORIGINAL PAGE !Y
C CFEATE LOGIT QUOTIENT
	
OF POOR QUALITY
APPCNE=1.- 0.1E-30
DO 500 I1=1,NBCW
SUM=O.
TEMP=1.
MODOVF=O
CC 100 K=1, NCLS1
(. OUT=O.K1=K-1
NP2=K1 *NCOL
DC 90 J=1,NCOL
DSUM = DATA (I1,J)
NP2=NP2+1
IF (IAPPRX. EQ. 1. AND.J. EQ. NCOL) DSUM=SDATA (I1,K)
80	 OUT=OUT+DSUr *BETA(NP2)
90	 CONTINUE
r. 91	 OUT=OUT+MOCOVF
IF (OUT.GT .170.) OUT=170.
IF (OUT.LT .-170.) OUT=-170.
TCJ P (K) = F.XP (OUT)
IF ((7.0---75-SUM) .GE. TOUT (K)) GO TO 96
93	 MODOVF=40DOVF-1OU
SUM=SUM/2.6881?43
TFMP=T°MP/2.6881E43
GC TO 91
96	 SUM=SUM+TOUT (K)
" lU0 CCNTINUF
TOUT (NCLS) =TEMP
SUP=SUM+TFMP
SMALL=SUM*O.1E-30
DO 150 K = 1 , NCLS
IF (TOUT (K) . LT.SMALL) TOUT (K) =SMALL
TDATA (I1 ,K) = TOUT (K)/SUM
IF (TDAI'A(11,K) .GT.APPONE) TDATA (I1,K) =Ai'PONE
CC 14R J=1,NCOL
DSUM = DATA (I1,J)
IF(IAPPRY.EQ.1.AND.J.EQ.NCOL) DSUM=SDATA(I1,K)
Q (J, K) =Q (J, K) ♦ TDATA (11 K) *DSUM
14 i;	CCN7INU7
150 COKTINUF
C
C CNEATF WEIGHT MATRIX (THE INFORMATION MATRIX)
DO 200 K=1,NCLSI
CO 2UU K 2= 1, NCLS 1
MST (K,K2) = -TDATA(I1,K) *TDATA(I1,K2)
IF (K. EQ.K2) WT (K,K2) = TDATA (I1,K) * (1. -TDATA (II,K) )
200 CONTINUE
C
C CREATF KRONFCKEF MATRIX (THE OTHER COMPONFNT OF INFO MATRIX)
	
Ir	
DO 250 I=1,NCKC
DO 250 J=1,NCKC
KFOY (I,J) =DATA (I1, I) *DATA (11,J)
250 CONTINUE
C
r
C CREATE 'NROW' LAYFRS OF INPOFMATION MATRIX
NRG=-NCOL
DO 3UO NRk=1,NCLS1
NBQ=NRQ+NCOL
	
;^	 ISNCQ=-NCOL
	
ORIGINAL R -G^
GZ 1YDO 300 NCW= I,NCLSI
	 OF pOOR QU
NCQ=NCQ+NCOL
t -^	 NR=NBQ
DC 28U NRK=I,NCOL
NR=NR+1
NC=NCQ
DO 280 NCK=I,NCOL
NC=NC+1
IF (IAPPRX. NE . 1 ) GC TO 270
IF (NFK.NE.NCOL.AND.NCK.NE .NCOL) GO IO 270
IF !NRK- NCK) 261,263,265
261	 TEMP=WT(NPW,NCW)*DATA(I1,NFK) *SDATA(I1,NCW)
GO TO 280
263	 TEMP=WT (NEW, NCW) *SDATA (I1, NFW) *SDATA (I1, NCW)
GO TO 280
265	 TEMP=WT(NkW,NCW) *SDATA (I1,NF.W) *DATA(I1,NCK)
GO TO 280
270	 TEMP=WT (NRW, NCW) *KRCN (NRK, NCK)
280	 SS (NR, NC) = SS (NR, NC) +TEMP
300 CONTINUF
C
50U CONTINUF
C
C GOODNESS OF FIT TEST
MIS=O
DO 11990 I=1, NROW
IF (TDATA (I, ICLASS (I)) . LE. 0. 5) MIS=MIS+i
11990 CONY INJE
WEITE(6,11995) MIS
11995 FOPM'T(' MISCLASSIFIED PIXEL BEFORE ITFRATICN=',I4)
IF (MIS.GE .MISPRE) GO TO 91056
MISPRE=MIS*CONVBG(2)
GO TO 91000
91056 IEF=34
GO TO 2000
91000 CONTINUE
C
C CALCULATE THE FIRST DERIVATIVE
K2=0
DO 651 K=1,NCLS1
DC 650 J=1,NCOL
K2=K2+1
FDER (K2) =SUCT(J,K) -Q (J,K)
650 CONTINUE
651 CONTINUE
NBCII=NB1-1
DO 9UO I=1,NBM1
IP1=I+1
697	 M=I
EC 700 J=IPI,NB1
IF (ABS (SS (M, I)) . LT. ALS (SS (J, 1)) ) M=J
70U	 CONTINUE
IF'(H.EQ.I) GC TO 707
CC 7U5 J=I,NB1
TEMP=SS (I,J)
SS (I,J) = SS (M,J)
705
	 SS (M,J) =TFMP
TEMP=FJFE(I)
'	 FDEF (I) = FDER (M)
	 ORIGINAL PACT (S
FDEF (M) =TEMP
707	 CONTINUE
	
OF POOR QUALITY
M=I
C:	 LO 709 J=IPI,NB1
IF (ABS (SS (I,M)) . LT. ABS (SS (I,J))) M=J
709	 CONTINUE
IF (ABS (SS (I,I)) . LE. ABS (SS (I,M)) *CONVPG(3)) GO TO 800
IF (ABS (SS (I, I)) . LE.CCNVFG (1)) GO TO 760
IF (ABS (SS (I,I)) . LE. ABS (FDER (I) *CONVPG (4))) GO TO 770
FDER (I) = FDEF, (I) /SS (1 1 I)
SDEI=SS(I,I)
CO 72U J=I,NB1
720	 SS (I,J) = SS (I,J) /SDEL
CO 750 J=IPI,NB1
SCEL = SS (J,I)
DO 740 K=I,NB1
{	 740
	 SS (J,K) =SS (J,K) -SS (I,K) *SDEL
750	 FDEF (J) = FDER (J) -FDEF (I) *SDEL
NPNT (I)=1
GO TO 9UO
760	 WBITF. (6,761) I
761	 FCRMAT(I4,'	 SSII 100 SMALL*)
GC TO 800
770
	
W&IT E (6,771) I
771
	 FORMAT(I4,'	 DELTA TOC LARGE')
800	 NPNT (I) =0
FDEF (I) =0.
900 CONTINUF
NPh'i (NB1) =0
IF( ABS( 55( NB1, Nfil)).LE.Ai3S(FDEP(NB1)*CONV&G(4))) GO TO 92U
FDEF (NB1) =FDEF (NB1)/SS (NP1,NE1)
SS (NB1,NB1) =1.
NPNT (NB1)=1
92U DO 95C I=2,NB1
IF (NPNT (I) . EQ. U) GO TO 950
IM1=I-1
CC 94U J =1,IM1
IF (NPNT (J) . EEQ.0) GO TO 940
FDEF. (J) = FDER (J) -FDEF (I) *SS (J, I)
(..	 SDEL=SS (J, I)
DC 930 K=I,NB1
IF (NPNT (K) . EQ.0) GO TO 930
SS (J, K) =SS (J, K) -SS (I, K) *SDEL
930	 CONTINUE
940
	
CCNTINU?
950 CONTINUE
WRITE (6,1000) (FDER(I) ,I=1,NP1)
1000 FORMAT (IX,10F10.4)
WRITE (6,1020) (NPNT(I),I=1,NB1)
1020 FORMAT (3013)
997 DO 999 I=1,NB1
CELIA (I) =U.
IF (NPNT (I) . EQ.0) GO TC 999
CELTA (I) = FDEF (I)
999 CONTINUE
2000 CONTINUE
n
-,.
FF7URN
FNC
SUBROUTINE MAXMIN(N,AFRAY,XMIN,XMAX,FANGE)
DIMENSION AFPAY(N)
XMIN=ARRAY (1)
XMAX=ARRAY (1)
DO 1U0 I=1,N
IF (14IN.GT. AFBAY (I) ) XMIN =ARRAY (I)
If (XMAX. LT. ARRAY (I) ) XMAX=ARRAY (1)
l0U	 CGNTINJE
RANGE= XMAX-XMIN
RETURN
END
EXEC LNKEDT
INCLUDF SYSLIB(LVMIC)
ENTPY LVMIG
NAMF LCGPR2 (R)
// EXEC VICAR
•+LOG2 JCB (1011,tI,2),II,CLASS=D
« *PASSWOED
	
Z
**ROUTE SAVF TEMPO)	 WYL. CCV769. LI. FJE. LOG1
REGICN,450K
FIND,0I24
E, LOGPR2,CX 24, +„ P 1
P,P1
CBAN,B
ITER,4
NCLA, 10
CCNV,30.,1.0,0.0001,U.3
SCUD
YEIG
TRAIN
ORIGINAL PAGE
OF POOR QlAL1TY
s
CLASS,1, 7,233,3,10 5,94,5,6 116,186,5,6	 51,177,2,5
CLASS, 2,	 91, 163, 4, 5	 23, 151, V, 1U
CLASS,3, 119,85,2,4	 101,81,2,5	 123,46,5,2
	
126,161,4,5
CLASS,4, 82,139,2,5	 5u,91,2,5
	
97,177,4,2
	
91,203,1,5
CL1SS,lU, 72,178,2,7
	
34,136,2,5
CLASS, 6,	 1 19, 1 39, 3, 5	 24,211, 3,5
CLAS5,7,	 56,111,2,5	 116,125,3,7
CLASS, 8,	 100, 219, 1, 8	 40, 111, 1, 10	 98, 31, 1, 8	 61,58,2,4
CLASS,-9,	 25,101,2,10	 113,111,2,5
	 6,112,1,5
CLASS, 5, 4, 84, 2, 5	 19, 124, 2, 10	 122, 203, 1, 5
	
72,88,2,5
END
//VTF2.SYSIN DD
0X24=WYL.4CV769. LI. MSZHAN2
le
t.
G
	
A P P E N D I X
	 F
C
C
Q I	 .lI'
1VICAF PROG PRCLSQ
//PRODSOR JOB (4530,LI,1,2),II,CLASS=D
	
ORIGINAL//FORTRAb PROC
FORTRAN EXTENDED ENHANCED
	 TAS	 OF POOR
//FORT	 EXEC PGn=IFEAA8,REGION=600K,
PACM= 'OPTINIZE(3),NAME(MAIN44) 1
//STEPLIB DD DSN=SYSLBI.FORTHQ.LOADLIB,DISP=SIIF
//SYSPRINT DD SYSCUT=A
//SYSPUNCH DD SYSCUT=B
//SYS'TERM DD SYSCUT=A
//SYSUU1	 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(10,10)),DC8=BLKSIZE=3465
//SYSUT2
	 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE-(TPK,(10,10)),DCB=ELKSIZF=5048
//SYSLIN	 CD DSN=SELOADSET,UNIS= SYSDA,DISP= (MOD,PASS),
SPACE = (CYL, (2,1)) ,DCB=BLKSIZE=3200
PEND
//ASSEMBLF. FROC
//ASM	 EXEC PGM=ASMGASM,FEGION=136K,PAfiM='LOAD,NODECK'
//STEPLIB DD
	 DISP=SHR,DSN=SYSLBI.ASMG.V2L7A.LOADLIB
//SYSIIB	 CD	 DISP=SHR,DSN=SYSI.MACLIB
DD	 DISP=SHR, DSN=UCSB.MACLIB
//SYSUTI	 DD	 DSN=EI;SYSUTI,SPACE= (1700, (4UU,50) ),
UNIT=(SYSDA,SEP=SYSLIE)
//SYSUU2	 DC	 DSN=E6SYSUT2,SPACE=(1700,(40U,50)),UNIT=SYSDA
//SYSUT3	 DD	 DSN= 6ESYSUT3,SPACE= (1700, (4U0,50)) ,
UNIT=(SYSDA,SFP=(SYSUTI,SYSLIB) )
//SYSPRINT DD
	 SYSCUT=A
//SYSPUNCH DC
	 SYSCUT=B
//SYSi3O	 DD	 DSN= I;6LOADSET ,DISP=(.40D,PASS),UNIT= SYSDA,
SPACE=(80,(200,50))
PF.ND
//LNKEDT PRCC PREC=SINGLE
i!* PLOTTING	 ADDED 12-80	 TAS
//LKED FXEC	 PGM = IEYL,PAFM = ( IAP,LET,LIST) ,CCND= (12,LT) ,PEGiON=11UK
//SYSiIB DD DISP=SIIF, DSN= NYL.BYS927.STRAHLFF.IPL1.SL'SLIB
DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SYSI.PLOTLOAD.CALCOMP
DD DISP=SHB,DSN=SYSI.PLOTLOAD.UCSB
DD DISP=SHR,DSN= SYSLBI.FOFTHQ.FCFTLIB
DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SYSLBI.FORTHFXT.R2I3.FORTLIB
CD DISP=SHR,DSN= UCSB.FOR4LIB
CC DCNAME=EFREC
//DOUBLE DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SYSLBI.IMSL.LOADLII3.DPB
//SINGLE DD DISP=SHR ,DSN= SYSLBI.IMSL.LCADLIB.SPR
//SYSLMOC CC DISP=SHR,DSN=WYL.BYS927.STFAHLER.CLASSLIB
//SYSPBINT CC SYSOUT=A
//SYSUTI DD UNIT = SYSDA,SPACE= (CYL, (5, )) )
//SYSLIN DD DSN = 6bLCADS2T, DISP = (OLD, DELFTF)
CC DDNAME=SYSIN
PEND
//PROHSOF EXEC FORTRAN
C PROSCLAS, A VICAR PROGRAM THAT
C LOGIT, AND GENEFATES A CLASSIF
C PROBABLLITIFS.
C
C i1RITTEN BY PAUL MAYNARD, GRSU,
C
C PhOBCLAS CAN HANDLF, 10 CLASSES
TAKES PARAMETEFS FPOI VICAR PROGRAM
IED IMAGE BASED ON CALCULATED
UCSB, SANTA BAFBARA, CA. APRIL 1980
AND 20 PAFAIFTERS PEP CLASS
C
IN'TFGF F*4 ?ARM (600) ,QPAR (24)
I
INTFGEP *4 KWD(24) /'MSS ','NCLA','BETA','QUAD',20*'
	 '/
	
f	 INTEGEP SL,SS
LOGICAL*1 IBUF(7200),OBUF(72U0)
LOGICAL BYTE,OVEB
REAL*4 RPARM (600) ,BETA (500) , DATA (50) ,PEOB(IO) , RBUF (72UU) ,TOUT (10)
EQUIVALENCE (PAFM (1) ,RPARM (1)) , (:NORD,BYTE)
IDIM =50
IONF =1
C
CALL PARAM(IND,PABM,600)
SL = PARM (1)	 ORIGINAL PAGIE !j
	
(	 S S= P A F M (2)
	 OF POOR Q;JALITY
NL=PARM(3)
NS=PAFM(4)
NRCWI=PARM (5)
NSAMPI=PARM (6)
NPAR=PAFM(10)
C
CALL KSCAN(PARM,NPAB,KWD,QPAB,b5000)
NBAND= 1
IF (QPAR (1) .EQ. 1) NBAND= PARM (KBD (1) +2)
NSAMP=NSAMPI/NBAND
IF (NS.EQ. NSAMPI) NS=NSAMP
NC = PAFM (KWC (2) +2)
NB=NBAND+1
IOEF=O
ICNT = KWD (3) +1
NACD=NB
IF (KoiD (4) . NE. O) NADD= NB+ (NB*NBAND) /2
NBT=NADD*NC
C
DO 10 I = 1, NBT
ICNT =ICNT +1
EFTA (I) = FPARM (ICNT)
10	 CONTINI)r
C
CALL CPFN(NLBL,2,0,1,0,32768)
CALL LASELB(IND,NLRO,1,0,0,0,0,NS,OBUF,0,32768)
IRFC=NLBL+SL-1
DO 100 IFOW=I,NL
IREC= IREC+1
CALL READ(I4D,2,IREC,O,IOFF,NSAMPI,I.BUF,O)
IF (I ND. EQ. 4) GO TO 5010
CC 15 I=1,NSAMPI
BYTE=IBUF(I)
REUF (I) = FLOAT (IWOF D)
15	 CCNTINUE
CATA (1) =1.
DC 50 J=1,NS
INC=SS+J—(NSAMP+1)
DC 20 I=1,NBAND
I2=I+1
INC=INC+NSAMP
DATA(I2)=FBUF(INC)
20	 CCNTINUE
DO 30 K= 1, NC
OUT=O.
K1=K-1
NSTF7=K1*NADD
DO 25 J2=1,NB
NSTFT=N3TRT•1
OUT =OUT+DATA (J2) *BETA (NSTFT)
25	 CONTINUE
IF (KWD (4) . EQ.0) GO TO 26
DI 23 J2=2,NB
DO 23 J3=J2,NB
NSTFT= NSTRT+1
23	 OUT=OUT+ DATA (J2) *DATA (J3) • BETA (IiSTBT)
26	 PPOB (K) =OUT
30	 CONTINUE
BIG = PROB(1)
IFNT=1
DO 35 I=2,NC
IF (PROB (I) . LE. BIG) GC TO 35
BIG = PBOB (I)
IPNT=I
35	 CONTINUE,
IWORD=IPNT
OEUF (J) =BYTE
C
50	 CONTINUE
CALL WRITE(IND,I,0,0,0,NS,OBUF,1)
CALL CHECK (IND, 1)
If (IND. NE.U) GC TO 5020
100 CONTINUE
CALL END
5000 CALL QPRINT (' OPAR AMETEK EFFOP' , 16)
GO TO 6000
5010 CALL QPRINT( • OREAD EPROR, EOf',16)
GC TO 6000
5020 CALL QPRINT ( • UWBITE ERR06' , 12)
6000 CALL QPFINT(' EXECUTION TERMIIJATED',21)
CALL ABEND
PFTUPN
ENC
EXEC LNKEDT
INCLUDE SYSLIB(LVMIO)
ENTPY LVMLC
NAME P6CLSY (R)
// EXEC VICAF
**PPCB2 JC9 (1011,LP,II,CLAS5=D
**FASSWORD	 Z
BFGION,30011
R PESEPVE,1,250,152,*,TEMP
EIND,V53M2S31.
r	 E,PRCLSQ ,VS3M2S3L,TEMP,(1,1,150,250),PI
P,P1
NCLA,10
4ss, 8
= EFTA
1 1. 351099
0.209660
U. 31273?
—0.029806
0.099002
—0.352661
—0. J7 1456
—0.296917
U. 026151
81. 2737S8
ORIGINAL PNG US
OF POOR Qla'ALITY
"' J
-0.040335
-0.251047
0.287974
-0.203972
-0.333009
-0.229950
-0.295022
-0.093382
29.555222
-.x.013018
-0.217924
0.21 7246
-U. 271850
-0.215495
0.360924
-0.222184
0.005825
29.442383
-U.27288U
0.061678
-O.U69569
0.078626
O.U53037
0. U472U1
-0.315095
0.07C644
-16.294250
0.259566
0.257642
-0.143739
-0.082690
-0.213324
0.289253
-0.206640
0. 150007
-15.007524
0. 390971
U. 103034
0.363757
0.0'761UC
-0.302809
-0.115772
-0.392119
0.070902
11. 187192
0.125121
0.019809
-U.022507
0. 311939
-0.106202
-0.077852
-0.426686
0.047489
-37.624924
U. 166421
0.010644
0.086536
-0.039247
-U. 189180
0. 37078H
^E
f
i'
ORIGINAL_ 	 rj
OF POOR QUAIU, y
46
I
-0.106250
0.230P.46
	
15.097011	 ORIGINAL Ppi(3 f9
	0.2 8 4 6 01	 OF POOR QUALITY
0.015695
0.037642
0. 192711
—0.390045
0. 159986
—0.431325
0.019994
00, 0., 0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.00.00.,Q.,O.,O.,O.,U.
E,LIST,TFMP„ (1,221, 150,29), (PRINT,ZERCES,NOHI)
E,I.IST,T£MP„ (1,200,150,29) , (PHINT,ZFROFS,NO;;I)
E,LIST,TCMP„ (1, 159, 150, l9) , (QFINT,ZFCURS, NOttI)
//VTP2.STSIN PD s
VS3M2S3L=WYL.QCV769.LI.MSZHANl
v
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ABSTRACT
Soil Loss Prediction in a Geographic
Information System Format
by
Michael Alan Spanner
Soil loss due to erosion from rainfall was successfully pre-
dicted for the Santa Paula 7.5 minute quadrangle, Ventura County,
California, utilizing the VICAR/IBIS image processing and geographic
information system to simulate the Universal Soil Loss Equation
(USLE). This work was part of a NASA funded research project inves-
tigating methods of incorporating collateral information in Landsat
classification and modelling procedures (NSG-2377). Representing
the rainfall, soil erodability, length of slope, slope gradient,
crop management and soil loss tolerance coefficients of the USLE
were data planes generated from digital Landsat MSS data, USGS
Digital Elevation Model topographic data, a digitized NOAA isopluvial
map and digitized L'W Soil Conservation Service soil maps. The
Pearson product moment correlation coefficient, R, of the soil loss
values obtained from the developed geobased model to a sample of
manually derived soil losses was .91 after a log transform, signifi-
cant to the .0001 level. The system accurately targeted soil loss
problem areas for subsequent analysis by Soil Conservation Service
personnel.	 iv
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Estimates of accuracy for the intermediate data planes repre-
senting rainfall, soil erodability, length of slope, slope gradient,
crop management and soil loss tolerance ranged from .81 to 100 per-
cent. These intermediate data planes were accurate and flexible in
their representation of environmental information. Incorporating
slope and elevation information in the land use/land cover classifi-
cation considerably improved classification accuracies. Watershed
characteristics including slope and length of slope were effectively
depicted using the DEN topographic data. Digitized soil maps were
a powerful information source, allowing soil erodability and soil
loss tolerance to be represented in an image format. Useful
statistics from the soil maps, topographic data and land cover were
obtained for this watershed. Maps and statistics produced from this
soil loss information system will be of great assistance to resource
managers dealing with the problem of soil loss in agricultural areas.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this research is to demonstrate the potential
of Landsat and collateral information in a geographic information
system (GIS) format to simulate the Universal Soil Loss Equation
(USLE). The Universal Soil Loss 7quation, developed by the United
States Department of Agriculture (USDA) Soil Conservation Service
(SCS), predicts soil loss due to rainfall in agricultural regions
(Wischmeier and Smith, 1965). Soil loss caused by erosion from
rainfall is a serious problem in the United States. The Pacific
Southwest Inter-Agency Committee (PSIAC) estimated in 1971 that
sixty-five percent of our agricultural regions require some form of
erosion control. Portions of Ventura County are rated as moderate
to severe in erosion hazard by the PSIAC.
Variables of the Universal Soil Loss Equation are coefficients
of rainfall, soil erodability, length of slope, slope gradient,
crop management and conservation practice. The collection of these
variables for the USLE is accomplished by Soi! Conservation Service
personnel on a per site basis. From `-hles and charts (USDA
Science and Education Administration, 1978), as well as measurements
obtained in the field, a prediction of soil loss is calculated for
an area in terms of tons of soil loss per acre per year. These
2sites range from 1-10 acres depending on the homogeneity of the
location. A large area determination of soil loss is not possible,
due to the nature of the USLE. The input of the Universal Soil
Loss Equation to the Video Image Communication and Retrieval Image
Based Information System (VICAR,/IBIS) allowed a much more extensive
area to be assessed for erosion potential. Each site was repre-
sented on a georeferenced grid. Variables from the " ISLE fo r the
Santa Paula 7.5 minute quadrangle in southern Ventura County
(Figure 1) were input to VICAR/IBIS, deriving a prediction of soil
loss in tons per acre per year for this mixed agricultural and
rangeland location.
Increasing accumulations of sediment are being deposited in
Mugu lagoon, a terminus of drainage for the Santa Paula 7.5 minute
f	 quadrangle (Figure 2). The siltation of Mugu lagoon is due largely
to the poor soil conservation practices, sparse grass cover and
frequent fire in the upper portions of the watershed. New avocado
i	 orchards are being introdiced in the canyons extending into the
steeper mountainous areas. The sparse ground cover provided by the
immature avocados, in conjunction with the steep slopes, creates a
potential soil loss problem. Mediterranean annual grasses growing
in some of the mountainous areas inadequately protect the soil from
rainfall induced erosion. Two fires have occurred in the South
0	 Mountain area in the past two years. Removal of the natural vege-
tative cover by fire greatly increases soil erosion rates. Major
I
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Figure 1	 Location of the study area for this Master's Thesis
Res p arcn, the Santa Paula 7.5 minute quadrangle,
Ventura County, Califcrnia.
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Figure 2	 This map shows the l ocation of the major watershed
features discussec within the text.
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planning and construction efforts are necessary to a:comodate the
increase in sediment load.	 A prediction of erosion rates will	 sub-
stantially aid such agencies as the USDA Soil	 Conservation Service,
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the California Coastal Commission,
the Ventura County Water Agency and the U.S. Navy facility at Point
Mugu for this watershed alone. Implementation of this soil loss
model to other locations will assist a wide variety of interests
including conservationists, growers, planners, and developers.
Digital image processing for the soil loss study was performed
on the Video Image Communication and Retrieval Image Based Infor-
mation System (VICAR/IBIS). VICAR has been under development at
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), Pasadena. California, since
the mid-sixties. Originally created to process image data from
planetary exploration programs, VICAR has been expanded to include
applications in earth resources, land use, biomedicine and as-
tronomy. IBIS is a geographic information system which allows the
conversion of georeferenced data to an image format for use with
remotely sensed data. IBIS was built upon VICAR, permitting image
to image registration. Images of di F erent scale from any number
of uatasets can be supe-imposed, allowing corresponding pixels to
represent the same geographic locat i on (Bryant and Zobrist, 1976).
A land use/land cover classification from digital Landsat
data, in conjunction with slope and elevation inf , _notion from
United States Geological Survey (USES) Digital Elevation Model (DEM)
L -
6topographic data, provided the image base for this soil loss study.
The slope and length of slope coefficients were also derived from
the DEM. USDA Soil Conservation Service soil maps provided the
soil erodability and soil loss tolerance information. The rainfall
factor was obtained from National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adn,inis-
tration (NOAA) isopluvial maps. The soil and isoplu\ial maps were
digitized to facilitate digital processing. The conservation prac-
tice factor was not inclu r'_.; in this experiment due to the inability
of Landsat to resolve conservation practice techniques at a site.
The USDA Soil Conservation Service in S,,,,.is. California pro-
vided technical assistance for this work. They also enabled the
field verification crew to gain access to several of the ranches in
the study area. The Soil Conservation Service is presently pur-
suing solutions for the problem of soil loss in this watershed.
They are concerned with sediment loss reducing crop productivity,
as well as the problem of sediment Eccumulation in the upper water-
shed and in Mugu lagoon. A prediction of soil erosion rates will
be of considerable assistance to the SCS. As such SCS personnel
are interested in the results from this project; this thesis will
^C	be presented to them.
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7CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND
Study Area
The Santa Paula, California, seven and one-half minute quad-
rangle comprises the northeastern border of the Oxnard Plain, a
fertile region of prime agricultural land (Figure 2). This area
displays a typical Mediterranean climate of warm, dry summers and
cool, wetter winters. Average annual rainfall is approximately
seventeen inches (NOAA Environmental Data and Information Center,
1978). The Oxnard plain is the site of numerous studies by the
Geography Remote Sensing Unit, University of California, Santa
Barbara (Estes et al. 1979, Stow et al. 1980, Hallada et al. 1981,
Tinney et al. 1981). These experiments involved land cover class-
ification, land use/land cover change detection and automatic clus-
ter labelling.
The Santa Clara river, the main drainaqe for Ventura County
runs from northeast to southwest through the Santa Paula quadrangle.
The floodplain of the Santa Clara river is the site of many lemon
and orange groves, as well as some avocado orchards. These are
fairly mature orchards, averaging more than ten years -gin age. Run-
ning east-west through the southern portion of the quadrangle is the
5;
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Las Posas Valley. Containing rich alluvial soils eroded from
the marine sedimentary sequences of South Mountain, the Las Posas
Valley is also the site of lemon and orange groves. Avocados and
row crops such as celery and squash are a major source of agricul-
tural income here as well.
The maximum elevation of the Santa Paula quadrangle is approx-
imately 2250 feet on South Mountain, compared to about 200 feet at
the lowest point on the Santa Clara River floodplain. New avocado
orchards extend into some of the lower canyons of South Mountain
and in the foothills north of the Santa Clara River. Avocados are
planted on slopes up to and exceeding ten degrees. The steep
slopes in conjunction with the sparse cover provided by the immature
orchards present a potential soil loss problem in these canyon
lands (Figure 3).
Cattle grazing and horse ranching predominate both in the foot-
hills of South Mountain and in the foothills north of the Santa
Clara river. Vegetation here consists mainly -if Mediterranean
annual grasses and chaparral. However, the grass cover is extremely
sparse in some locations. There is also a small oak woodland com-
munity on the north slope of South Mountain. The hills and moun-
tains are subject to frequent fire. Removal of the natural vege-
tation due to these fires contributes to accelerated soil losses.
t
Figure 3	 Immature avocado orchard on slope of a pproximately ten
degrees. Orchards such as these are a major cause of
increased soil erosion in the Santa Paula area.
10
Surface Wash
For the purposes of this thesis, discussion of movement of
soil downslope is limited to surface wash. Surface wash is defined
by Young (1972, p. 62) as:
C	 ...the downslope transport of regolith material
across the ground surface, through the agency of
moving water.
Other forms of movement of debris downslope for the Santa Paula
quadrangle include creep, mudflow, earthflow, debris avalanche and
debris slide as defined by Varnes (1958). These processes occur
in the study area to some extent. However, the dominant downslope
form of transport of regolithic materials in the Santa Paula quad-
rangle is surface wash, as evidenced by field inspection.
There are two distinct processes involved in surface wash.
The first is the impact of rain on the ground, termed raindrop
impact. The second process, the flow of water across the ground,
surface flow, can be subdivided into two categories: sheetwash,
whereby the ground is entirely or mostly covered by a moving layer
of water; and, rillwash, in which the water flows in very small
channels. Channels in rillwash change their size and location on
the slope. There are two separate effects of soil detachment by
rainfall and runoff: soil detachment, the removal of particles
from their ori g inal position in the soil; and wash transport, the
movement of the detached particles downslope.
-".._
Loss of soil in agricultural regions is termed accelerated
Accelerated erosion occurs in locations with cleared
bare ground or weakened soil structures. This is the
case in much of the agricultural portions of the Santa Paula quad-
Under undisturbed conditions, as found in the naturally vege-
tated regions of the Santa Paula quadrangle,
cussed three important aspects of soil movement:
Raindrop impact is a more powerful agent of soil
detachment than surface flow, but is relatively
less important as an agent of transport. The
detachment caused by raindrops does not vary with
position on the slope nor, substantially, with
slope angle.
The lowering by surface wash varies directly
with the slope angle. The precise relation
varies with soil and surface conditions, but a
linear proportional increase with the size of
the slope angle is the best general approximation.
The ground loss caused by surface wash varies
with approximately the 0.6 power of distance from
the slope crest.
In addition, Young (p. 66) made the following discrimination:
In respect of surface wash, a distinction may be
made between control by detachment and control by
transport. If the agents of transport are more
than able to carry away do:+nslope all the mater-
ial supplied by detachment, the rate of ground
loss is determined by the rate of detachment. If
control is by wash transport, detached material is
supplied faster than it can be transported, so that
the transporting media are then always fully loaded.
7 
In other words, under control by wash transport, the rate of soil
loss increases lower on the slope, but under control by detachment,
the soil loss is independent of distance from the ridge. Slope
angle is more important for control by wash transport than control
by detachment.
a
Soil Loss Models
A large number of models have been developed for predicting
erosion and sediment yields. With few exceptions these models are
based on soil, geologic, climatic, topographic, vegetative and land
use/land cover information. Musgrave (1947) developed the first
quantitative evaluation of factors in soil erosion. His equation,
a first approximation of predicted sheet erosion, is based on soil,
crop cover, degree of slope, length of slope and precipitation in-
formation. This model is the forerunner of the Universal Soil Loss
Equation. The equation has had wide application in the prediction
of average annual sheet erosion. A modified Musgrave equation
created by substituting the soil erodability and rainfall factors
from the USLE has improved this model (Pacific Southwest Inter-
Agency Committee, 1968).
The Pacific Southwest Inter-Agency Committee (1968) developed
a sediment loss model suitable for use in the Pacific Southwest.
A rating system based on surface geology, soils, climate, runoff,
topography, ground cover, land use and upland erosion was developed.
Y
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This is a highly subjective model; the input variables are overly
dependent on user interpretation. Predictions are in terms of low,
medium or high sediment loss. To date, this model has not been
tested or evaluated in a quantitative manner.
Meeuwig (1971) developed a model predicting soil stability on
high elevation rangeland. A predictive equation was developed using
soil, vegetation cover, slope, and organic matter c r)ntent para-
meters. Meeuwig's equation explains approximately 75 percent of the
variance of the log of erosion. The author warned that this equa-
tion should not be applied indiscriminately because it was derived
from erosion measurements based on fixed amounts of simulated rain-
fall on small homogeneous plots. The geographic range of this
model is therefore limitEd.
Foster and Meyer (1972) developed a mathematical relationship
for the continuity-of-mass transport, and an equation relating
detachment of sediment by runoff and sediment load. For known soil,
precipitation and topogra phic characteristics, the erosion pattern
along a slope was predicted. This method has sound theoretical
development; however, further testing is rzquired to extend the
range of its applicability.
A practical model for predicting mass wasting was presented by
Swanstc;n et al	 (1980) and described by Logan (1981, p. 4), based
on:
,..
it
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...a subjective evaluation of the relative stability
of an area using soils, geologic, topographic, cli-
matic, and vegetation indicators obtained from
aerial photographs, maps and field observations,
(and) a limited strength-stress analysis of the
unstable sites using available or easily generated
field data.
n t	 This model was sim;lated by Logan in a data base approach. However,
the Swanston et al. model is still being developed; and, moreover,
it is best suited for forest watersheds.
These models are not suitable for soil loss prediction within
a geographic information system format for three reasons:
(1) They are unacceptable for generating image data sets
(Meeuwig, 1971; Foster and Meyer, 1972);
(2) They are not applicable to a mixed agricultural and
rangeland region (Meeuwig, 1971; Swanston et al. 1980);
and,
(3) Tnere is insufficient quantitative verification of the
model (Mu-,grave, 1947; Pacific Southwest Inter-Agency
Committee, 1968; Meeuwig, 1971; Swanston et al. 1980).
A model that is suitable for soil loss prediction in a geo-
graphic information system format, the Universal Soil Loss Equa-
tion, is presented in Chapter Three.
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CHAPTER 3
SOIL LOSS PREDICTION
1a
Universal Soil Loss Equation
The Universal Soil Loss Equ- pion developed by the United States
Department of Agriculture Soil Conservation Service (Wischmeier and
Smith, 1965) is appropriate with respect to the three categories
discussed in Chapter Two for geographic information system soil
loss modelling. The USLE predicts rill and sheet erosion due to
rainfall For agricultural regions in terms of tons of soil lost per
acre per year. The Universal Soil Loss Equation was originally
developed from 10,000 plot years of runoff and soil loss data col-
lected from forty-seven research stations in twenty-four states.
Studies were undertaken which measured the contribution of rain-
fall, soil properties, slope angle, length of slope, crop cover
and conservation practice to the loss of soil. A prediction of soil
loss was obtained for regions east of the Rocky Mountains. Recent
work has extended the USLE to the entire United States, including
range and forest lands (USDA Science and Education Administration,
1978).
The basic soil loss equation is:
A=R*K*L*S*C*P
. i
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where:
A = Predicted soil loss in tons/acre/year,
i	 R = Rainfall Factor,
K = Soil Erodability Factor in tons/acre/year,
L = Length of Slope Factor,
S = Slope Gradient Factor,
C = Crop Management Factor, and
P = Conservation Practice Factor.
R,L,S,C and P are dimensionless coefficients. The product of
R,K,L,S,C and P provides an estimate of soil loss measured in tons
per acre per year.
Rainfall (R)
Research from the Runoff and Soil Loss Data Center of the
Agricultural Research Service (ARS), Purdue University, indicates
that when factors other than rainfall are held constant, soil loss
from cultivated fields is directly proportional to the product of
two rainfall characteristics: the total kinetic energy of the
storm, and the maximum thirty minute rainfall intensity, (EI)
(Wischmeier, 1962). The yearly sum of the EI values from each
storm provides the R value, quantifying the impact energy of rain-
fall in dislodging soil from the ground. The amount of soil which
I'	 actually leaves the area is affected by the K,L,S,C and P coef-
ficients.
The USDA Soil Conservation Service, Davis, California (1977)
has produced a curve relating the two-year, six-hour maximum rain-
fall to the annual R factor. Two-year, six -hour maximum rainfall
,.
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information is available from the NOAA Weather Atlas (Miller et al.
1973) in the form of an isopluvial map. The R value can be deter-
mined for all locations in the United States, although the scale
of the map is quite small.
Soil Erodability (K)
Soil erodability is defined as the tendency for a specific soil
to erode, holding the R,L,S,C and P coefficients constant
(Wischmeier and Smith, 1965). The soil erodability, K, is the
average soil loss measured in tons per acre per year per unit
erosion index, EI, on a unit plot of land. A unit plot is land in
continuous fallow, tilled up and down, 72.6 fleet long, with a nine
percent slope. With the other factors at unity, K = A!EI. Several
hundreds of plot-years of measurement on twenty-three major soil
groups quantified the K value. Based on the rainfall; K was deter-
mined for each soil, ranging from .03-.69 (Olson and Wischineier,
1963).
In a later study (WischmeiPr et al. 1971), a soil erodability
nomograph was developed which predicts erodability based on five
characteristics of the soil. These are percent silt and very fine
sand, percent sand greater than .10 mm, organic matter content,
structure and perneability. As percent silt and fine sand increase,
erodability goes up. By the same token, as the percent sand in-
creases, erodability decreases, an effect produced by the greater
18
surface area in silt and the greater potential for dislodgement.
As organic content increases, eroda;ility decreases, and as the
permeability and granularity increase, the erodability is reduced.
The twelve K factors in use by the SCS are .10, .15, .17, .20, .24,
.28, .32, .37, .43, .49, .55 and .64. The higher the number, the
more erodable the soi'.
All non-U.S. Forest Service land of Ventura County has been
mapped based on soil characteristics by the Ventura County USDA
Soil Conservation Service (1969). A project is underway in Cali-
fornia to evaluate K factors for all soils. This project has been
completed by the SCS personnel for Ventura County; the K values
have been calculated for these soils.
Len g th of Slope (L)
The length of slope factor, L, and the slope iradient factor,
S, are calculated separately. However, in the application of the
soil loss equation the y are evaluated together. Slope length is the
distance from a point in a watershed to the origin of runoff for
that point, generally a ridge or a peak (Zingg, 1940). The longer
the slope, the greater the possibility for erosion due to the in-
creased contribution of runoff from above the site. The potential
for partial area flow is increased as well. Length of slope data
were collected by Wischmeier et al. (1958) from 136 location years
at ten locations. This work indicated that soil loss per unit area
19
is proportional to some percent of the slo pe length. The L factor
is the ratio of field soil loss to that from one with a 72.6 foot
long slope. Therefore, L = (x/72.6) 0 ' 3 , where x is the length of
slope.
Slope Grad i ent (S)
The slope gradient factor, S, is computed from the nine per-
cent slope unit plot. A nine percent slope has a value of one when
the length of slope equals 72.6 feet. An initial study on the
effect of slope angle on soil loss by Zingg (1940) concluded that
soil loss varies as the 1.4 power of percent slope. Seventeen
years of data collected in two locations by Wischmeier et al.
(1958) indicated that soil loss i-s equal to (.43 + .30S + 0.0452),
where S is the percent slope. 	 In California, for slopes less
than nine percent, the relation (0.43 + 0.30S + .043S 2 ) / 6.617,
-s used to calculate the S factor. For slo pes of nine percent or
greater, (S/9) 1 ' 3 defines the S coefficient (USDA Soil Conserva-
tion Service, Davis, 1977).
Cr , +p Management ( C )
The crop management factor, C, is the ratio of soil loss
from land cropped under the specific conditions encountered, to the
theoretical soil loss of the same crop under tilled continuous fallow
conditions (Wischmeier, 1960). The C factor is based on the kind
I
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of crop growing in a specific area and the protection it provides
against erosion. Crop stages considered in the calculation of the
C values are rough fallow, seedling, establishment, growing,
mature crop and residue or stubble. Treatment of crop residue has
a major impact on the potential for erosion. Residue on the sur-
face provides more protection than residue plowed under. Conditions
evaluated in the determination of the C value include: the kind of
residues that are left after the crop has been harvested, whether
they are removed or remain, and, whether they are left on the sur-
face or plowed under.
Data assessing these variables of crop management were col-
lected from 10,000 plot years of runoff and soil loss data from
forty-seven reserach stations in twenty-four states. Regression
and analysis of variance techniques were applied to investigate
relationships and interaction effects of crop management on soil
erosion. Tables were presented which provide C values under the
varying conditions of crop management practice on cultivated agri-
cultural land east of the Rocky Mountains (Wischmeier and Smith,
1965).
Current work has extended the C valu-s to include undisturbed
land encountered west of the Rocky Mountains (USDA Science anu Edu-
cation Administration, 1 978). Undisturbed land categories include
pasture land, rangeland, woodland and idle land. The extension
21
of C values is based on three separate but interrelated factors:
(1) Canopy cover. The canopy reduces erosion by rainfall by
lessening the impact of raindrops on the soil surface;
(2) Percent of vegetation in close contact with the ground.
100 percent vegetation cover reduces the impact of rain
on the soil to near zero. Vegetation also slows the speed
of overland flow, reducing its energy for erosion; and,
(3) Vegetation littor on the surface. Litter reduces the
ability of the rain to erode by lessening the impact of
the rain,as well as limiting the transporting ability
of runoff.
A chart is provided by the Davis, California, SCS (1977) which
displays C values for undisturbed areas based u pon canopy cover
type and height of cover, percent ground cover and type of ground
cover.
Conservation Practice (P)
The conservation practice factor, P, is the ratio of soil loss
from the specific conservation practice encountered, to the soil
loss from up and down hill cultivation (USDA Science and Education
Administration, 1978). Again, this relation is empirically derived
from test data in which different types of conservation practice
were evaluated. Conservation practices reduce the runoff inten-
sity by altering the direction of the water flow. They also
n
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modify the transport of sediment, generally reducing the effective
gradient of the field in question. A value of one is assigned to a
plot lacking soil conservation techniques. Practices that reduce
soil loss include contouring, ccn*our striperopping and terracing. 	 A
Soil Loss Tolerance (T)
A soil loss to l erance, T, has been calculated; the maximum
permissible annual soil loss (USDA Agricultural Research Service,
1961). The soil loss tolerance is quantified in terms of tons of
soil loss per acre per year. The T value is assigned by soil
scientists based on their judgement of the amount of erosion that
will still permit a high level of crop productivity to be sustained
economically and indefinitely. A site is considered to have a soil
loss problem if the calculated A value exceeds the T value.
Estimates of the T factor are based on the following criteria:
(1) Maintenance of an adequate rooting depth for crop production.
On shallow soils over hard rock, it is necessary to conserve
the soil. A low T value will be assigned;
(2) Soils that can be renewed with tillage, fertilizers, organic
matter and other practices. Renewable soils will be assigned
a higher T factor. Nonrenewable soils include soils developed
on hard and soft rock with unfavorable nutrient or textural
composition. Duripans, natric, strong calcis, gypsic, petro-
calsic, and salic soils are included in this category; and,
(3) Value of the nutrients lost and the cost of maintenance
of waterways. Ditches may become clogged with sediment;
a low T value will be assigned.
The Ventura County SCS has assigned T va'ues for the soil
series encountered in Ventura County. Tolerances range from one to
five tons per acre per year depending on the field conditions.
Soil Loss Information System Models
Remotely sensed data has been used to derive s pecific coef-
ficients of the Universal Soil Loss Equation. Morgan et al. (1979)
used color and color infrared 70 mm photography at a scale of
1:60,000 to calculate the cropping management factor of the Univer-
sal Soil Loss Equation. Detailed information regarding plowing
practices and crop residue cover was discernable on both the color
and color infrared imagery at this scale. In a later study, Morgan
et al. (1980) used the same imagery to calculate the conservation
practice factor. They were able to resolve tillage, contour strip-
cropping and grass lined waterways for an agricultural region in
Wisconsin.
Stephens and Cihlar (1981) analyzed Landsat II, simulated
Landsat D (Thematic Mapper), and simulated Spot I data to classify
a region composed of pasture, forest and cropland. The simulated
Landsat D and Spot I data were resampled to 10 meter resolution.
Acruracies were 88 percent, 92 percent and 94 percent for the
23
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Landsat II, Landsat D and Spot I data, respectively. Next,
Stephens and Cihlar calculated the correlation between the ratio
of the near infrared/red reflectance to the C coefficient for selec-
ted study sites. The Pearson product moment correlation coefficient
ficients R for simulated Spot I Landsat D and Landsat II data
were .97, .95 and .85, respectively. This is an important study
because the correlation was determined on the basis of vigor of the
vegetation. Further research is necessary along this line of in-
quiry. The potential of higher resolution sensors with improved
spectral characteristics is obvious here.
Researchers have input the Universal Soil Loss Equation into
geographic information systems for soil loss prediction. The )rob-
lem with most of this work is the reliance on manual derivation of
topographic data and an inconsistent source of crop management
information, or both. Singer et al. (1976) developed a computer
simulationof soil loss using the Universal Soil Loss Equation. 	 In
this study, vegetation maps provided the crop management factor and
topographic data were manually derived from topographic sheets for
a rangeland site in northern California. The authors also attempted
to model the flow of sediments after erosion based on a computer
routine by Kling (1973). However, no basis for the flow of sedi-
ments was discusEed in this paper.
Degani et al. (1979) presented Soilcart, an interactive com-
puter simulation of soil loss.
	 In this study, crop cover was coded
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into the geographic information system from air photographs. Slope
and slope length were manually derived from topographic sheets. The
interactive aspect of Soilcart make it an important teaching tool;
however, for soil erosion modelling, its usefulness is limited.
Patterson and McAdams (1980) input the Universal Soil Loss
Equation to a geographic information system to produce erosion 	 i
hazard potential maps. Landsat MSS data for 1973 and 1978 provided
the image base. Slope and length of slope information was derived
x
from soil maps. A high level of flexibility in processing was
developed in this study. Land cover for 1973 and for 1978, slope
classes, slope length classes, and 1973 and 1978 erosion potential
images were displayed. However, topographic data was manually en-
coded in this work. A truly automated soil loss information system
was not developed.
Armond Joyce (1979) applied a modified MusgravP's equation for
soil loss prediction in a GIS. The modified Musgrave's equation is
a hybrid version of the Universal Soil Loss equation using the soil
erodability and rainfall factors from the USL.E. This research pro-
duced an erosion hazard-reforestation needs assessment. Joyce's
approach was similar to Patterson and McAdams. The processing for
both of these projects was performed at the National Space Tech-
nology Laboratory (NSTL) Earth Sciences Laboratory (ERL), Bay
St. Louis, Mississippi. The main difference between the two studies
was the use of Musgrave's modified soil loss equation and the
,i,
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manual derivation of topographic factors from topographic maps by
Joyce. In addition, a forested watershed was assessed instead of
s
	 an agricultural region. Again, a fully automated system was not
developed in this research.
Berger and Jensen (1980) modeled soil loss and flood potential
due to urbanization in a humid subtropical southeastern environment.
First, soil loss was predicted Using the Universal Soil Loss Equa-
tion. Next, the increased rate of runoff was simulated based on a
Soil Conservation Service runoff model. Finally, the increased rate
of peak flow was predicted using a mathematical model developed at
the Georgia Institute of Technology. Large scale, 1:6,000 color
and black and white photographs provided land cover information.
Topographic data was derived from digital terrain data; however, a
methodology for deriving slope and length of slope was not described.
	
r	 Of primary interest is the coupling of two models to derive an
assessment of sediment lost and runoff generated. Also unique to
this study is the application of the soil loss equation to an urban
	
r	
watershed.	 !
A data base approach for prediction of deforestation induced
mass wasting events was accomplished by Logan (1981). A completely
	
1C	
automated GIS was used to predict mass wasting in a forested water-
shed. The erosion model used in this study is a modification of
the Swanston et al. (1980) approach. Swanston's model is based on
ten natural and management induced hazard factors. Logan reduced
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the ten variables to five, These were slope gradient, proximity to
roads, soils, precipitation, and vegetation cover. The five fac-
tors were transformed into data base images using the VICAR/IBIS
image processing system. Th? images were summed or multiplied based
on a design developed by Logan to produce a relative mass wasting
index. Landsat MSS data provided the crop management factor and
slope information was derived from Digital Terrain Tapes furnished
by the National Cartographic Information Center. An automated ap-
proach to simulating a mass wasting model in a geographic informa-
tion system was developed. However, the Swanston et al. model is
not appropriate for use in an agricultural location.
A fully automated geographic information system for soil loss
prediction in an agricultural region does not exist. Joyce, and
Patterson and McAdams approached this ideal with the use of Landsat
data, but fell short with their manual derivation of the topographic
variables. Berger and Jensen mention the use of digital terrain
data to calculate slope and length of slope information, but did not
present a methodology. Logan successfully combined Landsat and
digital terrain data for a forested watershed. It remains fcr this
thesis to develop an automated geographic information system for
soil loss prediction in an agricultural region. The data and proc-
essing for an automated soil loss information system are presented
in Chapters Fcur and Five.
i
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CHAPTER 4
GEOBASED DATA
Isopluvial Map
The isopluvial map for the Ventura County area was obtained
from the NOAA Precipitation-Frequency Atlas of the Western United
States, Southern California subsection (Miller et al. 1973). Two-
year, six-hour isopluvials were calculated by NOAA from multiple
regression equations based on precipitation measurements from
recording and nonrecording gauges. Isopluvials were drawn on maps
based on the regression prediction for 47,000 grid points in the
western United States. Topography is an important factor in the
inter polation of the isopluvials. There are approximately 3300
recording and nonrecording gauges for the western United States.
The densest network of gauges are located in the Ventura County
area; hence, the isopluvials here are very accurate.
i
Soil Maps
Soil maps were obtained fr
Somis, California,of the United
Soil Conservation Service. The
1:24,000, and correspond to the
1.5 minute topographic sheets.
Dm the Ventura County office in
States Department of Agriculture
soil maps are at a scale of
United States Geological Survey
Three soil ma p sheets comprise a
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7.5 minute quadrangle. In the east-west direction each sheet encom-
passes 7.5 minutes; in the north-south direction they displace
2.5 minutes. Map sheets 27, 23 and 24 arranged north to south
represent the Santa Paula 7.5 minute quadrangle. The soil data
depicted on these maps were compiled on an orthophoto base created
from aerial photographs taken in 1959 and 1965. Cultural features
such as roads, railroads and buildings are resolvable on the maps,
as are agricultural field patterns. Natural features such as
creeks and mountains are distinguishable too.
Soil series and soil phases are delineated on the soil maps.
The determination of these soil mapping units is based on char-
acteristics of the soil profile, including the analysis of the
horizons as to number, order, thickness, texture, structure, color,
organic content and reaction ( acid, neutral or alkaline). Soil
series have similar horizonal thicknesses and arrangements. Dif-
ferences in texture, slope and structure of the soil define a soil
phase. For example, Callequas is a soil series, and Calleguas
shaly loam, 9-30 percent eroded, is a particular phase of the Cal-
leguas series. For this portion of Ventura County, each soil
series includes from one to six soil phases.
When two or more soil series are so intermixed that differenti-
ation between them is difficult or impossible, the resulting asso-
ciation is termed a soil complex. Castaic-Balcom complex 15-30
percent eroded is an example of a complex. In locations where
L.^
•.M
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little, if any, soil development occurs, an alternative designation
is used. These soil categories include szndy alluvial plain, ;and-
slides, igneous rock land, terrace escarpment,
	
sedimentary rock
land, fill land, pits and dumps, riverwash and gullied land. These
are not well established soils and the characteristics used to de-
r
fine the other soils do not apply.
Digital Elevation Model
The National Cartographic Information Center under the National
Mapping Division distributes Digital Elevation Model topographic
data produced by the United States Geological Survey. A DEM is
s:	
defined by the USGS National Cartographic Information Center
(1980, P. 1) as a:
r	 ...data file of a sampled array of elevations for
a number of ground positions that are at regularly
spaced intervals with a defined accuracy.
DEM topographic data for the Santa Paula quadrangle was obtained in
t
the form of a nine track 1600 bit per inch (9PI) computer compatible
tape (CLT).
A DEM file may be created from a number of data sources includ-
ing existing contour plates, profiles of terrain models scanned
with stereo photogrammetric equipment, or from computer driven
r	 orthophoto devices. The source for the DEM is high altitude photo-
graphy acquired at a nominal scale of 1:78,000. The data are
1,
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processed and resampled to yield one digital elevation model for
each 7.5 minute quadrangle. The spatial resolution of the DEM is 	
7
30 meters. The vertical resolution is one meter with a root mean
square (RMS) elevation error of seven meters. The data are a vast
improvement over Defense Mapping Agency (DMA) digital terrain tapes,
which are generated from 1:250,000 scale topographic maps and are
sampled to a 225 foor horizontal grid. Stow (1978) found that the
DMA data failed to represent accurately elevation values due to
the coarse resolution of the 1:250,000 topographic sheets. Some
values were offset positionally by as many as two pixels.
DEM topographic data are categorized by the USGS National
Cartographic Information Center (1980, p. 3) into one of three
levels, based on editing, enhancements, and spatial structures.
These levels are:
(1) DEM 1, a grid of raw elevation data t;iat has been
edited for gross blunders and has not been keyed
to planimetry;
(2) DEM 2, elevation data that has been smoothed for
consistency, enhanced to remove noise, and fil-
tered to reduce data volume. DEM 2 has not
been keyed to planimetry; and,
(3) DEM 3, elevation data that has been edited and
modified to be consistent with planimetric fea-
tures such as streams, read and shorelines.
DEM obtained from the NCIC for this study is rated at level one.
DEM topographic data are aligned along Universal Transverse
Mercator (UTM) grid lines. The DEM data base is in the initial
32
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stage u.; development. As of November 1, 1980, fewer than 50
7.5 minute quadrangles were available from the USGS for the state
of California.
Ldndsat MSS Data
Digital Landsat Multispectral Scanner (MSS) data from
June 14, 1978 for the Santa Paula area was obtained from the Earth
Resources Observation System (EROS) data center, Sioux Falls,
South Dakota, in the form of a 1600 BPI nine track computer com-
patible tape (CCT). The NASA Landsat satellite series consists o`
three satellites in near polar orbit at an altitude of 920 kilo-
meters. Landsat images the earth using a multispectral scanner
(MSS) during its 18 day sun synchronous orbit. A standard Landsat
scene er.compasses a 185 by 185 kilometer area, containing approx-
imately 7,581,600 picture elements (pixels). The instantaneous
field of view (IFOV) is seventy-nine meters, however, due to over-
sampling in the across track direction, each pixel represents a
79 by 57 meter area on the ground. There are approximately 2340
lanes and 32 40 samples per Landsat scene. This figure represents
an average, due to variation in the sample rate as a result of the
variable-velocity scanning mirror on Landsat. The MSS output images
in four wavelength increments of the electromagnetic spectrum.
These ar-Q band 4 .5-.6 microns (green), #5 .6-.7 microns (red),
C
#6 .7-.8 microns (near infrared), and #7 .8-1.1 microns (near
infrared) (Sabins, 1978).
33
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CHAPTER 5
	
r	 DIGITAL PROCESSING
	
IC	
Generalized Processing Flow
The variables of the Universal Soil Loss Equation were trans-
formed into georeferenced data planes generated from the data
sources discussed in Chapter Four utilizing the VICAR/IBIS image
processing and geographic information system. Landsat data served
as the image base for the soil loss information system. The Landsat
data were registered to the Santa Paula 7.5 minute quadrangle. The
geometric rectification resampled the Landsat data to sixty meter
square pixels (0.9 acre), generating a 231 line by 192 sample image.
C
Sixty meter square pixels. serving as the basic resolution unit for
this study, were selected because sixty meters is an even multiple
of the thirty meter Digital Elevation Model topographic data.
i
The rainfall, soil erodability, length of slope, slope grad-
ient and soil loss tolerance images were all registered to the
i Landsat image base. The rainfall, soil erodability and soil loss
tolerance images were generated to correspond to the 60 meter
square 231 line by 192 sample grid. DEM, the source for the slope
and length of slope images, was resampled to this grid as well.
The grid was outlined on the Santa Paula topographic sheet,
f,
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facilitating registration and accuracy assessments for this work.
The generalized processing flow is depicted in Figure 4.
Soil Erodability
Digitizing routines developed at the Geography Remote Sensing
Unit (GRSU), University of California, Santa Barbara, were utilized
to create digital data planes from the SCS soil maps on the Talos
digitizing table. Three control points were required to transform
digitizer coordinates to geographic coordinates. The registration
of the maps to the digitizing table created a 231 line by 192 sam-
ple sixty meter square grid. Since the 7.5 minute quadrangle is
composed of three soil sheets, each map was registered separately.
Each soil mapping boundary was digitized using the Talos
electronic cursor, creating files of the X,Y coordinate pairs.
Generally, three or four files were necessary to digitize each of
the three soil maps. The three or four files for each soil sheet
were concatenated into one file for each soil map. The three soil
map files correspondin g to the Santa Paula 7 .5 minute quadrangle
were then concatenated into one file. This file was transferred to
XYGEN, converting the strings of X,Y number pairs to a file suit-
able for processing by VICAR/IBIS.
The XYGEN file of line segments was input to the IBIS program
POLYSCRB. POLYSCRB transformed the standard polygon file into an
image file of polygon borders. Input data in coordinate-point
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	 Generalized processing flow for the soil loss information
system.
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format was used to form a raster base containing polygon outlines.
	 I'
Next, the VICAR program LINEAR was applied to the POLYSCRB 'd data-
set, transforming the data from byte to halfword, allowing 32,767
increments.
The generation of a halfword dataset was a critical prerequi-
site for the IBIS program PAINT. PAINT converted the image file
of polygon borders from POLYSCRB to an image in which each polygon
was represented by a unique DN. An important parameter invoked was
the Pborder option. Pborder indicated that the polygon borders on
the output file were erased; the borders of the polygons were
included as data within the polygon. This was crucial due to the
large number of borders on the soil maps. Each border was a pixel
wide; the loss of these data would have been unsatisfactory. Unfor-
tunately, the Pborder option of the POLYSCRB routine randomly as-
signs border pixels to neighboring polygons. This feature reduces
the accuracy of the digitized datasets near the borders.
PAINT produced 1498 polygons. These polygons, corresponding to
soil mapping units, were reduced to soil erodability classes.
On the soil map, the soil erodability for each soil mapping unit
was coded, ranging from 1-20. The numbers did not refer to the
erodability, but were simply values in a lookup table constructed
for ease in data interpretation. Gullied land landslidesP
	^ 	 ^ i gneous9
rock land, sedimentry rock land, fill land, riverwash, badland,
sandy alluvial plain, terrace escarpment and pits and dumps soil
!I	 i
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in	 I
mapping units were assigned unique numbers, as were the regular
soil series and phases.
i
A labelling procedure was developed to convert each soil
r	 polygon to a soil erodability class. The spatial location of each
PAINT'ed polygon was matched to the soil mapping unit on the SCS
soil maps. The lookup value for each soil mapping unit on the SCS
maps corresponded to the number of the polygon generated by PAINT.
The VICAR program HSTRETCH was run on this data to reduce the
original 1498 polygons to 20 classes.
Reduced K soil polygons ranging from one to twenty were then
assigned their appropriate K 3alue based on the Universal ,oil
Loss Equation. The regular soil series and phases were stretched
to .15, .20, .23, .32, .37, and .43. VICAR can process only inte-
ger values, therefore, each value was multiplied by 100 before
input to the HSTRETCH program. This increase by two orders of
magnitude was noted and accounted for later in the processing. In
all subsequent descriptions, decimal coefficients will be described.
The values were actually converted to integers through a multi-
plication by one or two orders of magnitude, and then rectified
later in the processing.
K values are not calculated by the SCS for the special soil
classes because a wider range of erodability within each of these
special classes necessitates field examination for each site.
	 It
was not possible to examine all of these sites, therefore, they
the final erosion prediction soil losses were zero for the special	 i
soil classes, comprising 8.8 percent of the study area. A large
majority of these soils are located within the Sant: Clara River
channel, an unimportant agricultural site. The river class was
also excluded from further study, as will be discussed later in
the chapter. A K value was assigned to each cell on the soil
erodability image, ranging from 0-.43 (Figure 5).
Rainfall
Isopluvials from the NOAA Precipitation-Frequency Atlas
(Miller et al. 1973) were transferred to the Santa Paula 7.5 minute
quadrangle. Two-year, six-hour precipitation ranged from 1.6 inches
in the southern portion of the quadrangle to 2.0 inches in the north.
The VICAR/IBIS processing flow for the rainfall coefficient was
similar to the processing flow for the soil erodability coefficient.
On the Talos digitizing tablet the isopluvials were digitized. The
digitizer program linked the X,Y coordinate pairs to XYGEN, con-
verting the X,Y coordinate pairs to a file suitable for further
IBIS processing. POLYSCRB was then used to transform the XYGEN
isopluvial vector file into an image file containing polygon
borders. The raster dataset was input to PAINT, converting the
raster file of isopluvial borders to an image with a unique DN
assigned to each polygon. The VICAR program HSTRETCH was run on
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Figure 5	 Registered soil erodability image generated from digitized
Soil Conservation Service soil maps. Darker tones
represent less erodable soils; lighter tones represent
more erodable soils.
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the PAINT'ed image, transforming the polygon value to the appro-
priate R coefficient for each rainfall region. An R coefficient
ranging from .50-.70 was assigned to each cell on the grid
(Figure 6).
Digital Elevation Model
DEMVIC, a DEM login program, converted the raw DEM data to an
i
unlabeled VICAR image in 16 bit format. The VICAR program VSAR was
applied to the output from DEMVIC to convert the file to VICAR
format. North was skewed 90 degrees to the east on the DEM. The
VICAR program FLOT rotated the data counterclockwise, to orient
north to the top of the grid.
The DEM was listed off on a lineprinter for visual inspection.
Canyons extending off the boundary of the Santa Paula quadrangle
were good features for comparing the DEM to the topographic sheet.
The location of points on the DEM was in excellent correspondence
with the topographic map. The four corners of the Santa Paula DEM
and the Santa Paula 7.5 minute quadrangle were used as ground
control points (GCP's) in the registration of the DEM to the quad-
rangle. The VICAR program GEOMA was utilized for registration.
Two methods to geometrically rectify an image using GEOMA are
available through VICAR at UCSB. The first is the nearest neighbor
approach, which does not interpolate grey values. The grey value
of the nearest pixel from the old grid system is input to the new
rC'
i
f
Figure 6	 Registered precipitation image generated from digitized
NOAA Precipitation-Frequency Atlas. The darkest tone
represents two-year, six-hour rainfall of 1.6 inches; the
lightest tone represents two-year, six-hour rainfall of
2.0 inches.
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grid system. Intensity values do not change; however, the spatial
arrangement of the data is altered somewhat. The second method
applies a bilinear interpolation function to the data. Here, the
new values have a higher spatial correlation to the old data, but
the intensity values are altered by the interpolation process
(Castleman, 1979). The nearest neighbor approach was used to keep
the data as faithful to the original DEM as possible.
Geometric rectification resampled the DEM to a 60 meter square
grid of 231 lines by 192 samples to maintain compatibility with the
Landsat MSS data. The DEM were tested against the topographic sheet
to determine the accuracy of the registration. Approximately 40
points from the grid were analyzed. Peaks of mountains were the
best topographic features to test because they were easily located
on the topographic sheet and the DEM. Based on the topographic
grid, pixels from the DEM corresponded quite well with the topo-
graphic sheet. No values were more than one pixel off; most were
in perfect correspondence. The DEM elevation image is presented
in Figure 7.
Length of Slope
An algorithm that computed length of slope from Digital Elevation
Model (DEM) topographic data was developed. Length of slope is the
distance from a point in a watershed, to the source of runoff for
that point, generally a ridge or a hilltop. A search was conducted
4ORIGINAL PACE [S	 44OF POOR QUALITY
Figure 7	 Registered elevation ima g e for the Santa Paula quadrangle
from USGS Digital Elevation Model topographic data. Dark
tones represent the lowest elevations; light tones
represent the highest elevations.
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to determine if this calculation using digital topographic data had
been developed elsewhere. Collins (1975) developed a package of
programs which calculate water-shed characteristics from DEM. Length
of slope is not included in this package. Junkin (1979), NASA
National Space Technology Laboratories (NSTL), Mississippi,
developed a set of routines that compute slope, slope length and
aspect from Digital Elevation Model topographic data. However,
length of slope here is
within cell slope lengt
the source of runoff is
ficient. Therefore, it
program in-house.
A buffer one pixel
the distance across an elevation cell, a
i. The sum of cell lengths alon q a slope to
required for the USLE slope length coef-
was necessary to develop a length of slope
:rice was applied to the border of the DEM,
enabling slope length zo be calcu l ated for cells on the margin of
the DEM. Starting at line one, sample one, a three by three moving
window surrounding this coordinate was created. The direction of
the steepest slope between the middle cell of the window and any
of the surrounding eight elevation cells was determined. The dis-
tance b(:tween the middle cel l, and highest cell surrounding it was
calculated by the Pythagorean theorem. The direction of the move-
ment was noted.
The window then moved so that the steepest cell from the old
renter became the new center. Direction of steepest slope was again
determined using the new cell as the center. This direction was
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limited to forty-five degrees from the previous movement.
Pythagorean distance was calculated for the new movement. The process
continued until the slope did not continue uphill. This was the
source of runoff for the initial cell; the routine located a ridge
or a peak. The sum of the distance of all the moves was tallied
and applied to the initial cell. The window then moved to the rext
sample same row and repeated the process. The routine continued i
until the length of slope for all cells of the DEM were calculated.
An important feature of the algorithm is a preview subroutine.
If there were two or more equally steep slopes, Preview was called.
The preview subroutine set up another window around the equally
steep slopes. The steepest slope from these equally steep slopes
was determined. The cell with the steepest new slope became the
cell for the slope length calculation. Processing then continued
as before.
Slope length in meters for each cell was generated by the
length of slope routine. This was converted to feet to correspond
to the USLE L factor formula (Figure 8). The formula,
L = 0/72.6)0 '3 where x equals the slope length in feet, was input
to the VICAR program F2. F2 allows general arithmetic functions to
be applied to one or two input images in byte or halfword format.
A halfword slope length coefficient for each cell was produced.
ORIGINAL PAC'- fg
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Figure d
	 Registered length of slooe ima ge generated from DEM.
Dark tones re present short slo pe len g ths; ligot tones
represent longer slope lengths.
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Slope Gradient
Calculation of slope gradient from the
using a pro g ram developed by Professor Jeff
ment of Geography, University of California
f
angle from a DEM is defined as the gradient
the centerpoint on a 3 by 3 grid. The four
DEM was implemented
Dozier (1979), De part-
, Santa Barbara. Slope
of a plane tangent to
nearest neighbors of
each center cell were used to calculate the slope angle of the
C
plane. The output for each cell was generated in radians. The
radians were converted to percent slope to coincide with the USLE
S coefficient (Figure 9).
F
For slopes less than nine percent, the relation
(0.43 + 0.30S + •043S2 ) / 6.617, where S equals percent slope, was
used to calculate the S factor. For slopes exceeding nine percent
the relation (S/9) 1.3 defined the S coefficient. The S coefficient
was calculated in three steps. A binary mask was formed creating
two images from the slope image. The first image set slopes
greater than nine percent to zero and the first equation was ap-
plied. The second image set slopes less than or equal to nine
percent to zero and applied the second equation. Finally, the two
images were added, generating one slope gradient image with an S
i -:	
value for each cell.
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Figure 9 Registered slope gradient ima ge generated from OP. Dark
tones reoresent lower sloe angles; light tones represent
steeper slopes.
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Crop Management
	
j(	The Landsat login program VERTSLOG read the raw Landsat tape
and transferred the data to disk. VERTSLOG also corrected for
skew, aspect ratio, synthetic pixels, mirror scan velocity profile,
	
t;	
panorama effect and band to band misregistration. The aspect ratio
was set to 1.41, generating 79.9 by 56.7 meter pixels.
The Landsat image was then registered to the Santa Paula seven
and one half minute quadrangle. From the Santa Paula and surround-
ing quadrangles, 1980 color infrared (CIR) imagery at a scale of
1:40,000, and the Landsat sub-scene, nine ground control points
were located. The GCP's were mostly highly reflective buildings,
or intersections of main highways and railways. The location of the
GCP's on the image were tied to their respective location on the
IF
quadrangle. A bilinear interpolation was applied using GEOMA to
resampse the Landsat data to the 60 meter square, 231 line by 192
	
t	 sample grid. A bard 5 display of the registered Landsat sub-scene
of the Santa Paula quadrangle is presented in Figure 10.
The geometrically rectified Landsat image was tested against
the topographic sheet to determine registration accuracy. Approx-
imately forty randomly selected features on the Landsat image were
compared to their locations on the topographic sheet. A majority
of the features were in perfect correspondence on the two grids,
and none were more than one p ixel off.
0
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Figure 10
	 Registered band 5 Landsat sub-scene of the Santa Paula
quadrangle.
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The VICAR program USTATS performed an unsupervised clustering
algorithm on the June image. USTATS incorporates a modified version
of an algorithm suggested by Tyron and Bailey (19721 for clustering
large numbers of observations. USTATS initially formed 222 clus-
ters. This was reduced to 138 b y USTATS after removing one pixel
clusters, and then further reduced to 142 after combining clusters
that overlapped by one standard deviation.
The 142 clusters produced by USTATS were reduced to 100 spec-
tral classes using the Numerical Taxonomy System (NTSYS) program
package, developed by Rohlf et al. (1974). PDIST, a NTSYS support
program, calculated a matrix of standardized Euclidean distances
between clusters in the spectral domain. The standardized distance
matrix was then input to NTSYS, creating a dendogram of the clus-
ters. The dendogram was used to condense the 142 initial clusters
to 100 clusters by merging classes or clusters with the gasses
or clusters to which they were most similar. Some of the small
clusters were removed from further processing, while other similar
clusters were merged. The VICAR program EDSTATS merged the clus-
ters through a recalculation of new class centroids by pooling old
centroids weighted by their number of pixels. New class variances
were computed for each channel. The 100 clusters were input to the
VICAR program FSTCLSPR, a multispectral classifier using an algo-
rithm which combines parallepiped and Bayesian maximum likelihood
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techniques. All pixels were classified into one of the 100 classes,
with 1.8 percent of the data unclassified.
The classes were now labeled. The band 5 L,ndsat spectral
channel was displayed on a Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) utilizing the
Grinnel Image Processing System and QDIPS software (Dozier, 1980).
The classified image containing 100 classes was overlayed on the
band five display. QDIPS facilitated the display of seven colors
representing the 100 classes. While the classes were displayed on
the CRT, the CIR imagery and the 7.5 minute Santa Paula quaoran1 2
were used to label the statistical clusters to their land use/land
cover classes.
After considerable field inspection and air photo analysis,
ter land use/land cover classes were derived (Table 1). These
Masses did not fit a strict Anderson et al.(1976) classification
scheme; but instead were designed to distinguish the different
effects crop management practices have on erosion potential.
Unfcrtunately, the classification was not as accurate as anti-
cipated; there was considerable confusion between orchards and
natural vegetation. After examination of the 7.5 minute quadrangle
and air photos, two conclusions were made:
(1) No orchard or row crop existed above 800 feet in the Santa
Paula quadrangle; and
(2) Orchards on slopes exceeding 10 degrees were extremely rare.
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TABLE 1
LAND USE/LAND COVER CLASSES
Class
	
Description
,Mature Orchard	 Citrus or avocado orchards with greater
than 50 percent ground cover
Immature Orchard	 Citrus or avocado orchards with less
than fifty percent ground cover
Row Crop
	
Any crop grown in rows: including
celery, lettuce, beans, etc.
River Water,	 sand,	 rock and riparian
vegetation confined to the Santa
Clara
	
River channel
Urban Urban,	 residantial,	 industrial	 or
transportation	 land use
Dense Sod A very dense cover of grass	 including
golf courses and a turf growing outfit
Grass Mostly Mediterranean annual 	 grasses
with very	 little soft chaparral
Chaparral Medium to high density soft and hard
chaparral
Oak Woodland Sites with at least a 	 fifty percent
oak canopy cover
Barren Sites mostly devoid of vegetation,	 not
including river areas
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Therefore, a binary mask was created using the DEM elevation
and slope data identifying all elements greater than 800 feet and
all slopes greater than 10 degrees. Classes less than 800 feet in
elevation and with a gradient less than 10 degrees retained cluster
numbers 1-100. Classes with an elevation exceeding 800 feet and/or
with a gradient exceeding 10 degrees were renumbered 101-200. The
classified image with 200 classes was now labeled into the ten land
use/land cover classes. Class numbers over 100 were generally
grass, chaparral, oak woodland or barren. Class numbers under 100
were mature orchard, immature orchard, row crop, dense sod, urban
or river classes. The binary mask very accurately separated or-
chards from natural vegetation.
However, 1.8 percent of the quadrangle remained unclassified.
The unclassified regions were generally small isolated clusters of
pixels; large groups of unclassified pixels did not exist. SIMPLIFY,
a VICAR applications program which removes  hi gh frequency components
(noise) from a classified or stratified image was applied to the ten
class stratified image. The classified pixels were not affected,
but the unclassified pixels were assigned to the majority class of
the surrounding eight pixels. The classified image is presented in
Figure 11.
C coefficients were assigned to each of t he land use/land cover
classes from the charts and tables provided by the USDA Science and
OF POOR (c'^
Fiaure 11
	
Registered ten class land use/land cover ;mane generated
from Landsat MSS data, and slope and elevation informa-
tion from DEM.
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Education Administration (1978) and supplemental technical notes
from the USDA Soil Conservation Davis, California (1977) (Table 2).
TABLE 2
C COEFFICIENTS
Class C Description
Mature Orchard 03 Approximately 60 percent cover
Immature Orchard .44 Approximately 20 percent cover
Row Crop .40 Six year row crop seouence with
winter cover
River .00 Not calculated by the SCS
Urban .00 Not calculated by the SCS
Dense Sod .01 100 percent cover
Grass .07 Grass,	 no appreciable canopy
Chaparral .01 Brush or bushes, 80 percent cover
Oak Woodland .01 Trees but no appreciable low
brush,	 80 percent cover
Barren .75 No vegetative canopy
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Air photo interpretation and field measurements quantified the
C coefficients. The derivation of the C coefficient for the orchard
classes was based on a combination of air photo analysis and field
inspection. The calculations for the row crop and dense sod coef-
ficients were based on the published charts. For the grass and
chaparral classes, 100 foot transects for three sites within each
class provided an average ground cover. Air photo analysis deter-
mined the percent ground cover for the oak woodland, and the barre
class C coefficient was obtained from SCS tables. The SCS does not
provide guidelines for the calculation of C coefficients for the
river and urban classes. Therefore, they were set to zero, pre-
dicted soil loss for these sites will be zero tons per acre per
year. These classes are not agriculturally important and are loca-
ted in relatively flat locations.
Conservation Practice
Since conservation rr.easures are not resolvable on Landsat nor
available as collateral data, the conservation practice coefficient
was not applied in this ex;)eriment. The conservation practice
factor was set to one, indicating a lack of erosion control tech-
niques. Soil conservation Treasures are not prevalent in the Santa
Paula area. However, locations where erosion reducing techniques 	
1
are applied will ave lower erosion rates than those predicted from
this model.
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Soil Loss Tolerance
Each soil phase and series has been assigned a soil loss toler-
ance by the Soil Conservation Service. The soil loss tolerance
image was generated in the same manner as the soil erodability; the
only difference arose in the final labelling of the soil loss toler-
ance values. The tolerances ranged from one to five tons per acre
per year. Again, the sandy alluvial plain, landslides, igneous
rock land, terrace escarpment, sedimentary rock land, fill land,
pits and dumps, riverwash and gullied land classes were not as-
signed soil loss tolerances by the SCS. For the purposes of this
study they were assigned tolerance values of zero and applied to
8.8 percent of the soils. Figure 12 displays soil loss tolerances
for the Santa Paula quadrangle.
Predicted Soil Loss
The five data planes representing the R,K,L,S and C coeffi-
cients were multiplied together based on the Universal Soil Loss
equation to derive the A coefficient. The VICAR proaram F2 can only
process a maximum of two input images; therefore, the generation of
a predicted soil loss image was a four-step process. First, the
R * K images were multiplied. 	 In subsequent steps the (R * K) * L,
the (R * K * L) * S, and finally the (R * K * L * S) * C images were
multiplied. A problem with the four step approach is that
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Figure 12
	 Registered soil loss tolerance image generated from
di g itized Soil Conservation Service soil ma ps. The
l ightest tone re presents a so'l l loss tolerance of 1
ton/acre/year; the darkest tone represents a soil loss
tolerance of 5 tons/acre/year,
truncation occurs at each stage. This problem is discussed more
fully in Chapte r Six. A prediction of soil loss in tons per acre
per year was calculated for each 60 meter cell in the 231 l o ne by
192 sample grid for the Santa Paula quadrangle (Figure 13).
The final step was the subtraction of the predicted soil loss
image from the soil loss tolerance ima ge. The resulting film
writer image displays l ocations where predicted soil erosion ex-
ceeds soil loss tolerances (Figure 14).
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Figure 13
	
Registered predicted soil loss based on 6IS incuts to
the Universal Soil Loss Equation. Liqhtest tones
depict predicted soil loss less than 5 tons/acre/year.
Darkest tones represent predicted soil ',)sses exceeding
30 tons/acre/year.
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Figure 14	 Registered differenced image of p redicted soil loss and
soil loss tolerance images. Light tones represent
locations where the predicteH soil loss is less than the
soil loss tolerance. Dark tones re pr°sent sites where
the predicted soil loss exceeds the soil loss tolerance.
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CHAPTER 6
ACCURACY AND ANALYSIS
Land Use/Land Cover Classification
A stratified random sample was used to determine the accuracy
of the land use/land cover classification. From the VICAR applica-
tions program SAMPLE, 25 random samples from each of the ten
classes were obtained for accuracy assessment. Line and sample
coordinates for each point were listed by the program, 25 for each
class. Coordinates of the stratified random sample were transfer-
red to the topographic sheet to aid in the location of the test
sites. At this time, SAMPLE did not function properly; the coor-
dinates fer some test sites were incorrectly depicted by the SAMPLE
routine. These samples were rejected. This was a random process
and did not bias the results o-" 	 accuracy assessment.
There was easy access to the agricultural purtions ^f the
quadrangle in the Santa Clara River Valley and the Las Posas
Valley. Many roads traversed the fields and orchards in the low-
lands. Here, the method for calculating the accuracy of the clas-
sified image was field inspection. 	 It was a relatively simple task
to drive near the sample sites and record the land cover.
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In the naturally vegetated regions on South Mountain and the
foot ills north of the Santa Clara River Valley, another method for
determining the accuracy of the sample points was necessary. There
were fewer roads in this rugged terrain, and some of the ranchers
did not permit access to their property. Therefore, air photo
interpretation provided the accuracy assessment for the naturally
vegetated regions. Using 1:32,000 scale CIR imagery from February
1979, discrimination between the four land cover classes was rela-
tively easy. These classes were grass, chaparral, oak woodland
and barren. The large scale of the U-2 imagery, and the response
of thaz
 vegetation on the infrared film, allowed an accurate assess-
ment of land cover for the naturally vegetated regions.
From the stratified random sam p le, 84.3 percent of the pixels
were correctly classified (Table 3). By weighting each class by
its representative area, 87.2 percent of the quadrangle was cor-
rectly classified. These are the highest classification accuracies
obtained for the Oxnard Plain region. Stow et al. (1980), with only
seven classes of interest, achieved 70 percent accuracy in the
neighboring Oxnard and Camar;llo quadrangles. There was consider-
able confusion between orchards and chaparral without the elevation
and slope information obtained from the OEM. Orchards and chap-
	 i
arral both have large percentages of bare soil interspersed with
the vegetation, and !andsat spectral data alone does not differ-
entiate the two classes adequately.
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TABLE 3
CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY
SANTA PAULA QUADRANGLE
LANDSAT CLASSIFICATION
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The accuracies of the land use/land cover classification are
relatively consistent for all classes except the urban class. The
low accuracy here, 66.6 percent, is due to considerable confusion
with the river class. The topogra phic properties are similar, and
the spectral similarities between roads, buildings, and river
gravel make discrimination difficult. However, for the study of agri-
cultural er„sion, river and urban categories are not classes of
interest, and were not included in the final soil loss calculation.
Row crops were on the lower end of classification accuracy,
81.3 percent. There was some confusion between row crops and im-
mature orchards due to -the large amount of bare ground found on
some row crops at different times of the year, and the lar ge per-
cent of bare soil on the immature orchards. The effects of the
confusion are lessened somewhat by the fact that the C coefficients
for row crop and immature orchard are .44 and .40, respectively.
This similarity reduces the impact of misclassification error on
the final soil loss prediction.
Most of the remaining confusion between classes also occurred
in classes with relatively similar C coefficients. This is logical,
as the C factor is largely based on vegetative cover protectin g
 the
soil.	 Stephens and Cihlar (1981) followed this line of reasoning
by correlating the infrared/red ratio with the C coefficient in a
study described in Chapter Three. There was some confusion
between barren and immature orchards. Both of these classes have
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high C coefficients, .74 and .40 respectively. There are very few
instances of classes with widely disparate C coefficients display-
ing confusion. These considerations enhance the overall acceptabil-
ity of the accuracy value of 87.2 percent.
Collateral Data
Accuracy assessments for the collateral datasets were obtained
in the following manner. From the original stratified random sam-
ple, ten random samoles from each class were used, excluding the
river and urban classes. These two classes were eliminated from
further investigation. A subsample of 80 sites remained, ten sites
for each of the eight cusses of interest. The 80 values from the
collateral images were tested against the corresponding values for
the sources of those images. For example, 80 rainfall values on the
rainfall image were tested against the correspondin g 80 values on
the rainfall map. A problem 4s that the rainfall, soil erodability
and soil loss tolerance are discrete datasets. The slope and length
of slope images are continuous datasets. Two different approaches
for calculating accuracies were necessary. For the discrete data
sets, a standard accuracy percentage scheme was employed. For the
continuous datasets, a Pearson product moment correlation coeffi-
cient was talc:jlated.
The eighty sites on the rainfall image were tested against the
isopluvial polygons drawn on the Santa Paula quadrangle. As
I ;'
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there were only four isopluvial polygons, the accuracy of this
dataset was 100 percent. This does not infer that geobased USLE
models depiction of the rainfall is 100 percent accurate. It does
mean that the geobased model describes the rainfall factor from the
USLE completely. Obviously, orographic u p lift and subsequent
aridity on the lee side of a mountain are not adequately accounted
for on the 1:2,000,000 scale NOAA isopluvial maps. However, model-
ling this effect is beyond the scope of this research.
The soil erodability and soil loss tolerance accuracies were
tested in the same manner. The eighty site sam p le on the soil
erodability and soil loss tolerance images were tested against the
Soil Conservation Service soil maps. The same 231 by 192 60 meter
square grid system was outlined on the SCS soil maps. Line and
sample coordinates on the soil property images corresponded directly
to the line and sample coordinates on the soil maps. The accuracy
for both the soil loss tolerance and soil erodability images tested
against the soil maps was 96.25 percent. Each of the soil property
datasets had three observations in error. Nearly 1500 soil poly-
gons were manually edited to the appropriate soil loss tolera-ice
and soil erodability values based on the SCS designations. Very few
of the polygons were mislabeled in the labelling procedure; the
accuracy of the soil erodability and soil loss tolerance images is
quite good.
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Originally, it was the goal of this study to measure the
topographic variables, slope and length of slope, in the field.
However, i± soon became apparent that this was not possible due to
limited access to the naturally vegetated regions. Therefore, the
to pographic testdata was generated from the topographic sheet. The
same random sample was applied to test the L and S coefficients for
accuracy. The slope was measured from the topographic sheet in the
following manner. A distance of 200 feet was measured along the
steepest direction through the po i nt in question. This point
became the midpoint of the slope. The elevation change was noted
by summing the coutour lines (20 foot contour interval) for the
200 foot distance, corresponding approximately to the 60 meter DEM
cell. The resulting rise over run was the slope for the site.
The slope from the topographic sheet was correlated to the
slope generated from Professor Dozier's program. The OearsonDroduct
moment Correlation coefficient, R, was .93, significF t to the
.0001 level. This figure dis p lays very good corre' cion between the
two values. The topographic sheet and the DEM provide independent
data sources for the correlation calculation.	 It is not valid to
consider the slope information from the to pographic sheet ground
truth. The calculation of slope from twenty foot contours on a
1:24,000 scale topographic map is possibly less accurate than slope
generated from the DEM. However, the topographic sheet does provide
another source of slope information, and thus can provide a basis
for comparison of topographic factors.
For the digital slope length method, the spatial resolution of
the DEM
 
is an important consideration in the calculation of slope
length. The resampled 60 meter square grid on the DEM does not
adequately account for microrelief. Small rises are not discerned
on the digital topographic data. Very likely, the DEM exaggerates
slope length, missing some of the microrelief which would terminate
a slope length. The DEM is sensitive to larger scale topographic
factors. These are consideration; that must be evaluated in terrain
analysis implementing DEM Topographic data. The DEM is, however,
the highest resolution digital topographic data available for
general use by the public.
To test the length of slope, a line was drawn along the
steepest slope through each test site. This line followed the
steepest slope until the slope became negative. At this point the
source of runoff for the initial point was located. On the steeper
portions of the quadrangle the slope length ended at a ridge at a
peak. On the floodplain, with its more subdued topography, it was
more difficult to determine the end of the slo pe; here, slight
variations in elevation concluded the slope length. The Pythagorean
distance between the initial point and the end of the slope was cal-
culated as the slope length.
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Length of the slope derived from the DEM was correlated to
`	 the manually derived length of slope. The Pearson product moment
correlation coefficient, R, was .81, significant to the .0001 level.
Again, this is simply the correlation of the OEM length of slope
'	 and the map-derived lergth of slope. The map-derived length is
certainly not the best method to calculate slope length because the
scale on the topographic sheet may be too small for an accurate
representation. However, from the relatively high correlation coef-
ficient, it is apparent that the two sets of measurements are
reasonably coincident.
Finally, the predicted soil loss derived from the geobased soil
loss model was tested against the manually derived coefficients of
	 	  ag	
the USLE. The same set of random samples was applied. The coef-
ficients for the manual USLE were obtained from the rainfall map,
the SCS soil maps, slope and length of slope from the topographic
sheet, and the groundtruth and air photo analysis of the study area.
These coefficients were multiplied together based on the USLE,
yielding an A value. The geobased coefficients were also multiplied
together using the VICAR program F2, yieldin g an A value. Because
the USLE is a multiplicative function, it is appropriate to trans-
form the geobased and manually based value to their natural loga-
rithms before calculating a correlation coefficient (Li, 1964).
The Pearson product moment correlation coefficient, R, of the log
transformed data was .91, significant to the .0001 level. This
S
figure displays very good correlation between the geobased and
manually derived USLE soil loss predictions. Classi`ication ac-
curacy from the collateral datasets and predicted soil loss are
summarized in Table 4.
TABLE 4
COLLATERAL AND PREDICTED SOIL LOSS DATASET ACCURACIES
Dataset
	
Accuracy
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Rainfall
Soil Erodability
Length of Slope
Slope Gradient
Soil Loss Tolerance
Predicted Soil Loss
100.00 Percent
96.25 Percent
81 Correlation
.93 Correlation
96.25 Percent
.91 Correlation
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Sensitivity Analysis
An informal sensitivity analysis performed on the effects of
the five coefficients on the final predicted soil loss is presented
in Table 5.
TABLE 5
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
Coefficient Range Percent Change
R .50	 -	 .70 140
K .15
	 -	
.43 286
L 1.35	 -	 2.92 221
S 1.00	 -	 3 4 .10 3412
C .01	 -	 .75 7500
I
r
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The greatest variability was obtained from the slope and crop
management coefficients. The misclassification of chaparral
(C = .01) as barren (C = .751 created an error in the A factor of
7500 percent. However, this error occurred only once in the sample
analyzed. Slope is a very sensitive coefficient of the USLE. The
slope factor depicted by the DEM is fairly accurate, and error
within this calculation is unlikely to extend the full range of the
S value. Length of slope and the soil erodability factors are
moderately sensitive to variation within their respective coef-
ficients. The soil image was quite accurate and does not account
for much error in the A calculation. The length of slope is the
least accurate of the datasets. Fortunately, it has the second
lowest sensitivity of the five coefficients, reducing the impact of
miscalculation of the L coefficient on the predicted soil loss. The
rainfall factor is quite stable, and probably does not add Crror to
the A calculation.
One final test ­-is undertaken as a check or the VICAR proces-
sing sequence. The r2 program, which performs arithmetic functiins
on Images, can p rocess a max ; mum of two images at a time. Multipli-
c?`.ion of the five datasets of the USLE was accomplished in four
steps as descrioed in the previous chapter. Unfortunately, only	 i
integer values are allowed as output from F2. From Che series of
four multiplications, some error may have been introduced by trun.
cation. A test was conducted to determine if this was the case.
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The tive coefficients of the geobased model for the same test
sample (80 values) were manually multiplied based on the USL7. The
results wf2re tested against the geobased automated A value. The
Pearson product moment correlation Coefficient R value was .98,
significant to the .0001 level. Obviously, little error was intro-
duced by the trincation of values during the F2 processing sequence.
Analysi s of Predicted Soil Loss
The images of predicted soil loss and soil loss versus soil
loss tolerance show that the orchards and row crops along the flood-
plain do not display soil loss prob l ems. Soil losses here a"e less
than five tons per acre per year and, for the most part, arE less
than the soil loss tolerances. There are several locations in the
flood plain where predicted soil losses exceed soil loss tolerances.
In the northeastern portion of the Las Posas Valley there is a re-
gion of steep slopes p'3nted in row crops. These sites display an
increased predicted soil loss. Along the western portion of the
Santa Clara River, row cro p s planted on soils with soil loss toler-
ances of one ton per acre per year exceed their soil loss tolerance.
Immature orchards, mostly avocado, extei.ding into the canyons of the
mountainous areas display high predicted soil loss rates. The
problem is not as widespread on the Santa Paula quadrangle as was
previously theorized.
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Slope and crop management appear to be the strongest indica-
tors of soil loss problems. On the fairly level sites soil loss
is relatively minor; on the steeper and longer slope sites soil
loss is considerable. The grass sites often have minimal vegeta-
tion :over, arid soil loss is potentially high. 	 Predictions consis-
tently exceed soil loss tolerances in the grass areas on South
Mountain and in the foothills north of the Santa Clara River Valley.
Chaparral (C = .01) is superior to grass (C = .07) in protecting
the ground from rainfall erosion losses. The prevalent fires on
South Mountain remove the chaparral cover; a grass canopy returns.
This succession causes an increase in predicted erosion for the
mountainous areas.
Several trends are apparent from analysis of the predicted
soil loss image:
(1) Soil loss is not a problem on the floodplains and valleys,
except with row crops on soils with low soil loss tolerances
or on the sL'eeper slopes;
(2) Immature a\ocado orchards disp l ay high predicted soil losses
in the canyon sites, however-, the problem is not extensive;
and,
(3) The steeper mountainous locations are serious soil loss areas,
especially those areas exhibiting a grass canopy.
Thus, the geobased soil loss model accurately represents the
manual Universal Soil Loss Equation. Although imperfect, this
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soil loss information system has potential to inventory large areas
for predicted soil loss with a savings in both time and money over
conventional ground sampling (Hanuschak et al. 1979). This model is
probably best applied as a prescreening mechanism to identify
major areas of soil loss, in which a user is more concerned with
the relative amounts and the spatial extent of t'.c pred i cted soil
losses. The geobased model certainly provides th's information.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION
This thesis research has demonstrated the capability of a geo-
graphic information system ­ ncluding Landsat and collateral data
to map potential soil loss using the Universal Soil Loss Equation.
This geobased soil loss information system accurately depicted the
Universal Soil Loss Equation for a 7.5 minute quadrangle, an agri-
cultural region exceeding 100 square miles. The prediction of soil
erosion (or a small site is useful, but the ability to project
this prediction to a larger area provides a much greater perspective
of soil loss problems to resource managers.
As an example, Mugu laaoon, at the mouth of Revlon Slough,
is experiencing serious sedimentation problems. Sediment is trans-
ported from the upper watershed; much of it is from the Santa Paula
quadrangle. The predicted soil loss image clearly shows that loca-
tions of steeper slopes under grass cano py are the major contribut-
ing sources for soil lost from this area. Resource managers can
implement this information by introducing a more protective plant
cover in this area, such as chaparral or sod-formin g grasses. The
introduction of immature orchards in canyons extending into the
mountainous areas is increasing soil loss problems. Conservation
practice techniques such as contour terracing can reduce the
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erosion hazard. Another alternative is a zoning ordinance pro-
hibiting or placing restrictions on the planting of orchards in
critical areas identified by the geobased soil loss model. The
decision is the resource mana ger's; the data are provided by the
VICAR/IBIS soil loss model.
The intermediate images developed and employed in the research
display ancillary information in an effective manner. The soil
erodability and soil loss tolerance images reduce the soil maps
from approximately 1500 soil mapping units to more comprehensive
five- to eight-class images. These simplifications are helpful
because the distribution of the soil erodability and soil loss toler-
ances for soil classes is not obvious on complex soil ma ps. The
length of slope image graphically depicts the distance from each
p ixel to the source of runoff for that point; topographic sheets
do not provide as clear a representat i on as the image. The land
use/land cover classification image dis-
.
l?ys information in a form
more i nterpretable than Ventura County land use maps. And finally,
the VICAR/IBIS data base is a set of overlain digital rasters, al-
lowin g versatility. in processing and display.
Additional information can be generated from the intermediate
data sets. Since the borders of the soil polygons exists as an
IBIS file, soil properties, such as permeability and PH, which have
been calculated by the SCS for the soil ma pp ing units, can easily
be displayed as images. Permeability influences infiltration
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rates and the magnitude of ground water recharge; soil PH can
provide an assessment of crop suitability for a site. From the
slope gradient image, discrete ranges in slope can be generated
(i.e., five to ter., ten to fifteen, fifteen to twenty percent
slope, etc.), and the location and the percentage of each slope
increment can be determined. Thus, there is considerable potential
for an automated approach to data handling and display; the
limitation is the imagination ?nd the creativity of the user of the
geographic information system.
Statistics from the intermediate data sets are useful as well.
Histograms for the soil erodability and soil loss tolerance images
have been generated from this work. This information can help the
Soil Conservation Service as well as county planners, as such data
are currently unavailable from other sources. A histogram of the
land use/land cover classification was also produced. Again, per-
centages of land use/land cover classes for this quadrangle are
unavailable from the Ventura County Plannin g office.
The mapping and display of watershed characteris t ics from DEM
also shows great promise. Typical parameters derived from digital
terrain data include slooe gradient and asaect.	 In this work we
have developed length of slope, which is used in the USIE, but
there are other applications for this variable as well. An indica-
tion of the amount of moisture available for vegetation at a
specific site can be obtained from the length of slo pe. Shorter
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slope lengths have less runof;' and they are, therefore, less
likely to become completely saturaLcd. Sites with longer slope
lengths have a greater source for overland flow providing an ad-
ditional moisture availability. For runoff routing schemes, the
prediction of volume of runoff through a point can be facilitated
by length of slope information. Other topographic information,
such as the delineation of watershed divides, can also oe obtained
from the DEM. Thus, a package of watershed variables derived from
the DEM has considerable potential for watershed analysis.
Extension of this research might involve a prediction of soil
erosion rates for an entire watershed. From tnis Predicted soil
loss, a sediment routing scheme similar to Kling's (1973) could
be developed. A predicted soil loss mao could be generated, as
well as a map depicting potential sediment accumulati^_s for the
watershed. Designed within the context of a GIS, these simulations
would enhance a resource manager's ability to assess erosion prob-
lems for an agricultural region.
For this study, the intermediate datasets were accurate and
flexible in their re p resentation of environmental information. The
predicted soil loss and the soil loss versus soil loss tolerance
image: correctly identified predicted soil loss problem areas for
the Santa Paula 7.5 minute quadrangle. The strength of a geographic
information system lies in the accuracy of the input data, and the
ability cf the system to process and display the data in a suitable
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fashion for resource analysis. 	 In this, it is the authors' opinion
that the VICAR/IBIS soil loss information system succeeded on all
counts.
The following is a summary of conclusions drawn from this
study. Listed below are conclusions from the accuracy tests.
(1) The correlation, R, of the predictions of the VICAR/IBIS soil
loss model and the manual USLE values was .91 (log transform),
thus explaining most of the variance of the relationship.
The system was highly effective in identifying areas of
critical soil loss with this degree of error.
(2) Thelandsat classification accuracy using a collateral binary
mask derived from slope and elevation information from the
DEM was 84.3 percent, with a,, estimated 87.2 percent of the
quadrangle correctly classified. This accuracy is very good;
most of the misclassification was from classes with
similar C coefficients. Accuracies were considerably lower
without topographic information. The registration of the
Landsat to the Santa Paula quadrangle with nine GCP's was
excellent, employing a bilinear interpolation resampling
approach.
(3) The DEM is an accurate nigh resolution data source. Precise
registratior of the DEM to the Landsat from the four
corners of the DEM was achieved.
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(4) Slope gradient from the DEM as tested against the topographic
map displayed a correlation coefficient, R, of .93, a very
good correlation.
(5) Length of slope was the least accurate dataset. Correlation
to the test data provided an R coefficient of .81. More work
is necessary on the length of slope routine. It is unclear
if the scale of the Dr—M permits a sufficiently precise
depiction of the microrelief necessary for a length of
slope calculation.
(6) Both the soil and rainfall images were input to the system
with little error.
(7) Processing using the VICAR F2 sequence was acceptably accurate
in spite of possible roundoff errors. The five-variable
i	 multiplication as tested against a manual multiplication cor-
related with a coefficient, R, of .98.
(8) Sensitivity analysis showed that slope and crop cover were
potentially the most sensitive factors of the five USLE
coefficients in predicting soil loss.
(9) The most serious soil loss problems are in areas with steeper
slopes under grass cover. Immature orchards in the foothills
of the mountains display high predicted soil losses; however,
these sites are not extensive.
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General conclusions from this study are as follows.
(1) Incorporating topographic data in Landsat classification is an
extremely efficient method to improve classification accuracies.
However, a thorough knowledge of the study area and of
environmental processes affecting land use/land cover are pre-
requisites for succe-,s in this endeavor.
(2) Watershed characteristics can be effectively derived from DEM
data. This study implemented slope and length of slope
information, as wcll as elevation data. Length of slope infor-
mation can be used in applications other than as the USLE
variable, and watershed divide information can also be obtained
from DEM topographic data.
(3) Digitized soil maps are a powerful information source. Once
the borders are coded, attributes other than erodability and
soil loss tolerance, such as permeability and PH, can be
incorporated into a GIS.
(4) Useful statistics from soil maps, topographic data and land
cover data were obtained. The percentage of slopes within a
certain range, the proportion of specific soil erodability and
soil loss tolerances for soils, and the percentage of land
covered in certain land use/land cover cate gories can be easily
calculated.
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(5) The 60 meter square 231 line by 192 sample grid for all of the
datasets, as well as the topographic sheet and soil maps, was
an effective coordinate system. Ground survey and accuracy
assessments were greatly facilitated by the use of this grid.
The grid also aided the registration of the Landsat and the
DEM to the Santa Paula quadrangle.
(6) The use of topographic maps for accuracy verification in
this study is questionable. The scale of the topographic
sh p ts may not adequately depict slope or length of slope.
However, field data for these factorswere not obtainable.
(7) Al'i of the data used in this study are available in the United
States, except the DEM. Defense Mapping Agency topographic
data may be subst i tuted for the DEM, but the DMA data are not
as accurate.	 In time, the DEM will be more widely available.
(8) VICAR/IBIS proved to be a powerful, flexible, and well ir_e-
grated image prncessing and geographic information system.
Problems with VICAR/IBIS were with the two-image F2 capability,
and the POLYSCRB routine, which randomly assigns border pixels.
However, VICAR/IBIS effectively processed all of the datasets
according to user needs.
(9) A geographic information system based Universal Soil Equa-
tion can be applied to a wide range of agricultural regions,
similar in climate to the continental United States. Appli-
cation to forested watersheds is not recommended because the
USLS was developed to predict erosion for agricultural land.
Application of this model to other climatic zones, su:h as
tropical environments, is subject to further research on
soil erosion processes for these specific areas.
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